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ABSTRACT 

Performance As a Strategy For Women's Liberation: Practices ofthe Theatre 

of the Oppressed in Okmeydam Social Center 

by 

Jale Karabekir 

This study aims to analyze the practices of the theatre of the oppressed with women 

in the Okmeydam Social Center, along with women's narratives on these practices 

and the social center itself, in terms of women's strategies for liberation within the 

context of Turkey. The thesis aims to show that the perspective that approaches the 

issue of women's liberation within the framework of modem education discourses 

and their practices fail to develop strategies for women in their everyday life. The 

main argument of this thesis is that the theatre of the oppressed provides a space and 

a tool for women in terms of their emancipation, transformation and helps them to 

develop strategies for resisting patriarchy. 

This thesis discusses the premises of considering the theatre of the oppressed and 

performance as a feminist method for women's liberation, as a means of deciphering 

the construction of gender identities, gendered organization of everyday life and the 

patriarchal power relations. 
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KISAOZET 

Kadmlarm 6zgiirle~mesi i~in Bir Strateji Olarak Performans: Okmeydam 

Toplum Merkezi'nde Ezilenlerin Tiyatrosu Pratikleri 

J ale Karabekir 

Bu c;ah~ma, Okmeydam Toplum Merkezi'nde kadmlarla yapllan Ezilenlerin 

Tiyatrosu pratiklerini; kadmlann bu pratikler ve toplum merkeziyle ilgili anlatllanm 

Tiirkiye baglammda kadmlann ozgiirle~me stratejileri ic;inde c;oziimlemeyi 

amac;lamaktadu. Tez, kadmlann ozgiirle~mesi meselesini modem egitim soylemleri 

c;erc;evesinde ele alan bakl~ apSlmn ve bu bakl~ aC;lsmdan yola C;lkan pratiklerin 

kadmlann giindelik ya~amlannda stratejiler iiretmede yetersiz kaldlgml gostermeye 

c;ah~maktadlr. Tezin temel iddiasl, Ezilenlerin Tiyatrosu'nun kadmlann 

ya~amlannda ozgiirle~tiren, donii~tiiren ve ataerkiye kar~l direnme stratejileri 

geli~tirmelerini saglayan bir alan ve bir arac; sundugudur. 

Ezilenlerin Tiyatrosu'nun ve performansm kadlnlann ozgiirle~mesi baglammda, 

toplumsal cinsiyet kimliklerinin kurgulam~lannm, giindelik ya~amm 

cinsiyetlendirilme siirec;lerinin ve ataerkil iktidar ili~kilerinin c;oziimlenmesinde 

feminist bir yontem olarak degerlendirilebilecegini tartl~maktadlr. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The case study on the theatre of the oppressed workshops and performances held in 

Okmeydam Social Center between the years 2000 and 2002 is the main subject of this 

thesis. I use the techniques of the theatre of the oppressed in the exploration of women's 

oppression in Okmeydam. This thesis aims to explore the relationship between feminism 

and theatre in terms of the theatre of the oppressed and feminist practices. 

The theatre of the oppressed techniques that I used in this research have been developed 

by Augusto Boal since the 1950s. Recently, it is used all over the world by theatre 

professionals (individuals and groups) and social workers in various community 

centers 1• Being a Brazilian theatre director who focused on and examined oppression 

throughout society, Boal's goal was to change the dynamics of conventional theatre and 

to make popular theatre where people could intervene. The roots of the theatre of the 

oppressed were located within the proletarian movement in Brazil, in which Boal tried 

to use theatre as a consciousness-raising too12
• In his theory of the theatre of the 

1 The problems and oppressions addressed in this work contain different issues such as AIDS, street kids, 
prostitutes, violence, youth and so on. The most important institutions that are working on the "Theatre of 
the Oppressed" are CTO (Centro de Teatro do Oprimido- The Center ofthe Theatre of the Oppressed) in 
Rio and Centre du Theatre de l'Opprime in Paris. A network, "formaat" of the "Theatre of the Oppressed" 
practitioners has been forming in Amsterdam in order to exchange experiences and form a forum space 
among practitioners. See www.formaat.org 
2 After the military and political intervention in Brazil, he was exiled and he had to move to France where 
he had to invent different types of the "Theatre of the Oppressed" techniques. The main problem that he 
faced was the conceptualization of "oppression" in Europe that really differs from Brazil. Working with 
different societies, he developed different types of techniques in terms of different needs of the 
communities. Basically, these techniques can be categorized into three dimensions: "Newspaper Theatre" 
and "Legislative Theatre" have political,"Invisible Theatre", "Image Theatre" and "Forum Theatre" have 
social, and "Rainbow of Desire" and "Cops in the Head" have therapeutic dimensions. "Newspaper 
Theatre" and "Legislative Theatre" focus on the activation and awareness of the audience in the. political 
problems of the society. "Rainbow of Desire" and "Cops in the Head" are basically based on personal 
experiences that reveal the unnoticeable self-oppression. "Invisible Theatre", "Image Theatre" and 
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oppressed, Boal focuses on the transfoIlllation of theatrical means such as the actor, 

audience, space and theme. His main concern is to change their usual conceptualizations 

by constructing a bridge between actors and audience. He tries to activate the audience 

and to transfoIlll them into active and creative agents where they could change the script 

and in_general, the world. In this sense, the usual type of interaction between actors and 

audience could change into a dialogue where the audience makes its own theatre in order 

to change the society. 

These techniques were not designed for exclusively feminist concerns. However as the 

theatre of the oppressed was about oppression and inequality throughout society, some 

feminists began to use these techniques for feminist aims. The theatre of the oppressed 

offers a new technique/method for feminist activists and social workers, in terms of 

applying and improving the techniques of the theatre of the oppressed in their fields3
. 

The theatre of the oppressed opens up a theatrical space where women's oppression can 

be projected and consequently it provides us with a new method for overcoming 

women's oppression. 

In this thesis, I use the theatre of the oppressed as a tool and as a method in order to 

explore women's oppression in the context of Okmeydam Social Center. The possibility 

of intervening in the play performed on stage and the interactive feature of the theatre of 

"Forum Theatre" are concerned about the social oppression throughout society and try to find solutions 
through the intervention of audience. 
3 Aside from the systematic oppression of issues like race, class and so on, the "Theatre of the oppressed" 
techniques have been used in women's issues (i.e. abortion, inequality, sexual abuse, violence and so on.) 
in Europe since the 1980s and North America in the following years: Not only in relation to those various 
themes that consist feminist concerns, but also as a theatrical/social technique, as a tool for feminist 
consciousness-raising and so forth, the "Theatre of the Oppressed" techniques have been used by and in 
cooperation with feminist pedagogy and activism. 
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the oppressed that enables the audience to participate in the struggle against oppression 

provide me with a new approach to the notion of '.resistance' to patriarchy. I facilitated 

six forum theatre workshops and nine forum performances in Okmeydam Social Center. 

Different fonns of women's oppression were presented at the theatrical stage. Both the 

performers and the audience tried to solve those problems and conflicts by using one of 

techniques of the theatre of the oppressed: forum theatre. My main concern then is the 

exploration of 'interactivity', 'performing' and 'strategizing' processes in the context of 

women's oppression within the theatre of the oppressed workshops and performances. 

In particular, women who had shared these experiences in Okmeydam Social Center 

were the actors of this study that aims to show an alternative method for women's 

emancipation. The forum theatre workshops and performances not only try to figure out 

the oppression of women in Okmeydam, they also try to form a space for presenting and 

creating solutions. The formation of such a space provides a set of strategies that could 

empower women in their struggle against oppression. In this thesis, I will try to explore 

the relationship between the interactive theatre and women within the context of 

Okmeydam Social Center and try to point out the significance of theatre and specifically 

'performing' and 'strategizing' process of the empowerment of women. More 

specifically, my goal is to look at how 'performing' enables women to create strategies 

by examining and analyzing the process and outcomes of these performances. 

Being the first social center of Istanbul, Okmeydam Social Center was established on the 

busiest street of Okmeydam, Dariilaceze Street. Social centers in Turkey as state 

institutions are governed by the General Directory of Social Service (Sosyal Hizmetler 
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ve <;ocuk Esirgeme Kurumu - SH<;EK) and according to the social work literature, they 

aim to facilitate the integration of undeveloped/developing urban areas or peripheries 

with higher rates of migration. In the Okmeydam case, this institution plays a 

remarkable role for women participants. After its establishment, women in Okmeydam 

began to attend the activities that the social center provided according to the different 

needs and demands of applicants. With the courses and seminars, Okmeydam Social 

Center became a space for women where they experienced how they could express 

themselves, where they participated in various activities and where they met other 

women. It also represents the dominant discourse on women's emancipation based on 

formal education. Therefore the Okmeydam Social Center is not any randomly selected 

setting to test my arguments about the relationship between feminism and the theatre of 

the oppressed, but a specific context where women's emancipation is constructed 

through the discourse of 'education for women'. 

This thesis consists of five chapters. In the first chapter, I will make a brief review of the 

discourse of 'education for women' in Turkey. I will try to explain the current 

relationship between feminism and the state in the context of social centers and try to 

highlight how women's liberation is seen through the discourse of education. In the 

second chapter, I aim to examine the close relationship between feminist theories and 

the theatre of the oppressed. Here, my focus will be on the exploration of resistance 

using Judith Butler's theory of 'performativity' in relation to Augusto Boal' s techniques 

of the theatre of the oppressed. This also opens up a methodological discussion that 

comprises of the relationship between feminist research methods and the techniques of 

the theatre of the oppressed. The third chapter consists of the methodology of this thesis 
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that includes detailed descriptions of how the theatre of the oppressed workshops and 

performances were organized including the intervi~wing process. In the fourth chapter, I 

will give descriptive information about the setting and the context of this research to 

highlight how the social center is imagined through women's narratives, and in what 

ways the definitions of the social center and women's imaginations of the social center 

differentiate. This is important in examining the 'tool' for liberation for women that is 

created by the collaboration of the state and women's institutions. In the last chapter, I 

will narrate the performances and the strategies created in Okrneydam Social Center in 

relation to how women perceive these in respect to their narratives. I will argue that the 

performances of the theatre of the oppressed make the multi-layered forms in which 

women encounter oppression in their everyday life visible. It creates a space to name 

and discuss them. Through its interactive method it transforms women into a 

community. Last, but not least, the theatre of the oppressed as an experience enable 

women to challenge oppression and imagine and construct new gender identities. 
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CHAPTER I: WOMEN'S MOVEMENT AND THE DISCOURSE OF 

'EDUCATION FOR WOMEN' 

In this chapter, I will discuss how 'education for women' discourse was articulated 

within women's movements and how this discourse has changed its structure, targets 

and strategies over time. I will first discuss the significance of education for the first 

and the second wave feminisms in the West1
. Although the formulations of these 

early perspectives have been challenged by the third world and post-structuralist 

feminists whom I will barroW' from throughout the following chapters, in this chapter 

I will mainly try to construct the influence of the first and the second wave 

feminisms in Turkey where education discourse is still dominant. 

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, women in Britain and the United 

States began to question the gender inequalities embodied in their respective 

societies primarily through problematizing the concept of 'citizenship'. Ideas 

developed in the Enlightenment and French Revolution drove women to recognize 

the existing inequalities between women and men and to challenge the legal 

structures and regulations that subordinated women by denying their basic rights. 

Within the first wave feminism women demanded education in the traditionally 

'male' occupations, such as medicine, law, theology, since women at that time were 

still situated in occupations, which reflected their 'natural' capacities as mothers and 

care givers such as teaching, nursing, work-house visiting and working on school 

boards (Sanders 2001:24). In relation to education, women not only demanded equal 

access but also problematized the methods of education and suggested that education 

1 Although I know that 'West' is not a homogeneous category, in this thesis I will use it as a term that 
includes the countries France, America "hd England where feminism as a political and academic 
practice has initially emerged. 
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for women should be restructured around the idea of 'critical thinking' (Donovan 

1992: 69). Education was primarily seen as an instrument of becoming conscious 

about oppression, rights and equality, and primarily for becoming part of the public 

sphere. Additionally, this critical thinking also presented an instrument for women's 

empowerment, by which they could make themselves independent from 'men'. 

While first wave feminism emphasized equal access to formal education, second 

wave feminism developed distinctively feminist education methods. One of the most 

important outcomes of second wave feminism is the concept and the method of 

'consciousness-raising'. Underlying the slogan of 'the personal is political', feminists 

suggested that 'consciousness-raising' is "the move to transform what is experienced 

as personal into analysis in political terms, with the accompanying recognition that 

'the personal is political', that male power is exercised and reinforced through 

'personal' institutions such as marriage, child-rearing and sexual practices" 

(Thornham 2001: 30). Feminist theorists have described consciousness-raising in 

feminist activism as a way of opening up a new space for women to rediscover 

themselves as women and thence to theorize that identity and its possible 

transformation (Thornham 2001: 33). 

In sum, feminist demands, critics, protests and actions in the West focused on the 

'education for women' in different ways. First wave feminism targeted at formal 

education and 'critical thinking' for women, while the second wave feminism 

discussed education in relation to consciousness-raising. In the context of the 

women's movement in Turkey, which was influenced by western feminism, 
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education for women was also defined through the strategies and discourses of 

women's empowerment. 

The Discourse of "Education For Women" in Turkey 

In Turkey women's struggle against oppression can be analyzed in four consecutive 

periods: Ottoman Women's Movement, Republican Era, feminism of the 1980s and 

institutionalized feminism after the1990s. The reason I use these periods is to trace 

the evolution of 'education for women' discourse over time. The first two periods 

were influenced by Western feminism and the nationalist discourse in Turkey. The 

discourses on liberation of women were articulated through equal rights and 

women's education until the 1980s. Two significant changes took place after 

the1980s: first, the idea of 'education' was challenged and replaced by the 

consciousness-raising method of second wave feminism; secondly, particularly after 

the 1990s, feminism has been institutionalized to a significant extent, and feminists 

have become actively involved in the running of both state and non-state women's 

institutions where the discourse of 'education for women' has been re-iterated. 

Ottoman Women's Movement 

The Tanzimat period (1839-1878) represents a significant turning point III the 

Ottoman modernization process. Large-scale reform projects in the areas of military, 

bureaucracy, law and education had been launched in that period. Within this context 

women's education was perceived as vital and necessary for the modernization of the 

society and the family. This discourse on education was also supported by the 'male' 
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modernist intellectuals of the empIre. For instance, ~emsettin Sami in his book, 

Kadznlar (The Women), emphasized the significance of 'education for women'. His 

idea of 'woman' derived from her role of 'mothering'. He believed that women as 

mothers had to be educated so that they could raise their children -the new generation 

of the 'civilization'- and he emphasized women's education as a way of establishing 

harmony in marriage (Sami 1996: 27). The discourse on education had concrete 

results that provided different kinds of educational opportunities for women2
• 

Women themselves perceived education as the pnmary means for self-

empowerment. Inspired by western feminism, they demanded equal access to 

education, but different from western feminism they regarded education as a means 

to question certain forms of oppression, specific to Ottoman society. The issues of 

'marriage', 'family' and 'polygamy' were intensively discussed within the context of 

roles and responsibilities associated with sexual division of labor and regulations3 on 

'women's rights' (Tekeli 1998: 340). 

In this period, formal education in primary school became widespread for women. 

But 'education for women' did not consist of only formal education; there were other 

means of 'educating women' such as journals, books, courses and conferences (Van 

Os 2002: 343). For example women's journals4 covered a variety of subjects, 

2 The right of formal education for women was first actualized with the opening ofKlZ Ru~tiyesi in 
1862 and KIZ sanayi Okuluin 1869. Additionally, women who would become midwives were 
accepted as listeners to some courses in medicine school and especially DarUlmuallimat (1870), which 
aimed to educate teachers for girls' school, were also established and this opened a space for women 
participate in the working-life (<";eri 1996: 16). Accordingly, there were two other educational 
opportunities for girls, one was to take lessons from home tutors (murebbiye) and the other was to 
register to the foreigners' schools. In 1908, women had access to education at the university. 
3 In 1841, the right offormal marriage before 'kadl'; 1845-1857, the prohibition of slavery and female 
slavery; 1856 the right of inheritance. 
4 For further information see the monograph of the women's journal, Kadllliar Diinyasl (1909-1923) 
in Serpil <";aklr's book, Osmanh Kadlll Hareketi, Metis YaYllllan; and for non-muslim women's 
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focusing on domestic tasks, and other gender based roles and responsibilities. They 

were also considered as being a 'school' for women's modernization, where aside 

from laying down the outlines of 'women's education' practical 'knowledge' about 

household, cooking and caring was transmitted5 (Toska 1994: 198-199). Women's 

associations also became a space for women's education. The aim of these 

associations could have been different from each other but they all emphasized 

education for women and their participation in social life. Some provided workshops 

and courses for women in order to promote their skills in occupational training. They 

organized public meetings and struggled for the right for 'employment'. The periods 

of war also required the assistance of medicine, so that the education of midwifery 

and nursing aid became significant issues in women's employment opportunities. 

Within the Ottoman women's movement, strategies and struggles against oppression 

were articulated by the means of journals, associations and participation to social 

life, in which 'education for women' was at the center of demands. Although 

Ottoman women were influenced by Western 6 feminists' thoughts and actions on 

'suffragette', they mostly focused on issues such as polygamy, divorce and exclusion 

of women from social life, which were considered to be specific to Ottoman society 

(Tekeli 1989: 35). Those involved in this movement were mostly elite and educated. 

They tried to establish a political party for women, Kadmlar Halk Fzrkasz (Women 

journals, as a case, see Melissa Bilal, Lema Ekmek9ioglu & Belinda Mumcu's article "Hayganu~ 
Mark'm (1885-1966) Hayatl, nu~i.inceleri ve Etkinlikleri: Feminizm: Bir Adalet Feryadl" in 
Toplumsal Tarih, Mart 2001 . 
5 Representation of 'education for women' could also be seen through the girls' photographs with 
holding books in their hands that emphasized the privilege of being literate (Toska 1994: 200). This 
idea could also be supported by the popular play Vatan Yahut Silistre by Namlk Kemal (1983), in 
which the main female character Zekiye appears in the first scene with a book in her hands. 
6 Tekeli (1998) stated that the flying action of Belkis $evket Hamm in 1913 resembled the flying 
action of Miss Muriel Matters in 1909, for propagating women's right in voting. 
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People's Party) (Abadan-Unat 1998: 328) in the early 1920s, which marked an 

important date in their long lasting struggle in Turkey. 

The Republican Era 

The establishment of the republic marks another significant turning point in the 

history of women's movement in Turkey. Thereafter the woman question and the 

struggle for rights were defined within the Kemalist discourse. Until the 1980s it is 

hard to talk about an independent women's movement in Turkey. Since, after the 

establishment of the republic, woman's question was appropriated by dominant 

official discourses. In the 1920s the authorities of government closed Kadmlar Halk 

Flrkasl, which was then turned into Turk Kadmlar Birligi (Turkish Women Union-

1924), aiming "to promote and improve women in social and intellectual aspects, to 

have social and political responsibility and consciousness, and to help poor families, 

women and children" (KIlls: 1998: 348). In 1927, Nezihe Muhittin and her friends 

were expelled from Turk Kadmlar Birligi under the state's pressure when they 

attempted to ask for the right to 'vote' (KIlls: 1998: 348). 

As Niikhet Sirman argues the republican era took over the heritage of the Ottoman 

Empire in terms of regarding women primarily mothers and wives, but added the role 

of patriotic citizens to this definition. Accordingly, in the republican era, women's 

education· was also a significant issue. Through women's access to professional 

occupations, which required 'education', women again became a symbol in the 

"realization of the national goals of the republic" (Sirman 1989: 10). The 
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associations of professional women were also established during this period7
. 

Moreover, associations encouraged by the state mainly consisted of 'educated' and 

'elite' women like in the Ottoman period. 

Turk Kadmlar Birligi was established again in 1949 in order to strengthen the roles 

of women as mothers, wives and responsible citizens, as projected by the state. 

Women's associations, Women's Branches of the CHP (the Republican People's 

Party) and its auxiliary institution People's Houses (Halkevleri) also participated in 

the making of the nationalist discourse, where women's rights were celebrated and 

maintained through a recourse to the emancipatory potential of Kemalism (Teke1i 

1989: 35). These associations consisting of the "so called" liberated women, 

reproduced the 'education for women' discourse by acting on the basis of the 

assumption that the 'other' women who were 'oppressed' would be liberated through 

education. Accordingly, these associations organized some courses on 'literacy' and 

'handicrafts', as well as providing scholarships for female students (K.1h<; 1998: 351). 

The 1960s and 1970s witnessed the growth of leftist movements in Turkey where 

oppression was defined exclusively in class terms. Class structure was perceived as 

the fundamental source of people's oppression, where there was no need to talk 

about women's oppression as a separate issue. According to this discourse, women 

would be liberated through the struggle against class inequality. As Tekeli argues, 

within this period women's oppression and women's movement were not articulated 

through the questioning of patriarchy, but rather defined in terms of class system 

(Tekeli 1989: 36). As Sirman stated, "the fight was strictly against class system and 

7 Turk Universiteli Kadllliar Demegi (Association of Turkish University Graduate W omen-1949), 
Turk Soroptimistler Demegi (Association of Turkish Soroptimists-1948) 
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any other ideology such as women's rights had to be subordinated to the main goal" 

(Sirman 1989: 16). Different kinds of women's organizations8 were established in 

this period, and they evolved under the hegemony of the leftist movements. For 

instance Devrimci Kadmlar Dernegi aimed at voicing women within this 

'revolutionary struggle' (KIlls: 1998: 351). jlerici Kadmlar Dernegi, tried to change 

and regulate daily lives of women in the sense of solving their problems on particular 

issues such as water shortage, adequacy of transportation, communication and so on. 

But in this period, women could not talk about women's oppression and create 

strategies against it. 

Feminist Politics and Women's Movement in 1980s 

By destroying the leftist movement, the military intervention in 1980 fundamentally 

changed the political arena of Turkey. In the early 1980s, 'feminism' emerged within 

small groups of women gathering in Istanbul and Ankara. However, this emergence 

was criticized for being 'Eylulist9
, (KIlls: 1998: 355). According to the new social 

movements theory, the emergence of 'feminism', like other new social movements 

(such as student, ecological, environmental, anti-nuclear, peace movements) can also 

be considered as a reaction to the shortcomings and insufficiencies of the old social 

movements that focused on a singular, core contradiction, such as class (Onder 2003: 

38). The insufficiency of a singular category to contain all inequalities led to 

diversity within the political field. Accordingly in the context of Turkey, one can 

8 Devrimci Kadmlar Dernegi (Revolutionary Women's Association), jlerici Kadmlar Dernegi 
(Progressive Women's Association), Demokratik Kadmlar Birligi (Democratic Women's Alliance), 
Emekr;i Kadmlar Birligi (Laborer Women's Alliance), Devrimci Kadmlar Birligi (Revolutionary 
Women's Alliance), and Devrimci Kadm Dernekleri (Revolutionary Women's Associations). 
9 The military intervention was held on 12th of September. Leftists made a connection between the 
emergence of feminism and the military intervention, which contained condemnation and critique of 
the feminist movement. They blamed feminist movement to be the product of the military 
intervention, which destroyed the democracy and the human rights in Turkey. 
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argue that Kemalism and the leftist movement had prevented the emergence of a 

feminist movement. 

I would like to use Giilnur Savran's categorization of the feminist movement in 

Turkey in three phases; the early 1980s constituting the ideological background, after 

1987 active period of campaigns and after 90s institutionalization and project-

making feminism periods (Ko<;ali 2002: 74). The articles on the feminist movement 

in Turkey, all begin by narrating small groups gatherings and consciousness-

raisings lO
• The first instance of visibility for 'feminist action' was the four-day 

symposium held in 1982, with the participation of a French feminist, Giselle Halimi 

where problems of women were discussed and 'the term feminism was firstly 

articulated' (Tekeli 1989:37). The expression of women's oppression was first used 

in the press with Y AZKO, the Cooperative of Writers and Translators that offered 

feminists to take part (one page) in the existing journal Somut. It was a 'space' where 

women could, in their own words, "talk about ourselves, to talk for ourselves" 

(Abadan-Unat 1998: 331). 

The second phase was described as an active period consisting of campaigns, 

protests, congresses, organizations, written materials and journals, all of which 

indicated women's struggle against oppression. For example, in March 1986 

feminists headed towards the political arena in order to provide the implementation 

of the UN Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against 

Women (CEDAW), which was already signed by Turkey in 1985 and organized a 

petition (Sirman 1989: 16). They also organized campaigns against the Penalty Code 

10 see Tekeli (1989), Sinnan (1989), Abadan-Unat (1998), KIlle; (1998), Timisi and Agduk Gevrek 
(2002) 
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(about rape and virginity test), especially related to the Article 438 (that was about 

the reduction in punishment in the crime of rape, if the victim was a prostitute). 

Other campaigns were organized against 'violence against women': battering women 

and sexual abuse using the 'purple pin' as a symbol. 

The protests and actions emphasized and aimed at the visibility of women's 

oppression on different levels. For instance, the protest of Mother's Day in Ankara 

and the one-day festival in istanbul were held in solidarity with the campaign against 

the battering of women and the Temporary Modern Women's Museum in Kariye, 

held an exhibition of kitchen utensils and attracted attention to women's alienation in 

the domestic sphere. As Sirman states the song 'Kadm1ar Vardlr (Women Are Here), 

was another way of 'showing' and 'challenging' oppression (Sirman: 1989: 18). It 

became a symbol of feminism in Turkey and since then remained in the memories. 

In short, feminists of this period challenged the oppression and subordination of 

women in the private sphere, creating a political agenda of their own. Nevertheless, 

the domination of feminist discourses by other political agendas and conflicts in 

Turkey continued. Towards the end of the 1980s Is1amism and a reaction to Is1amism 

by Kemalist women became one of the primary ways in which women's issues were 

discussed in public; The emergence and growth of contemporary Is1amist movements 

in Turkey created its own women's organizations and journals. Women's stmggle 

against the state under Is1amism was articulated around the remarkable issue of the 

'turban' in the universities and women's status in the public sphere. Upon the 

victory of Welfare Party in the municipality elections in Istanbul, women from that 
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party gained visibility. Debates around 'Shari'a' and secularism, and women's status 

in public occupied the central stage. 

Perceiving the rise of Is1amist movements as a threat, Kemalist women began to 

come together in new organizations, such as Association for Supporting 

Contemporary Life (<;agda~ Ya~aml Destekleme Demegi, 1989 -<;YDD) (KIlW 

1989: 356). These organizations function through creating schools, fellowships and 

participating in public events where they protested 'the rise of Islam' that they 

argued contributed to a duality in the public sphere. Once again, just like Kemalism 

and Socialism before that, secularism prevents the flourishing of an independent 

women's movement. 

After the 1990s: Towards an Institutionalized Feminism? 

At the beginning of the 1990s, the topic of women's oppression started to find space 

within various social, political, academic and state institutions. The edited book 

called 'Feminism in Turkey in the 90s' (90 'larda Tiirkiye'de Feminizm) supports the 

idea that institutionalized feminism has become a defining aspect of the women's 

movement III Turkey after the 1990s. Eight articles out of fifteen contain the 

narratives of women's institutions with their histories, expenences or self

evaluations. This is a remarkable point in terms of demonstrating as how these 

writers imagine feminism in the 1990s, and also how feminism of the 1980s has been 

developing within the institutionalizing process in the 1990s. I will examine these 

issues in four parts: Institutionalization of feminism of the 1980s, N GOs and proj ect 

feminism, networking and the women's movement, and state institutions. 
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Within the institutionalization of the feminism of the 1980s, the following three 

institutions played a major role: Women's Library (Kadm Eserleri Kiitiiphanesi-

1990), The Purple Roof Women's Shelter Foundation (Mor <::atI Kadm Slgmagl 

Vakfl-1990) and Pazartesi journal (Monday, 1995). The case of Women's Library 

indicates the importance and significance of 'documentation and archiving of 

women' and aims from a feminist perspective to collect women's documents that 

reflect their struggle and resistance against oppression, including both past and 

present documents (Davaz Mardin 2002: 188). The variability of documents such as 

journals, books, newspapers, articles, dissertations and collections of women's 

organizations, women artists and visual documents open up a new perspective in 

constructing the history of women and its connection with the present. 

The second institution, The Purple Roof Women's Shelter Foundation was 

established in istanbul and followed by similar institutionsll in other cities. It 

conceptualizes and defines its institutionalizing process in terms of "maintaining the 

struggle against domestic violence" (I~lk 2002: 47) and emphasizes the significance 

of "creating women's institutions" by creating women's information centers and 

shelters (I~lk 2002: 8). These institutions are the representatives of the 

'institutionalized feminism' period, which is still in progress, and they show how two 

specific fields of 'feminist concerns' -'women's documentary' and 'domestic 

violence'- became institutionalized as an achievement of the 1980s feminism. The 

last one is the journal Pazartesi, which targets women's .concerns at the popular level 

II Kadm Dayam~ma Vakf! (Woman's Solidarity Foundation, Ankara) and Ege Kadm Dayam~ma 
Vakfl (Aegean Woman's Solidarity Foundation, izmir) 
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by including news about women or unpublished news by the mainstream press and 

targets promoting feminism (Ko<;ali 2002: 77). 

On the other hand, istanbul University Women's Problems Research and 

Implementation Institute (jstanbul Universitesi Kadzn Sorunlarz Ara~tlrma ve 

Uygulama Enstitiisii, 1991) and Woman Research Association (Kadm Ara~t1rmalan 

Demegi, 1991), which collaborate, are also defined as the first feminist institutions of 

the early 1990s. The feminist institutionalization in academia has continued in the 

following years by the establishments of Middle East Technical University Gender 

and Women's Studies (1994), Ankara University Women's Studies (1996) and 

Mersin University Women's Problems Research Center (1997). This feminist 

intrusion in the academia has increased academic interest on women's issues from 

interdisciplinary perspectives. 

The second set of developments in this period consists of the creation of NGOs and 

project feminism, which is still in progress today. Although feminism in the 1990s is 

considered to indicate a progress in the capabilities of women to solve the issues 

raised in the 1980s through institutions and gender mainstreaming (Timisi & Gevrek 

2002: 38), I believe that feminism in the 1990s constitutes professional areas of its 

own, which is a problem by itself. According to Ur;an Siipiirge's (Flying Broom) 

database12 on women's organizations in Turkey, there are 358 registered 

organizations 13, including 220 associations, 30 foundations, 9 cooperatives and 8 

companies. However, I will not discuss all of these institutions, their missions, goals 

and proj ects. Instead, I will examine some of the women's organizations that proved 

12 This database consists of the recent women's organizations until 2004. 
13 http:/supurge.dinasa.comlindex.php?sayfa=3 
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themselves to be sustainable, which also indicate the mam fields of women's 

oppression in the context of Turkey. 

In the political 14 and legal realms, there are two NGOs that have focused on gender 

discrimination. Women for Women's Human Rights: New Ways (Kadmm insan 

Haklan Yeni <;ozfunler Vakfl, 1999) was established in 1993 under a different name: 

Women's Human Rights Action-Research Center (Kadlmn insan Haklan Eylem-

Ara~tmna Merkezi, 1993). It focuses on the legal regulations with regard to women's 

human rights. This institution aims at promoting "women's human rights and 

supporting the active and broad participation of women as free individuals and equal 

citizens in the establishment and maintenance of a democratic and peaceful order at 

national, regional and international levels IS". It not only takes part in the formation of 

legal regulations, but also develops educational projects and programs for women16
. 

Arlother organization, the Association for Supporting Women Candidates (Kadm 

Adaylan Destekleme ve Egitim Dernegi - Ka-Der) was established to provide 

equality between women and men in the political arena by carrying out women's 

ideas a,pd voices to the assembly (Bora 2002: 115). Moreover, at the macro level, the 

vision of Ka-Der is to change the destiny of women and the country simultaneously. 

Arlother example is Ur;an Siipiirge (1996), which aims at strengthening solidarity 

among women through constructing relations between women who are concerned 

14 In the political realm, some feminists took part in the establishment of a political party, Freedom 
and Solidarity Party (Ozgurluk ve Dayam~ma Partisi, 1996), that was a so-called 'umbrella party', 
claiming to embody different factions ofleftist groups, feminists, greens and so on, as a space where 
they could make politics. However, the popularity of this party faded away soon. Feminists were 
disappointed in their struggle because of the leftist and patriarchal hegemony within the party, as 
exemplified by the establishment of Women's Branch, where the division was made as it was used to 
be, and where women called themselves 'women ofODP'. The emergence of Woman's Branches in 
Kurdish political parties is also significant in the political arena, where they tried to voice themselves 
and their oppression. 
15 Available at www.wwhr.org/id 789 
16 For example, Women's Human-Rights Education Program (Kadmm insan Haklan Egitim 
Programl) was relatively widespread in the social centers of Turkey. 
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with women's issues and movement, and supporting their empowerment and 

problem-solving capacities (Kardam & Ecevit 2002: 94). It reflects project feminism 

best, with several projects on their database on women's organizations in Turkey: the 

annual film festival Uc;:an Siipiirge Kadm Filmleri Festivali (Flying Broom Women's 

Film Festival), the website (Flying Broom), the bulletin Uc;:an Haber (Flying News), 

Flying Broom radio programs, television projects, local women reporters, and NGOs 

meetings. 

Women's institutions established after the 1990s focus on a specific issue in relation 

to women's oppression and try to create strategies against that particular form of 

oppression. Feminism is articulated within institutional settings thus giving rise to 

the application of the concept of 'institutionalized feminism'. In the database of 

Flying Broom, we can easily see that women's institutions are mostly established as 

NGOs. Unlike the 1980s, these institutions are seen as expressing the variety and 

expansion of feminist ideology and discourse. The projects held by women's NGOs 

aim at "development and empowerment of women by increasing alternatives for 

women and also by promoting their skills in using these alternatives" (Kiimbetoglu 

2002: 168), and providing different sources and mechanisms in their struggle against 

oppression. However, the struggle of maintaining an NGO and focusing on a 

particular issue obstruct the construction of a relationship between different forms of 

feminist politics (Kardam & Ecevit 2002: 92). Recently, these institutions have been 

realizing their goals by proposing projects supported by international funds. The 

energies of women are accordingly invested in writing, proposals, meeting the 

demands of requirements and sometimes even competing among other NGOs. Most 

importantly for my purposes, the project feminism focuses on the education of 
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'disadvantaged' women, in other words, the women's institutions become spaces 

where projects are held for 'other women'. Women's NOOs and project feminism 

override their commitment to feminist sisterhood. 

The actions, campaigns and networking function through Internet sources (such as 

websites, databases, electronic groups and web-based journals), which both provide 

and restrict access to communication about women's issues, news and activities of 

woman's organizations. There are also different types of electronic groups formed 

among the members of institutions on a specific issue (Penalty Code, Woman's 

Congress and so on). These groups act as realms of networking and discussion for 

women, where they can organize campaigns and even petitions. Internet sources, 

specifically electronic groups are the main 'meeting place', where they could 

encounter with each other. 

The positive side of these, as I mentioned in the previous paragraph, is that electronic 

groups also function towards different goals. For example, these virtual spaces are 

also used in order to meet with other women, and to get organized through electronic 

groups within 'real' contexts. Unlike institutionalized feminism, women's movement 

in the 1990s mostly tries to establish network between different regions, various 

women's groups and organizations. In the late 1990s and the early 2000s, there were 

some meetings held, for instance in Diyarbaklr, Batman and istanbul in which 

Kurdish and Turkish women from various regions of Turkey came together. These 

meetings aimed to highlight women's solidarity against oppression in the sense of 

sharing experiences such as 'women's suicides' and 'earthquake'. A similar meeting 

was held in Konya, followed by a Woman's Conference named 'Organizing Our 
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Liberation (Kurtulu~umuzu Orgiitleyelim), in Istanbul. All these are endeavors of 

network construction and formation of common feminist politics within the women's 

movement. On the other hand, there are some platforms formed, which target at 

meeting with women and women's organizations on specific issues, such as 8th of 

March Platform (8 Mart Kadm Platformu), Istanbul Women's Platform (istanbul 

Kadm Platformu), Women's Platform Against War (Sava~a Haytr Kadm Platformu) 

and 'issue oriented ad hoc committees' actions. 

On the other hand, the Internet sources provide the networking only among women 

who have access to the Internet. This strictly restricts the communication of women 

and the networking among the women who don't have access to the Internet. 

Additionally, the relationship between institutionalized feminism and the women's 

movement are weakened by the professionalism within feminism. These different 

forms of organizations cannot frequently come together, in terms of forming 

common feminist politics, because of the variation related to their targets and their 

organizational structure. 

Finally, we have to pay attention to the state's role in women's issues after the 1990s. 

Turkish State also establishes its institutions, such as the Turkish Republic Prime 

Ministry General Directory On The Status and The Problems of Women 

(Ba~bakanhk Kadmm Statiisii ve Sorunlan Genel Miidiirliigii -KSSGM, 1990), 

which focuses on eight issues!7 and runs projects about women at the governmental 

level. In the context of legal regulations, women and women's institutions tried to 

17 The fields that KSSGM focuses on are women and press, institutional mechanism for the 
advancement of women, women in power and decision-making, women and economy, violence 
against women, women and health, education and training of women, and finally the young women's 
problems in education and in early marriage. Available at http://www.kssgm.gov.tr/infhtml 
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transform state policy. For instance, proposals to change of Law on the Protection of 

the Family (Aileyi Koruma Kanunu), article 159 in the Civil Code that limits 

women's working status in terms of her husbands' permission, 'virginity test', 

'adultery', and the state's tendency not to recognize 'domestic violence'. Also 

shaping its institutions by projects to educate the police, especially on 'women 

issues' in the State Planning Organization (Devlet Planlama Te~kilatI) programs and 

by establishing new institutions for women (I~lk 2002: 62). 

The relationship between 'institutionalized feminism' and state regulations can be 

seen as an achievement of the 'women's movement' in the 1990s. Nevertheless, it is 

important to question state policy on women's issues. For example, at the micro 

level, SHyEK established three different institutions, Woman's Guesthouses (Kadm 

Konukevleri 18
), Woman's Information Centers (Kadm Dam~ma Merkezi) and Social 

Centers (Toplum Merkezi). The first two institutions deal with 'domestic violence', 

and prevent the formation of independent women's institutions. For example by the 

law of SHYEK. SHyEK is charged with the control of Women's Shelters. This 

control mechanism demonstrates how the state took over the idea of 'shelters for 

women' from feminism and took it under its sovereignty. However, another 

important point here has to be emphasized with regard to the establishment of 'social 

centers', I will argue in chapter four, that social centers serve to produce and 

reproduce the discourse on 'education for women'. Social centers, as state 

institutions, encourage local women to participate in the activities they organize as 

well as providing a vehicle for institutionalized feminism to realize their goals in 

terms of applying their projects within the center. This cooperation enables the 

18 Ideologically, the Guesthouses of SH<;::EK was not called Shelters as it is in feminist tenninology. 
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reproduction of 'education for women' discourse at the context of the Okrneydam 

Social Center. 

Moreover, some women's institutions also develop educational programs for the 

personnel of SH<;:;EK in addition to their programs for the participants of social 

centers. In the context of Turkey, the relationship between 'institutionalized 

feminism', NGOs and social centers remarkably point at the significant policies that 

both state and feminism suggest. State has the control over 'institutionalized 

feminism' via both regulating and opening spaces for the realization of projects and 

also via manipulating the services provided by women's institutions. Women's 

institutions are trying to disrupt the policies of the state related to women by 

applying their projects and programs in these social centers. Hence, the theatre of the 

oppressed workshops held with women in the Okrneydam Social Center can be seen 

as a significant case study to examine the relationship between 'institutionalized 

feminism', NGOs and state policy. 
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CHAPTER II: FEMINISM, PERFORMANCE AND THEATRE 

" .. .it can no longer be denied that there is a uniquely female expression ... 

women's social, biological and political experiences are 

different from those of men; 

art is born of those experiences 

and must be faithful to them to be authentic .... " 

Lucy Lippard1 

This chapter includes a brief description of feminist theatre, the techniques of the 

theatre of the oppressed and its applications with women in different parts of the 

world. I will try to emphasize the relationship between feminism and theatre by 

explaining the techniques of the theatre of the oppressed. I will use Judith Butler's 

theory of performativity, which describes both how gender order is maintained and 

resisted through performance. I would like to read Butler's theory with the practices 

of the theatre of the oppressed in order to show how the theatre of the oppressed 

techniques could be considered as a tool for women's struggle against oppression. 

Additionally, I will try to explain the relationship between the theatre of the 

oppressed and feminist research methods in order to emphasize the significance of 

the theatre of the oppressed as a feminist method. 

1 http://www . themagdalenaproj ect. org/then.html 

~ Segazici Oniversitesi Kutu~hanesi + 
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According to Butler, gender "is the repeated stylization of the body, a set of repeated 

acts within a highly rigid regulatory frame that congeal over time to produce the 

appearance of substance, of a natural sort of being" (Butler 1990: 33). Performance 

is central to the prodllction of gendered bodies and subjects. Subjects are constituted 

through citing regulatory norms through their performance. These norms are defined 

within the heterosexual hegemonic matrix. Performance is a two way process. That 

is, on one hand, citing norms and materializing them in bodies and identities, it 

reproduces, materializes and naturalizes norms: "a performative is that practice that 

enacts or produces that which it names" (Butler 1993: 13). On the other hand, 

performance also refashions bodies according to norms and enables the constitution 

of intelligible bodies. 

Nevertheless, according to Butler, performance can also be resisting: "the paradox of 

subjectivization is precisely that the subject who would resist such norms is itself 

enabled, if not produced, by such norms" (Butler 1993: 15). Performance can be 

resisting to the extent that it produces excess, which enables the recognition of 

performance as performance rather than as natural disposition. With respect to this 

thought, Luce lrigaray criticizes the Western traditions of philosophy for 

systematically placing woman in a negative, non-subject, non-speaking position and 

focuses on the female body, and works on constituting 'the speaking body'. 

According to her argument, the concept of mimesis2 might become a strategy 

through which replication and repetition are used: 

2 Mimesis is a Greek word with the meaning: the act of 'imitation' . 
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"To play with mimesis is thus, for a woman, to try to recover the place of her 

exploitation by discourse, without allowing herself to be simply reduced to it. It 

means to submit herself - in as much as she is on the side of the 'perceptible' 

of 'matter' - to ideas, in particular to ideas about herself, that are elaborated 

in/by masculine logic, but so as to make 'visible' by an effect of playful 

repetition, what was supposed to remain invisible: the cover up of a possible 

operation of the feminine in language" (Bell 1999:90). 

This is a way of strategizing resistance through regulatory norms. Using the body as 

a tool in mimicry as she suggests, and replicating and repeating the existing structure 

of female roles, produces excess within the meanings that constitute as well as resist 

these norms. Butler, on the other hand, believes that there is specific space from 

which such performances can be produced. According to her, hegemonic norms are 

only sustained by excluding certain bodies. For example, in the constitution of the 

heterosexual matrix, it is the lesbian body that is excluded. Both of these strategies of 

resistance, i.e. the realization of performance as performance, and the production of 

performances from the space of inhabitable and unnamable bodies is key for 

situating the resisting potential of the theatre of the oppressed. Although the theatre 

of the oppressed is not considered as a form of feminist theatre, its targets and 

methods can be used for feminist purposes. In the following part, I will try to explain 

the relationship between feminism and theatre, briefly explain Augusto Boars 

theatre of the oppressed techniques, using the examples of the theatre of the 

oppressed with women and show how it operates as a form of resistance within the 

framework of Butler's and Irigaray's theories. 
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Feminist Movement and Performance 

In the West, the relationship between feminism and theatre emerged within the 

context of the second wave feminist movement and it dates back to the 1960s. In US 

the protests of second wave feminism used the symbolic values and performance 

strategies of the radical guerilla and street theatre (Carlson 1996: 165). These protests 

and demonstrations targeted to show how women were objectified in dominant social 

and cultural systems of representation (Aston 1999: 5) and also constituted the roots 

of feminist theatre as a professional field. It must also be noted that until the 1980s 

there has been a distinction between feminist critical theory and feminist 

performance3
. In the context of the 1970s Women's Liberation Movement, feminist 

performance was considered to take place outside the academy, on the streets by 

demonstrations or at the professional level, while feminist critical theory has been 

evolving inside the academy through and in collaboration with different disciplines, 

like woman's studies. Feminist practice and academia met by the late 1980s through 

the "workshops, performances and talks by practitioners" in the academia. 

Increasingly feminist scholars began to write about and to theorize this work and in 

turn, some feminist play writers and practitioners became interested in theory (Aston 

1999: 4). 

Feminist theatre has been relatively widespread in the west, producing different 

groups and companies. In the late 1960s in UK The Women '8 Street Theatre Group 

3 This distinction was articulated by Aston (1999) by phrasing "finding ways of making theatre 
feminist, or making feminist theatre" .. 
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and Theatre-in-Education movement had an influence on the public. The Women's 

Theatre Festival in 1973 and the establishment of The Women's Theatre Group in 

1977 followed these actions (Wandor 1986). The Magdalena Project4 (1986) that 

supports a network of women's theatre all over the world and also publishes the 

journal -Open Page- is still in progress. In academic field there are feminist critical 

theory and feminist theatre departments, books and articles are published, festivals 

and networks are organized. In contrast Turkey had to wait until the late 1990s to 

discuss and produce feminist theatre in academia or on stages. 

After the development of feminist performance/theatre in the professional arena, and 

with the influence of the interaction between practitioners and academicians, feminist 

theatre and performance emerged as a discipline of its own with its supporting 

theories and categories. Within the literature, feminist theatre is considered in three 

different groups with regards to its relation to theoretical frameworks: Liberal 

(Bourgeois); Radical (Cultural) and Materialist (Socialist) Feminist Theatre6
. In 

general, liberal feminist theatre concerns women's parity with men and adheres to 

'universal' values (Austin 1998:137). This resembles the discourse of 'first wave 

feminism' and its demands concentrate on 'equality' between women and men. On 

the other hand, radical feminist theatre aims to define and support the idea of a 

'female culture' that is separate and different from men's dominant culture (Carlson 

1996). Radical feminist theatre is influenced by radical feminism, specifically French 

feminists. Materialist feminist theatre aims to analyze and understand the ways in 

4 For more information, see Bassnett, S. (1989) and visit the web site www.magdalenaproject.org 
5 See, Savaskan Gedik, T. (1998) and also see the web site of Tiyatro Boya/z KWj, which claims its 
production~ to be feminist within the professional field of theatre, www.tiyatroboyalikus.com 
6 See, Case, S. E. (1988), Aston, E. (1999), Wandor, M. (1986). 
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which power relations based on class interact with power relations based on gender, 

both at the individual and the social level. After the 1990s, as a result of 

postmodernism and deconstruction, a new concept in theatre, performance and 

performance art has begun to be discussed: that is 'gender in performance'. 

Beyond these professional feminist theatre practices, the methods of the theatre of 

the oppressed play an important role in working with women's groups. They enable 

both the recognition of oppression and the creation of resistance to that oppression 

simultaneously. In the following section, I will try to give a brief summary of some 

of the theatre of the oppressed techniques: Invisible, Image and Forum Theatre. I 

will situate the theatre of the oppressed in the framework of performance theory. 

Theatre As a Strategy Against Oppression 

"If the oppressed himself (and not a surrogate artist) performs an action, 

this action, performed in a theatrical fiction, will allow him to change 

things in his real life. "(BoaI1990: 42) 

How can theatre be used as a strategy in the struggle against woman's oppression? 

Augusto Boal's theatre of the oppressed techniques provides us with a means to 

il).vestigate this question. His techniques basically focus on 'oppression'. The theatre 

of the oppressed aims to highlight the forms of oppressive conflicts within society 

and bring them into theatrical form where they could be discussed. The interactivity 

of these techniques emphasizes the importance of interaction between the performer 
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and the spectator. The intervention of spectators creates the possibility of resistance 

and the capacity of oppressed groups to solve conflicts within society. Although this 

research basically consists of the technique of forum theatre and partially image 

theatre, I would like to begin with the technique of invisible theatre in order to 

explain the basic tenets ofBoal's techniques. 

Invisible Theatre 

The main goal of invisible theatre is to activate people on a specific social/political 

subject of importance in society. It turns them into actors of a particular subject. In 

the construction of invisible theatre -in Boal's words- "the chosen subject must be an 

issue of burning importance, something known to be a matter of profound and 

genuine concern for the future spect-actors" (Boal 1992:6). What invisible theatre 

primarily proposes is to change the space of theatre. In other words, instead of 

making a forum on the chosen subject in the theatre building (the constructed 

theatrical space), it aims to put it out on real settings and contexts. 

Invisible theatre can turn any place into a theatrical space; i.e. subway, cafe or bus 

stations. The subject is improvised and rehearsed as if in conventional theatre, but the 

performers are aware that it will be performed in the flow of daily life and in a real 

context and setting. The audience, on the other hand, is there by chance. This is the 

power of invisible theatre that transforms theatrical action into reality. As Boal 

suggest, "it is precisely this invisible quality that will' make the spectator act freely 

and fully, as if he were living a real solution - and after all, it is a real situation!" 
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(Boal 1985: 146-7). Invisible theatre calls for a detailed preparation, which consists 

of imagining different variations in which the spectators can react and intervene. 

Within its theoretical frame and application, invisible theatre proposes theatrical and 

social transformation. By transforming any space into a performance space, it 

abolishes the power and magic of the theatrical stage. There is no wall between the 

performers and the spectators, no line or border. The play is performed in a real 

context where people are made into spectators and spect-actors. It changes the 

relationship between the performer and the spectator, in which the play is re-written 

together: 

"In the invisible theatre the theatrical rituals are abolished; only the 

theatre exists, without its old, worn-out patterns. The theatrical energy is 

completely liberated, and the impact produced by this free theatre IS 

much more powerful and longer lasting" (Boal1985:147). 

What is produced in the process of invisible theatre is the creation of 

solutions/strategies by real people through the use of theatre. The magical, powerful 

and unreachable status of the 'stage' vanishes; the spect-actor creates his/her own 

area to perform, to intervene and to change the situation. Additionally by 

transforming the spectator into a protagonist, he becomes "the protagonist of the 

reality he sees, because he is unaware of its fictitious origin" (Boal 1992: 17).This 

forms a natural exchange of ideas between performers and spect-actors (also 

spectators), which cannot be experienced in conventional theatre. 
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The important issue in invisible theatre is the well-prepared strategies against the 

reactions of spect-actors and the preservation of the idea of 'invisibility'. I had 

experienced an invisible theatre in March 2003, just before a public speech on the 

theatre of the oppressed. The room was full of theatre professionals and students, and 

invisible theatre started by a group of students declaring that 'the education of art 

should not be charged'. Then a burning discussion ended with repressing the students 

by the authorities of the theatre center after which the students left the room. The 

organizer of this invisible theatre informed us that the previous action was a practice 

of invisible theatre. After that, the space turned into a 'fight place', where the 

authorities felt uncomfortable to be an actor in this invisible theatre. As a result, the 

relationship between the authorities and the theatre of the oppressed practitioners and 

students were broken down, because they had not envisioned the possible reactions 

and they had not constructed the 'problem' well enough for that particular setting. 

This experience illustrates that both the problem and the setting and their 

interrelations have to be considered very carefully in order to produce new 

perspectives. We experienced an invisible theatre in a theatre of the oppressed 

speech, but on the other hand, the performers were affected negatively because of 

their unprepared attempt. 

The other technique is image theatre, which I used in the forum workshops in 

Okrneydam Social Center. 
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Image Theatre 

The technique of image theatre is based on the bodily and physical expressions of 

oppression. The arsenal of the theatre of the oppressed -as Boal calls in his book 

Games for Actors and Non-actors- consists of games and exercises, which presents 

new approaches to the expression of oppression. Image theatre is built on the 

variations of 'sculpting' exercise, which involves bodily and non-verbal expressions. 

In image theatre the spectator is expected to participate, first by discussing 

collectively a certain theme of common interest. What she is asked to do is to express 

herself by using her own body or using the other participants' bodies in 'sculpting' a 

group of statues in such a way that his/her opinions and feelings become evident. 

Any kind of speaking is not permitted and the participant becomes like a sculptor, 

who must determine the position of each body including the mimics as if they are 

made of clay. This created statue or group of statues is presented to other participants 

for discussion. These bodily and physical expressions form a space to discuss the 

oppression that is seen visually. Later, participants are invited to change the original 

'image' into an ideal one. In the final phase, the transition of the image/s are 

discussed: 

" ... how to carry out the change, the transformation, the revolution, or 

whatever term one wishes to use. Thus, starting with a grouping of 

"statues" accepted by all as representative of a real situation, each one is 

asked to propose ways of changing it" (Boal 1985: 135). 
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Image theatre offers a non-verbal theatrical sp'lce for the spectator: There is no use 

of language. It is one of the most. stimulating forms of the theatre of the oppressed, 

because the opinions/feelings become visible and gain materiality. Additionally, 

disregarding language provides the group with a means to create a collective image 

(expression of the oppression in question). Image theatre enables different 

possibilities in expressing and challenging oppression. It encourages the spectator to 

participate in action and "analyze the feasibility of change" collectively (Boal 

1985:139). 

Forum Theatre 

"In forum, the audience not only comments on the action, it intervenes 

directly in the action, taking protagonist's part and trying to bring the 

play to a different end; it is no longer a passive receiver, it is gathering of 

'spect-actors' (active spectators) who bring their own experience and 

suggestions to the question, 'What is to be done?'(Jackson 1995) 

As a practitioner of the theatre of the oppressed and the English translator of Boal' s 

books, Adrian Jackson suggests that forum theatre IS based on the 

participation/intervention of the spectator in the theatrical action and on the process 

of replacing the oppressed character by improvising variations to cope with the 

oppression. In the production of forum theatre, just like within image theatre, the 

participants decide on a theme/event containing a particular social/political problem 

or conflict. This story is transformed into a short play, which is improvised, 
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rehearsed and presented as in conventional theatre. But there are fundamental 

differences between forum theatre and conventional theatre. Firstly, although a 

fomm play consists of a fixed script, dialogue and conclusion, it contains 

dissatisfaction in its finale, which shows the crisis brought by the main conflict. 

While the play is presented for the second time, the spectator has the chance to 

intervene in the play, and she is expected "to continue the physical action of the 

replaced actor" and "to carry out the same type of work or activities performed by 

the actor" (Boal 1985: 139). Correspondingly, within this. interactivity and 

intervention, the whole play is changed by the acts of spect-actor, through dialogues 

and actions she creates, and the original perfonners also have to deal with this new 

situation and to act instantly in response. The second difference is the 'directing' 

issue, which depends on the preparation of a play, mainly in the rehearsals. In a 

fomm play the director's -the joker- role continues during the presentation of the 

play where s/he plays a role in constmcting a bridge between the actors and the 

spectators. The joker is the one who keeps the fomm afloat and activates the 

spectator in the process (Diamond 2000:9). What the joker has to do is, to activate 

and maintain the theatrical fommldebate, "which constitutes the improvisation of 

possible solutions, the intervention of members of the audience, the search for 

alternatives for an oppressive, unjust, intolerable situation" (Boal 1998 :9). Then 

spectators become spect-actors who are voicing and performing their thoughts in 

theatrical space. Through the transfonnation of the spectator into a spect-actor, the 

spectator finds him/herself in a rehearsal that "stimulates the practice of the act in 

reality" (Boal1985:141-2). Boal believes in the power offorum theatre since: 



"Forum theatre is a reflection on reality and a rehearsal for future action. 

In the present, we re-live the past to create the future. The spect-actor 

comes on stage and rehearses what it might be possible to do in real life" 

(Boal1998:9). 
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As Boal suggests, forum theatre offers a discussion and rehearsal space for the 

spectators in creating strategies against specific oppressive conflicts. Evidently, its 

power, goal and function is distinguished from conventional theatre. Beyond the 

fictitious frame of theatre, forum theatre provides anexpartsion to reality: 

"Forum theatre, as well as other forms of people's theatre, instead of 

taking something away from the spectator, evoke in him a desire to 

practice in reality the act he has rehearsed in the theatre. The practice of 

these theatrical forms creates a sort of uneasy sense of incompleteness 

that seeks fulfillment through real action. ( ... ) The truth of the matter is 

that the spectator-actor practices a real act even though he does it in a 

fictional manner. While he rehearses throwing a bomb on stage, he is 

concretely rehearsing the way a bomb is thrown; acting out his attempt to 

organize a strike, he is concretely organizing a strike. Within its fictitious 

limits, the experience is a concrete one." (Boal1985:141-2). 

Feminist Practices of the Theatre of the Oppressed 

In this part, my aim is to show the significance and the importance of the theatre of 

the oppressed studies in relation to women's issues. Berenice Fisher (1994) who 
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researched the practice of the theatre of the oppressed with women, focuses on what 

the theatre of the oppressed can offer feminists, in other words how the theatre of the 

oppressed -in practice- is and can be applied to feminist pedagogy and to social work 

for women. In her research, she observed the theatre of the oppressed techniques 

used by French and Dutch feminists. She interviewed them in order to find out the 

approaches and achievements of the theatre of the oppressed in women's studies. 

These studies targeted different woman's groups and particular field of oppression. 

Here, I will summarize some of the theatre of the oppressed studies done by these 

feminists. 

By the 1980s feminists in France began to use the theatre of the oppressed in the 

context of the family planning movement. Although they had educational programs 

for women, they also used forum theatre techniques, focusing on subjects such as 

abortion and gynecological care. Two fundamental issues were addressed in these 

studies: One was the empowering effect of forum theatre, which occurred by 

replacing the oppressed character. Within its context, women participants realized 

constraints and oppression of their own lives and also began to struggle and fight 

against a particular form of oppression. Second one was the consciousness-raising 

dimension of the theatre of the oppressed. In this case, French feminists could 

broaden their work on family planning towards a wider feminist vision and also 

broaden their target population (Fisher 1994:187). 

In the Netherlands, feminists also emphasized the dou~le potential of the theatre of 

the oppressed, in helping activists to transform themselves and reach out to other 

women. Ans Pelzer, a sociologist, who worked in Amsterdam with a number of 
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illiterate women's groups, battered women and feminist activists found out that the , 

theatre of the oppressed is especially effective with battered women. She thought 

that the process of transforming their lives into a theatre made women "very strong." 

The audience and the performers went beyond their pain, got stronger and explored 

different ways of survival. As Pelzer puts it: "If you [the actors] had been through all 

this and could talk about it and make a play about it, then it must be possible to 

survive" (Fisher 1994:187). It was important to emphasize the relationship between 

play and survival. In her view, the theatre of the oppressed provided a space for 

women where their oppression could be visible and questionable. Within this 

process, women could encounter the oppression they faced and could collectively 

seek solutions to their oppression. 

In the field of social work for women, the theatre of the oppressed was also used in 

community programs. Martha Jong, a social worker who worked with young 

women's groups for instance, used this method to question the mythology of the 

"prince on a white horse". She aimed to challenge the oppressive dimensions of this 

mythology. Within her project, she encouraged the group to form plays about their 

future lives. The participants intervened in these plays and replaced the oppressed 

character in order to find out alternative solutions. Jong used this technique to break 

down oppressive mythologies and discourses on young women. 

On the other hand, Marian Kroese, a member of the Amsterdam-based company 

Schoppenvrouwen, used forum theatre while working with older women who were 

divorced. They formed plays about widowhood, which focused on the society's 

perception on widowhood. Within the context of divorce, they could find the chance 
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to discuss marriage, divorce and widowhood, and also bring widow's oppression into 

the picture. Kroese observes that acting and play-making are liberating processes for 

women as opposed to the empty "talking, talking, talking" through which social 

work is usually done (Fisher 1994: 188-9). 

Feminists used the theatre of the oppressed techniques with different groups and on 

different subjects. The techniques of image theatre and forum theatre provided a 

different method in expressing, examining and challenging women's oppression. For 

example, image theatre, as I mentioned before, offered a new language for 

expression. Within the context of women's issues, the image theatre technique -

bodily expression- could reveal forms of oppression that could not be expressed in 

words. Accordingly, the unspeakable aspects of oppression could be expressed, 

imaged and questioned. The characteristics of forum theatre, on the other hand, 

provided an opportunity to go beyond the oppression that was addressed. Through 

interaction and intervention, women could also find a space to discuss, to fight 

against oppression and to create collective solutions. As Fisher stated, the theatre of 

the oppressed is perceived as a tool for consciousness-raising in feminist work: 

"His (Boal) theatre of the oppressed techniques promised to broaden the 

language of consciousness-raising to include non-verbal and not easily 

verbalized responses to oppression. His focus on acting seemed to bridge 

the gap between theory and action. His emphasis on working together to 

find a way to respond to oppression seemed to support cooperation in an 

educational setting" (Fisher 1994: 185). 
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The issues that can be addressed through the work of the theatre of the oppressed in 

relation to women are various and depend on the social, cultural, political and 

economic contexts. But as a method, the theatre of the oppressed provides a way to 

work on women's oppression. It makes feminists reach experiences, investigate and 

create a space for collective solutions. The theatre of the oppressed involves 

reflection, discussion and decision-making through a theatrical perspective. 

Defining the Theatre of the Oppressed As a Feminist Methodology 

In this thesis, I have feminist concerns in studying women's oppreSSlOn in the 

context of Okrneydam. It is a case study investigating women's oppression, through 

the method of the theatre of the oppressed in Okrneydam Social Center. As feminist 

case studies illustrate "posing provocative questions" is crucial (Reinharz 1992: 167). 

In this thesis a number of questions lead to my approach to women's oppression: 

How can it be possible to struggle against women's oppression? Does 'performing' 

create strategies in women's struggle? Thus, I place the issue of 'performing' at the 

center of this research, through which struggle and resistance are achieved. Here, I 

will try to show the relationship between feminist research methods and the theatre 

of the oppressed and how the theatre of the oppressed techniques can be used as a 

feminist research method. 

Feminist research is "a way of being in the world ( ... ) the experience of and acting 

against perceived oppression" (Kelly, Burton, and Regan 1994:46). Women's 

oppression is at the core of feminist research that focuses on "creating knowledge 

about women's experiences", finding the ways through which it is produced and 
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reproduced, and in what ways resisting, challenging and subverting can be developed 

(Kelly, Burton, and Regan 1994: 33). The theatre of the oppressed techniques 

provides me with an original method in approaching these feminist concerns. The 

similarities between feminist research methods and the theatre of the oppressed can 

be seen in terms of participant observation, creating change and constituting a 

collective identity. For example, feminist action research, in general, aims at 

empowering the oppressed through understanding and changing their oppressive 

realities (Reinharz 1992:181). Moreover, the position of the feminist researcher has 

to be situated in discovering and understanding the particular research obj ect. In this 

process, feminist researchers are "also responsible for attempting to create a change" 

(Kelly, Burton, and Regan 1994:28). The theatre of the oppressed technique also 

focuses on empowering the oppressed. It provides a rehearsal for future action and 

correspondingly the role of the feminist researcher and the theatre of the oppressed 

facilitator resemble each other since they both aim at sociaVindividual change. Not 

only the theatre of the oppressed, but also drama is used in some feminist research. 

For instance, Vivienne Griffiths uses drama in studying adolescence. Her method is 

to focus on the experiences of girls and to make them improvise their problems 

(Reinharz 1992:223). But compared to the theatre of the oppressed, in drama 

'talking' rather than 'performing' forms the space of discussion. 

The interactivity of the theatre of the oppressed also enables a specific interaction 

between the researcher and the 'researched'. As I was the facilitator of the theatre of 

the oppressed workshops and performances, I also got involved within this research. 

This enables my/the researcher's participation in the research as it is defined through 

the participatory research method as follows: "an approach to producing knowledge 
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through democratic, interactive relationship" (Reinharz 1992:182). Within this 

definition, the researcher's aim is defined as empowering the participants (who 

belong to a particular community), and working with them in resolving the problems 

that the community identifies. Identically, by creating performances and using 

interactivity the theatre of the oppressed provides a space and a method in resolving 

and empowering an oppressed community. Particularly, I -as the researcher and the 

facilitator- and the participants work together to express their common oppression 

and to discuss the ways of changing that situation into a condition where 

empowerment will be possible. 

Three core features of participatory research is defined as political action and 

individual consciousness-raising; sharing in making decisions and acquiring skills, 

and "the everyday life experience and feelings of the participants" (Reinharz 

1992: 182). By conducting and participating in feminist research, feminist researchers 

have no access to the power to change individuals, but "have the power to construct 

research which involves questioning dominant/oppressive discourses" (Kelly, 

Burton, and Regan 1994:39). The practice of change is defined as follows: 

"[ change] can occur within the process of 'doing research', and need not 

to be limited to the analysis and writing-up stages. The potential of 

research to create change can become an aspect of our methodology, 

which will in tum create more complex understandings of resistance to 

sociallindividual change" (Kelly, Burton, and Regan 1994: 40). 
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The methodology of this research has strong ties with feminist research methods in 

terms of understanding, conducting, participating and targeting change. The method I 

use, in finding out women's oppression, is the theatre of the oppressed, in which 

'change' is set as the target like all other feminist research methods. Accordingly, the 

theatre of the oppressed becomes the methodology as well as the object of this 

research. On the other hand, the intervention of the spectator enables the disruption 

of social conflicts. In Boal' s words on overcoming the oppression, the sense of 

resistance and survival is perceived as: 

"The oppressed has to fortify his will. It's a fighting back. You fight 

against someone who wants to impose -be it the boss, be it the man, be it 

the bank. So the will, in the way I use it, is not the will as society directs 

it, it's the will to fight back. To defend ourselves against sadism, private 

or social, we have to fortify our will ( ... ) I never, never propose solutions 

to problems. I always question people. ( ... ) We make a dialectical 

debate. I pose questions instead of giving answers" (Cohen-Cruz and 

Schutzman 1990:72) 

Beyond targeting change and identifying women's oppreSSIOn, the theatre of the 

oppressed enables the expressing and the performing of oppression in theatrical 

form. This enables to question that oppressive situation and to create a discussion 

space, where it can be heard, seen, questioned and discussed, and more importantly it 

allows intervention. This constitutes the basis and significance of the theatre of the 

oppressed in terms of creating strategies by 'performing'. Forum theatre contains 

various moments of dialogue, of exchange, of learning, of teaching and of pleasure 
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for both the performers and the spectators. In a way, theatre becomes a tool in 

helping to bring about social transformation (Boal 1998:9). Forum theatre offers the 

chance to use theatre as a tool for strategizing different models against oppression. 

The play, itself does not fight against oppression, it needs the intervention of the 

audience who could become activated as characters in a struggle against oppression. 

Moreover, the intervention and the interactivity of the theatre of the oppressed 

enable the oppressed community to find a space and a tool in resisting their 

oppression. The regulatory norms that constitute women's oppression are disrupted 

by the 'performing' act of the spect-actor, by the way of resisting and struggling 

against the oppression shown on the stage. The intervention of the spect-actor 

through using her own body and performing strategies makes it possible to change 

the oppressive script on the stage, through which she is constituted performatively. 

The interactivity of the event opens up a space for this 'performativity' in a fictive 

way -that is the theatre-. But besides that, it also provides the audience to perform 

and to show the ways in which and by which they could encounter, struggle and 

challenge oppression. In this respect, the term 'performing' became significant in 

disrupting, changing, resisting and re-constructing gender roles, in the way it was 

shown on the stage. The theatrical form of 'performing' in challenging women's 

oppression enables us to re-think 'performativity' and also shows the possibility of 

women's resistance to oppression. 
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As a conclusion, performativity makes performance -which both constitutes and 

reveals gender- visible. In addition to that, in the context of the theatre of the 

oppressed, resistance becomes possible through that particular performance 

addressed on stage. On the one hand, performativity makes visible the 

constitutiveness of gender and women's oppression by performing that particular 

oppression on stage. On the other hand, the interactivity and intervention of the 

theatre of the oppressed allows the spect-actor to perform, and through that, makes 

resistance possible to that particular forms of oppression, gender construction and 

regulatory norms. 
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CHAPTER III: PRACTICES OF THE THEATRE OF THE OPPRESSED AS 

A RESEARCH PROJECT 

This chapter aims at narrating my story of Okmeydam Social Center. Within this 

story, I will describe the processes of the workshops, performances and interviews in 

detail. As the method of this research, I will try to explain the ways in which the 

theatre of the oppressed workshops and performances were organized and also how 

these differentiated from the methods of formal education, a dominant activity in the 

social center where I conductedmyresearch. Here my main focus is to show how the 

theatre of the oppressed formed consciousness-raising among the women in 

Okmeydam Social Center. In each play formed within the framework of the theatre 

of the oppressed, we focused on the awareness and the expression of women's 

oppression in individual level, and then tried to find out the shared oppression among 

the group. Through the theatre of the oppressed workshops and performances held in 

the context of Okmeydam, women's oppression became visible and discussable. The 

interactivity with the audience, which is a part of this technique, enabled us to 

develop strategies in coping with women's oppression. I was the facilitator of the 

theatre of the oppressed workshops and performances, and the researcher in the 

process of interviewing. I will first narrate my story, how I got involved in the 

theatre of the oppressed, and then I will describe the workshops and performances, 

and finally the interviewing process. 

My journey in working with women had started in the year 1997, in Gazi 

neighborhood of Istanbul and then had continued in Okmeydam Social Center 

between the years of 1998 and 2002. The main target of these practices was to 
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express women's oppression and problems through theatre. However, this process 

was incomplete in the sense of lacking a debate on solutions against oppression. 

Then I have met Augusto Boal's theatre of the oppressed techniques. I participated in 

workshops and training sections in Istanbul and Vancouver, and became a 'real' 

participant that sought for solutions against her own oppression. Indeed, one of the 

significant issues that I learnt in Vancouver l was the changeable structure of 

'oppression' depending on context. In the training sessions the participants were 

mainly from North America and I had a hard time in finding a shared oppression 

theme with them. This showed me that oppression changed from community to 

community and the theatre of the oppressed has to be considered as an original tool 

for each community. When I returned home, I decided to experiment the forum 

theatre workshops with women in Okmeydam Social Center. 

The workshops and performances held in Okmeydam Social Center took place 

between September 2000 and June 2002. In this period, I spent two days every week 

at Okmeydam Social Center. The forum event's main characteristic, the participation 

and the intervention also influenced me in the sense of becoming a part of 

Okmeydam Social Center. This included taking part in some meetings that aimed to 

widen the activities, helping to solve certain problems and establishing relationships 

between feminist associations, groups, individuals and the Center. 

1 The training sessions were organized by Headlines Theatre, and held by David Diamond. I 
participated two levels of the training sessions, that each one was one week long. 
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The theatre of the oppressed Workshops in the Okmeydam Social Center 

I organized SIX workshops2 in Okmeydam Social Center. Thirty-four women 

participated in these workshops and twenty-five of them played active role in the 

performances. The ages of the participants ranged between sixteen and fifty-one, and 

only thirteen of them were born in Istanbul. Eight of them were graduated from 

primary school or were barely literate. There were five secondary school, fifteen high 

school and five university graduates. Twenty-three of the participants were married, 

eight were single, two were widows and one was divorced. Within the theatre of the 

oppressed workshops and performances, the women's groups showed homogeneity 

in relation to their class and their living space. This homogeneity facilitated finding 

common themes for the plays in the workshops as well as in the process of 

interventions in performances. As Fisher suggests: 

"Boal's theatre forum works best with a high degree of homogeneity 

among the people using it. Their shared sense of oppression leads them to 

identify with and support the person replacing the protagonist" (Fisher 

1994:190). 

Each workshop lasted eight to twelve weeks depending on the regularity of 

attendance and on the decision of whether one or two performances would be staged. 

The forum workshop was announced by posters and also was advised by the 

2 The time schedule of workshops were: October - November 2000; January -March 2001; April-June 
2001' October - November 2001; December 2001- February 2002; March - June 2002. , 
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secretary of Okmeydam Social Center and by the deputy director, Nejmiye 

Melemen
3

. Besides these individual supports, Okmeydam Social Center -as an 

institution- provided me with a space for workshops and performances. Furthermore, 

participating in an activity supported by an institution gave confidence to the 

participants. Despite the fact that I was working in a state institution, I did not have 

any administrative workload except informing SH(::EK about the forum workshop 

with a written proposal beforehand. 

The Setting of the Theatre of the Oppressed Workshop 

The workshop was held in a relatively large room at the first floor, which was quite 

luminous but too noisy, because it was situated next to the main street. There were 

very few furniture in the room, but there were portable chairs, some flowerpots and 

two bookcases so that we could prepare our setting easily. The floor had been 

covered by carpet, but it did not offer a functional and clean environment for us, so 

one of the participants of the workshop found a sponsor for covering it with PVC. 

For the forum workshop, nothing special was needed; the only need was an empty 

space and some pillows for sitting and lying down. 

The Process of the Theatre of the Oppressed Workshop 

3 Nejmiye Melemen participated my first forum workshop and played a role in the performance. This 
was a nice starting point since spectators saw the social worker -also the deputy director- of . 
Okmeydaru Social Center on the stage, acting; so the performance event as a whole got a prestIge and 
significance among the participants. On the other hand, Nejmiye Melemen's advices on participation 
became more effective, realistic and sincp.re, since she could also declare as "I have participated and 

acted, tool" 
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I tried to formulate my own (and also the group's) method and the arsenal of the 

theatre of the oppressed in the context of Okmeydam Social Center. I tried not to act 

like an instructor or trainer. They all knew that I had the knowledge of the theatre of 

the oppressed, but they were the ones that played, created and performed. A shared 

group identity was easily created; we were all trying to work on the oppression of 

women, whether it was theirs or mine. Within this group, my role during the theatre 

of the oppressed workshops was to facilitate and help them in creating performances 

that contained shared oppression. During the workshops, we were learning and 

experiencing all together: Also we all tried to keep in mind the theatre of the 

oppressed workshop rules while working on the issue of oppression 4. 

The workshop consisted of four main sections: the circle, warmmg up exerCIses, 

constructing images and forming forum plays. A workshop day started with a circle 

where each participant sat. This also formed the site where we discussed our 

previous work and shared intimate and personal narratives. The circle symbolized the 

energy of the group and the opening of the workshop where we created our own 

reality. The second step was the warming up exercises that consisted of various 

games to prepare us theatrically and to extract ourselves from the distress of daily 

life. These exercises also aimed at promoting physical, emotional and sensorial 

awareness of the participants. After each exercise, the group reformed the circle and 

discussed about what they felt and thought about it. The third step was the 

construction of the images that was the core of the theatre of the oppressed. The 

4 Do not harm yourself and the others, by both physically and emotionally; do not compel yourself or 
the others to do the exercises, because the person knows herself better than anyone; you do not have 
to participate all the exercises, you can step off whenever yo~ ~ant withou~ any e.xplanation; an.y ki~d 
of observer is not permitted, everyone in the room has to partiCIpate; there IS no nght or wrong m this 
study, we are not exploring the truth; all the works done and the conversations taken place have to be 
in confidentiality, it is not permitted to talk about them after.the session, with anyone; do not intervene 
any possible emotional crisis of a participant during the workshop and do not help or ask the reason; 
we are not searching for a concrete, single solution. 
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images were the improved versions of 'sculpturing' exercises that I have mentioned 

in the second chapter. The construction of images presented the bodily expression of 

oppression. There were different forms of constructing and combining those images. 

This enabled the creation of a discussion space on oppression. During the image 

work the participants used the techniques of 'sculpturing' through their own bodies 

or the others' in order to express oppression. According to my experiences of image 

work, the images showed different characteristics within different groups. For 

example, the images that we created were extensively large ones compared to those 

created in Vancouver. Large-scale images emphasize the greatness of women's 

oppression and the desire of making it as visible as it could be. Another point was 

that the images always referred to an oppressor who was imagined to be somewhere 

out of the image space. When compared to the ones in Okmeydam Social Center, in 

Vancouver the images were mostly introverted, small-scale and indicated internal 

conflicts. 

Within the fourth step, forum plays were created through the images created in the 

workshop representing the problematic. The forum play had to end with a crisis of 

the protagonist where there is "an oppressive, unjust, intolerable situation" (Boal 

1998:9). Usually towards the end of the workshop (on the fifth or ninth week), the 

group would be divided into two sub-groups in order to create two different forum 

plays. Each play was rehearsed and then each group intervened to the others' play for 

rehearsing the possible interventions that could happen in the upcoming 

performance. 
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Finally, in each workshop day the circle had to be completed by putting a stone (or 

any kind of material that had a special significance) at the center. Then a participant 

who wanted to say 'something' took this stone. Holding the stone indicated the right 

of speech and everyone had to listen without intervening. The stone was passed 

among the circle and at the end the circle became completed. 

This circle had an important significance for the workshop. The perception of the 

circle was different for each woman. For instance, in each day a different material 

was put at the center of the circle. Once a woman breathlessly told the story of her 

stone as follows: 

On Sunday we were on a picnic in the forest. After sometime I began to 

look for a special stone for myself. I was wondering about, taking, 

looking at and leaving several stones. My husband got curious about this. 

I told him "I am looking for 'my right of speech'!" He did not 

understand. I yelled at him: "I am looking for "my right of speech"'. 

Then I found this stone, my husband didn't ask anything then.5 

As this example suggested; the circle represented a space for women, where they 

could speak out6
. The circle enabled the sharing of deep and intimate conversations 

and problems. The feelings and ideas found a space for expression. While sitting in 

the circle women discussed the workday practices as well as their intimate , 

5 Pazar gunu ormana piknige gittik. Bir sure sonra kendim i<;in, ozel olan bir ta~ aramaya ba~ladlm. 
Bir suru tasa bakmaya basladlm, evirip <;eviriyordum. Kocam merak etmeye ba~ladl. Ona, "soz 
hakkIml a~yorum" dedi~. Bir ~ey anlamadl tabii. "soz hakklml anyorum" diye baglrdlm. Sonra bu 
tasl buldum. Kocam sonra hi<; bir ~ey sormadl. 
6 i will examine 'the right of speech' at length in chapter five. 
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experiences, fears and angers. The experience in the circle also created and proved 

that the workshop space was a confidential setting. 

My gender identity also played a role in creating a friendly and open environment. I 

tried to be as flexible as possible. I could change my prepared program according to 

the number of women attended and according to their specific capacities. For 

example, I soon found out that physical 'trust games' and 'group games' which 

acquired physical fitness were not suitable for the women in Okmeydam. 

Additionally, I also tried to make them feel free in choosing the subject to be 

addressed. By leaving the room, I left them alone to discuss a particular topic, to find 

out the theme for the upcoming play and to make improvisations. I can easily say 

that the forum play was the product of their own creation and very much expressed 

their own concerns. My main contribution within this process was to put the story 

they improvised into a theatrical structure. I helped them examine the characters they 

created (her/his characteristics, background, ideas and feelings) and bring the 

conflicts (the relationship between the oppressed and the oppressor) into a theatrical 

format. In other words, I facilitated the process of turning the improvisation into a 

play. 

The workshop was not without difficulties. Firstly, at times certain differences 

divided us and overcame our similarities like my single status, my relatively young 

age and my socioeconomic, cultural background. Okmeydam Social Center, on the 

other hand, also signified the differences between us. For example, the theatre of the 

oppressed workshops used the space of this institution where various activities took 

place. Here, there was a clear distinction between the trainers and the participants in 
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which the hierarchy and the authority was constructed. Within this context, the 

difference of the theatre of the oppressed laid in its democratic space where women's 

oppreSSIOn was examined. However, this difference sometimes created 

contradictions within their perception of authority and hierarchy that the participants 

were not used to. In addition to this, the diversity of attendance sometimes composed 

disadvantages in maintaining consistency. Typical reasons why they were not able to 

come were illness at the household and visits of relatives. Indeed in November 2001, 

I also had to take a break, because I was infected by the virus chickenpox from the 

daughter of one of the participants. 

The Theatre of the Oppressed Performances 

When the forum play was developed, we decided on the props and the costumes that 

women could provide easily. Every performer was responsible for her materials and 

participated in the provision of general needs. All steps of preparation necessitated 

teamwork. For instance, the title of the performance was found collectively through 

brainstorming and we used the method of negative selection in order to reach a 

decision. Announcement posters7 were also created together. Other trainers at the 

Center also helped in the process of announcement of the workshop and the 

performances. 

The performance space was at the ground floor, which was used as a classroom and 

contained a number of useful furniture pieces. In every performance the setting was 

designed together. We arranged the seats and the stage together. We did not use any 

7 See Appendix 
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kind of curtain, so that the space between the performers and the spectator became 

more interactive. We used the entrances that the room provided. The time and the 

date of the performances were determined considering personal and institutional 

conditions. The shows took place in a weekdayS and were mostly scheduled for two 

o'clock. 

There were nine performances9 presented and each forum play approximately took 

ten minutes. The whole event lasted for an hour. The performance event was public, 

but could not be broadcasted. There were some legal and bureaucratic limitations of 

the Center. Most importantly, since it is a state office, it does not have autonomy. In 

cases when the Center wants to broadcast something, it needs to apply to the Social 

Service Department of Istanbul for approval. This means too much paper work and 

we soon gave up the idea of reaching a wider audience. However, inviting a 

journalist is possible without informing the Social Service Department which meant 

that the show could appear in a j oumal lO
• 

Fifty to sixty spectators watched each performance. The spectators included the 

participants in the Center, their relatives, friends, and neighbors who were invited by 

the performers 11. According to my observation, most spectators were living in 

Okmeydam or in its vicinity, they were lower or lower-middle class, mostly married 

and they were not frequenters of theatre. The biggest problem that we encountered 

8 Okmeydam Social Center was not open on weekends. 
928.11.2000 "The Sound of Silence (Sessizligin Sesi)"; 16.03.2001 "No Way Out? (<;lla.~ Yok Mu?)"; 
01.06.2001 "My Husband and My Mother (E~im ile Annem)" and "Our Traditions (T6relerimiz)"; 
01.11.2001 "The Economic Crisis and its Reflections (Kriz ve Yanslinalan)"; 06.11.2001 "This Life 
is Mine! (Bu Hayat Benim!)"; 05.02.2002 "Do We Have Any Chance? (~ansimiz Var Illl?)"; 
20.05.2002 "Materiality in Marriage (Evlilikte Maddiyat)"; 03.06.2002 "Who is Guilty? (Sw;lu 

Kim?)". . . . 
10 In fact, ajoumalist attended in one of the perfonnances and publIshed an artIcle about It. See 
Appendix. 
11 See Appendix for the photograph of the audience 
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was the disorder of the spectators, not produced by their chatting (it was tolerable) 

but by their children!2. 

Because the forum theatre was interactive and we invited the spectators to intervene 

the play, the number and the homogeneity of spectators were important. In my 

experiences of forum theatre, I found out that if the number of spectators was few, 

the discussion space that was created by the forum play could be easily formed and 

the spectators felt more comfortable in intervening. The interventions and the desire 

of intervening could differentiate if there were officials among the spectators. 

However, officials mostly left the performance area after the first intervention and 

this changed the atmosphere of the interactivity. 

The performance began when we all lined up in the performing space. There became 

a relatively silent atmosphere, because something was about to happen. My role was 

to welcome the spectator: 

Welcome to our show!!3 

The audience replied by sayIng: "Welcome" or "Thank yoU!4". This was the 

beginning of the performance and the beginning of the interactive dialogue that the 

theatre of the oppressed aims to construct. The theatrical wall between the audience 

and the performers began to disappear through this dialogue. After that, each of us 

introduced herself. Then I began to explain what would h~ppen next: 

12 During the performance, the Center provided a roon: and a caretaker f?r children, but this. also was 
not successful, because the children could not be kept III the room or their mothers got worned about 

them. 
13 Oyunumuza ho~geldiniz 
14 "Hosbulduk"· "Tesekkiirler" , " 



We did a theatre workshop for ... weeks. This play is its result. We will 

tell you a story, but this is not Ay~e's or Fatma's story. This is our story. 

In the workshop, we sat around a circle. We put our feelings, thoughts, 

stories, and experiences together. Then we created a play out of it. This is 

not a personal story. This is our story. 

We are not real actors. Probably we will have many mistakes. From the 

beginning we are apologizing for that. But please do not forget, we are 

not the characters that you will see us playing. Nobody acts herself. For 

example, on the street you meet this performer. If you call her with the 

character's name, she would not respond. Weare not these characters. 

We are only acting out. But we believe that these characters exist in real 

life. 

First of all, we will show you the play. Then we can talk about it. Here is 

our play! 15 
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The forum play consisted of a particular oppreSSIOn and indicated the conflicts 

between the characters, the oppressed and the oppressor. The play ended with a crisis 

presenting the main conflict. The intervention space was formed through this crisis, 

better to say, through the dissatisfaction of the final. Of course, seeing a play is 

15 Biz ... haftahk bir tiyatro atOlye yah~maSI yaptlk. Bu oyun onu bir urunu. Size bir oykii anlatacaglz, 
ama bu ne Ay~e'nin ne de Fatma'run hikayesi. Bu bizim hikayemiz. <;ah~malarda, bizler birer yember 
yarattlk. Bunun iyine duygulanrruzl, du~uncelerimizi, hikayelerirnizi ve deneyimlerimizi koyduk. Ve 
bunlann iyinden de bu oyunun yarattlk. Bu ki~isel bir oyun de gil. Bu hepimizin oyunu. 
Biz geryek oyuncular degiliz. Bu yiizden bir surii hata yapabiliriz. $imdiden bunlar i9in oziir dileriz. 
Ama liitfen unutmaym! Bizler oynadlgmuz karakterler de degiliz. Kimse kendini oynamlyor burada. 
Orne gin sokakta bu arkada~lardan birini gordiiniiz. Eger onu buradaki karakterin adlyla yaglrsaruz, 
size cevap veremez. <;iinkii bizler 0 karakterler degiliz. Bizler yalruzca oynuyoruz. Ama bu 
karakterlerin gergek hayatta oldugunu da biliyoruz. . 
ilk once, size oyunumuzu gosterecegiz. Sonra onun hakkmda biraz konu~abiliriz. I~te oyunumuz 
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something that most of the guests are familiar with, whereas intervening is not a 

practice they are used to. The play was performed from the beginning to the end. The 

spectators clapped as usual, and then my job, as a joker began. I appeared at the stage 

and created a discussion space: 

I thank the performers for this performance. What do you think about the 

play? Did you like it?16 

The audience replied with murmurs: "Yes!"; "It is nice"; "We like it17" and so on. I 

encouraged them to discuss the play and to react on the particular issue addressed. 

Then I continued the dialogue with the spectators: 

Did you see any problem in this play? What do you think about it? Does 

it have to be changed or is it OK as it is? Is there anybody in this play 

that is oppressed or in trouble? Who are they? Who is the oppressor/s 

then? What do you think? Can we cope with that oppression? How can 

we cope with that? 18 

The spectators began to talk about the play, the characters, the subject and they 

reacted to this situation with comments. They were not satisfied about the play and I 

informed them about the upcoming process: 

16 Bu gosteri is;in oyunculara te~ekki.ir ederim. Oyun hakkmda ne dii~iiniiyorsunuz? Begendiniz mi? 
17 "Evet!", "Giizeldi" "Begendik" 
18 Bu oyunda herhangi bir sorun gordiiniiz mii? Ne dii~iiniiyorsunuz? Bu sizce degi~tirilebilir mi yoksa 
oyle kalmah ml? Bu oyunda bask! altmda olan ya da ba~l dertte olan kimse var ml? Kimler? Kimler 
bask!Yl uyguluyor? Ne dii~iiniiyorsunuz, Slzce bununla ba~ etmek miimkiin mii? Sizce nasIl ba~ 
ederiz? 
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OK, then we will show you the play for the second time. The same play. 

If you feel or think that there is oppression or there is a character that is 

oppressed or in trouble, please stop the play. It is very easy, just raise 

your hand and yell "Stop!". Can everyone here do that?19 

The exercise of rising hands and yelling began, it could be shorter or longer, or other 

kinds of exercises could be added according to the mood of spectators. Then the play 

began, I was on the stage looking at the spectators. A spectator raised her hand and 

yelled "Stop!". The play was stopped. In general, she began to talk about the 

situation, I insisted her to come up to the stage. For encouraging them, I asked 

questions about who was in trouble, how the character might be struggling and so on. 

If she had answers, I invited her to replace the oppressed character, to cope with the 

oppressor and to make an effort in finding a solution. Mostly she agreed and the new 

play began with her strategies. I was always near the spect-actor, so was the original 

performer. This is because, we wanted her to feel confident, and we encouraged her 

and controlled any kind of unexpected interaction. When with her decision she 

finished her intervention, everybody applauded and thanked her. I asked her what she 

had felt and thought during the intervention. And then I turned to other spectators to 

see if there was anyone else who wanted to intervene at this stage or any other parts 

of the play. The performance continued like that. 

19 Tamam stmdt size oyunumuzu ilGnci defa sergileyecegiz. Ayru oyunu. Eger bash oldugunu 
gori.irseniz 'ya da dii~iiniirseniz ya da bash goren ya da b~~l de~e olan bir ka:akter goriirseniz, lii~f~n 
oyunu durdunuz. Cok kolay, elinizi kaldmp, "Durun!" dlye bagmn. Buradaki herkes bunu yapablhr 

mi? 
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In general, there were different types and numbers of intervention in each 

performance. The total number of interventions was thirty-nine2o. Not all the 

spectators intervened, but according to my observations and to my friends' (the ones 

among the spectators), it was obvious that nearly all spectators were talking to each 

other, criticizing or analyzing the interventions and commenting about all. 

The interventions were not only encouraged by me, but also by performers. 

Whenever I was about to lose my energy in activating, one of the performers tried to 

activate the spectator by saying: "Isn't there anybody who can find a solution?" 

"Isn't there anybody who can rescue me?" "Isn't there anybody who can cope with 

me?21" and so on. The forum performance was ended when there was nobody left 

who wanted to intervene. But once, one of the performers began to speak about her 

character's problems after we had concluded the event. Everyone, including me, was 

surprised but we all agreed with her. Then two further interventions took place. This 

anecdote showed that not only the spectator's, but also the performer's satisfaction 

about the intervention was important. The performer did not think that the spect-

actors did solve the problem shown at stage and she insisted that some new solutions 

and strategies should be created. 

The forum theatre event creates a discussion space for women, in which the mean is 

'performing'. I believe that the performers, the spectators and the spect-actors 

20 Two ofthe interventions were performed by male spect-actors. Although most of the spectators 
were female there were few numbers of male ones and we did not ask them to go out. Mostly they left 
the space during the performance, but when they wanted .to intervene, I did not avoid this i.n order to 
experience the opportunity that a male spect-actor replacmg a female charac.ter fought agamst a male 
oppressor who is acted out by a female performer. The second spect-actor dId not replace any 
character he created a new male character and widened the picture and presented his solution. 
21 "C;::6zii~ bulabilecek kimse yok mu?", "Beni kurtaracak kimse yok mu?", "Benimle ba~ edecek 

kimse yok mu?". 
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enjoyed the experience a lot. This was an unusual experience for everyone in the 

sense of making oppression visible and of inviting them openly to struggle with it. 

Documentation of these performances mostly consisted of video recordings. Some of 

my friends recorded all performances with an amateur camera. The recording did not 

make the performers and the spect-actors uncomfortable. I always informed people 

that the recording could be paused, but it had never happened. In some performances, 

I intended to take pictures, but the circumstances of space and light did not allow us 

to take useful ones. Additionally, I took personal notes of the workshops and 

performances. 

Searching for Women's Words 

In June 2002, few weeks after I finalized the last forum workshop, Okmeydam Social 

Center was closed because of re-construction work. During this time, I decided to 

make interviews with the participants of the workshop. I wanted to explore the 

participants' views about the forum event and the Center, and also to know more 

about them. I knew them through the theatre of the oppressed process. But the 

interviewing was something different; I had the questions and the tape recorder, and 

this time they were 'expected' to talk rather than to perform theatrically. Beyond all, 

the interviewing provided me the opportunity to learn how they imagined the social 

center, what they thought about the work we had done together, in what ways they 

found it useful and how their lives have changed after their experiences in the social 

center and the workshop. Besides that, I aimed to acquire information about 

backgrounds and their daily lives. During the time of the interview, Okmeydam 
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Social Center and the workshops were not active. This became an advantage, 

because they had already reflected on it and could provide me with lengthy answers. 

I could reach seven participants whom I decided to interview. There were some 

specific reasons that led me to choose these particular women. For instance, two of 

them participated in all the workshops and they had active roles in the Center. 

Another one was working at the Center as a volunteer and she participated in the 

workshops, approximately for one year. There was another participant who was a 

university graduate and had a reputation for criticizing the Center. The other three 

interviewees' connection with the Center was mainly based on the theatre workshop. 

It is obvious that these seven women do not represent the participants of the 

workshops and of Okmeydam Social Center in general. But my real concern was to 

discover the thoughts of the participants about the workshops. Beyond their 

participation to the workshops and performances, I also wanted to give voice to them 

in the evaluation of these processes. All the interviewees willingly accepted my 

proposal to interview. They all knew that this was part of my research, but they did 

not understand the content and purpose of this research. For instance once, during the 

workshop times, one of the participants had asked me what I was gaining (in material 

terms) out of these workshops and performances. She wondered the grade I got in the 

school. Certainly, it seemed impossible for me to explain the aims of my thesis. 

I chose to make interviews after summer, from November 2002 to February 2003, 

because during the summer time schools were over, children were at home and 

women mostly dealt with their children. Additionally, they mostly left Istanbul for 

visiting their villages. 
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The interview questions consisted of five topics22 . The first part consists of some 

demographic characteristics, such as age, birthplace, educational status and so on. 

The second part was about their household and family life. In the third part, there 

were specific questions about the social center. Here, I aimed at learning about how 

they imagined Okmeydam Social Center and in what ways they took benefit from it. 

In the fourth part, questions about the theatre workshop took place. Their feelings 

and thoughts about the workshop, the performance, the interventions and the act of 

'performing', and also the possible connections they made between this workshop 

and the other courses at the Center were asked. Finally, their experiences of 

oppression in daily life were questioned. 

Six interviews took place at the interviewee's houses, only one occurred at a 

workplace. The duration of the recorded interviews ranged from one hour to four 

hours. Before the interviews, I thought that I had the risk of not having them speak in 

detail, because they would think that I knew them and their stories well. But this did 

not happen. I always began with the question, "What are you thinking about the 

theatre workshop?23". Then I let them speak and finally when there was a silence, I 

raised a further question. The questions that I prepared were not asked in the same 

order. But I asked the same questions to all. 

The interviewing process has differences and similarities with the process of the 

theatre of the oppressed. Although we had worked together for some time, I went to 

their homes or workplaces with a recorder and asked questions. Although we had 

22 See appendix 
23 Tiyatro <;ah~masl hakkmda ne dii~iiniiyorsun? 
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worked on women's oppression and had created performances out of them, in the 

interviewing we began to talk and examine what we performed. This talk was 

different from the theatre workshops', not only because the workshop was over, 

Okrneydam Social Center was closed and we were evaluating the process, but also 

because we were in real life situation. 

When we met for the interview, we always spent at least one hour for chatting; eating 

something or drinking tea. They treated me as a guest who carne to their place. 

However, in the process of the theatre of the oppressed, I was the facilitator of the 

theatre of the oppressed workshops held in Okrneydam Social Center where they 

'attended'; but in this process I entered their every-day world. It was the world where 

they faced oppression, constraints and controls. For instance, two of the interviews 

had to be postponed: One of the reasons was a newborn baby needing to be taken 

care of (suckling, farting, sleeping processes, which do not have any schedule), and 

the other was the long working hours of the interviewee. 

All the interviewees needed to make some arrangements for scheduling the 

interview, such as putting the baby to sleep before I arrived and finding a relative to 

look after her children. The children issue usually constituted obstacles for making 

proper interviews in the sense that they were curious about what was going on. I tried 

to make an appointment, while the children were at school, but I was not lucky all 

the time. Once, the interview had to be held on Saturday, while her children and 

husband were at horne. We settled in the kitchen by closing the door. The two kids 

were trying to interfere. When the interview was completed, I thanked the 

interviewee for sparing the time for the interview. As a response, she thanked me for 
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the fact that she could spend some hours for herself. The interview, in her view, 

symbolized the time for her own. 

Here I will give brief information about interviewees: 

T fik 24· . 
ev I a IS a twenty-mne years old woman who was born in Sivas. She was brought 

up and had lived with her family in izmit. She was graduated from primary school 

and had worked in a dressmaker's shop until she got married at the age of seventeen. 

After marriage, she moved to Dudullu and five years later to Okmeydam. She had a 

ten-year-old daughter and a newborn baby, at the time ofthe interview. She stays in a 

rented flat in which they use stove for heating. They have low income with the only 

employed person at home being her husband who works in a delicatessen in 

Mecidiyekoy. She participated all the theatre of the oppressed workshops25 at the 

social center and took roles in six performances. She had been a participant of the 

social center since 1998. She had attended different c;ourses and activities and she 

was working as a volunteer at the Center. 

Aysu, like Tevfika, was a volunteer of the Center and a frequenter of the theatre of 

the oppressed workshops26. She was born in Tokat, but she came to Istanbul when 

she was a little child and has been living in Okmeydam since then. She was 

graduated from the girl's vocational school and held different jobs as a babysitter, 

24 The names are alias. 
25 The characters that Tevfika acted were, in "The Sound of Silence", the little boy; in "Our 
Traditions" the pregnant woman; in "This Life is Mine!" woman's first friend, in "Do We Have Any 
Chance?" first man; in "Materiality in Marriage" the matchmaker and in "Who is Guilty?" first 

woman. 
26 The characters that Aysu acted were the mother in "The Sound of Silence"; the husband in "Our 
Traditions"· the wife in "The Economic Crisis and its Reflections", 2

nd 
man in "Do We Have Any 

Chance?"; ;he young girl's mother in "Materiality in Marriage" and 1 st woman's daughter in "Who is 

Guilty?". 
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domestic worker and secretary. She is thirty-nine years old, single mother. She has 

two children; her son is seventeen and her daughter is thirteen years old. She was 

divorced about ten years ago. After September 2000, she had mostly participated in 

the occupational programs. She was constantly looking for a job, because she had a 

very limited income that was based on her father's retirement payment and her elder 

brother's material support. She does not receive a maintenance allowance for her 

child from her ex-husband. Instead she continues to live in his house, which has only 

two rooms and has inadequate facilities. 

Gizem, who is thirty-six years old, was also born in Tokat. She came to Okmeydam, 

Istanbul in her early twenties in order to earn money for the needs of her family. She 

worked in a construction company as a cleaning woman. She fell in love with her 

husband and got married without the approval of their families. She has two 

daughters, who are ten and six years old. She had quitted working because she was 

the only one who could take care of her children who had chronic illnesses. She 

insists on living in Okmeydam, because of Okmeydam Social Insurance Institution 

Hospital (Sosyal Sigortalar Kurumu Hastanesi - SSK) where she has a strong 

network. She keeps strong bonds with her village, and kinship relations are still 

primarily significant in her daily life. She spent a lot of time in the Center and 

worked as a full-time volunteer. She participated in four of the theatre of the 

oppressed workshops27 and she liked to attend the programs that are about personal 

development and child education. She is well known for singing folk songs. 

27 The characters that Gizem acted were wife's mother in "My Husband and My Mother"; women's 
second friend in "This Life is Mine!"; third man in "Do We Have Any Chance" and first woman's 

husband in "Who is Guilty?" 
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Ziihre has a keen interest in personal development programs, which she participated 

in the Center. Additionally, she participated in four of the theatre of the oppressed 

workshops28 at the social center. She is forty-one years old and was born in Erzincan. 

When she was three years old, her family moved to <;::aglayan, Istanbul, and eight 

years later the family migrated to Germany as workers. She did not have the 

opportunity to study in Germany, because she had to take care of her juniors. After 

they started to go to school, she started to work in a factory. In 1983 she fell in love 

with her cousin and made a decision to move to Istanbul and to marry him. She did 

not work in Turkey; instead she became a housewife and a mother of two sons at 

ages eighteen and ten. She owns the flat they live in. She bought it with her savings 

in Germany. 

Nil was born in Istanbul and was graduated from high school. She is forty years old 

and married. She has two daughters whose ages are seventeen and nineteen. They 

had lived in Ferikoy for fifteen years and there she had a very constrained life: One 

of her daughters has a serious mental and physical disorder requiring intensive care. 

The other reason for her constraints was subjected to her husband's domination. 

After her psychological crisis, they moved to Okmeydam where her mother lived and 

Okmeydam Social Center became a socialization space for her. She only participated 

in gymnastic course and four of the theatre of the oppressed workshops29 at the 

social center. She did not work, partly because she did not have financial problems. 

28 The characters that Ziihre acted were, in "No Way Out?" the mother; in "My Husband and My 
Mother" the husband in "The Economic Crisis and its Reflections" the daughter. 
29 The characters tha; Nil acted were, the nUi"Se in "Our Traditions"; the woman in "This Life is 
Mine!"; the young man's mother in "Materiality in Marriage". 
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Arsen is thirty-nine years old, a university graduate. She was born in Adapazan, but 

lived in Bilecik and Istanbul during her childhood. She got married when she was 

twenty-eight. She has two children. Her son is ten years old and her daughter is six 

years old. She has been working, but she was unemployed in 2001 during the 

workshops. She was working in a research company at the time of the interview. 

They have their own flat which is across the Okmeydarn Social Center. She 

participated in two of the workshops3o. She was known for her critical approaches to 

the activities and the Center. 

Ash is a thirty-one years old woman who was born in Istanbul, but her parents are 

from Ordu. When she was nineteen years old, she got married to her mother's 

nephew. She has two daughters, whose ages are eleven and eight. She is living in a 

'family' apartment with her mother-in-law and her sister-in-law. She had worked in 

temporary jobs occasionally, but always seek for full-time employment 

opportunities. She has a junior high school diploma, and she was still registered to 

the high school for working adults. Her relation with the Center was not regular and 

she participated in some of the workshops, but she only took role in one of the 

performances3
! . 

In this chapter, I tried to narrate the process of the theatre of the oppressed 

workshops and performances. The theatre of the oppressed enables women to think, 

discuss and find out solutions against their oppression by the means of theatre. The 

theatre of the oppressed provides them an intervening tool on that particular 

oppression and creates a collective discussion space for the other participants of 

30 The character that Arsen acted was the 1 st woman in "Do We Have Chance?". 
31 The character that Ash acted was the 3rd Woman in "Do We Have Any Chance?". 
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Okmeydam Social Center. In the following chapters, I will try to analyze the setting 

-how social center is imagined- and the method of this research, if it enables women 

to find out possible solutions against oppression. 
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CHAPTER IV: THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SOCIAL CENTER FOR 

WOMEN 

In this chapter, I arm to describe the setting of this research in relation to the 

interviews I conducted. I will first explain how the social center is defined in social 

work literature and how it functions in the everyday life. I will also discuss the 

characteristics of Okmeydanl as a distinctive locality, which shapes the specific 

functioning of the center. My analysis will be focusing on how the everyday 

activities of the center point out to a difference between definitions and practices, 

and on the other hand on how women themselves imagine the center concentrating 

on their expectations and experiences. Through women's narratives and the way they 

imagine the social center, I will try to show the influences of the 'education for 

women' discourse which is reproduced within Okmeydaru Social Center by the 

cooperation of social center and women's institutions. 

The Social Center: "A Space for Integration" 

Social Centers are governed by SH<;EK 1. In 1992, the first social center was 

established in Ankara, Altmdag, which is known as the earliest gecekondLl 

I Historically, the root of SH<;EK is seen within the charity organization "Himaye-i Eftal Cemiyeti 
(HEC)" that was established in 1917 by civil authorities. The aim of this association was to provide 
different facilities for children such as improving their health and educational status, reducing 
oppression of children, opening reformatories, and preventing children from addiction (Available at 
[online] http://www.shcek.gov.trlweb/shcekltarihce/tl.htm 
After the establishment of the republic, Children's Protection Society (<;ocuk Esirgeme Kurumu
<;EK), which was a branch ofHEC, was accepted as 'an association for public benefits' by the 
government in 1937and had a position in which they could obtain more flexibility in spreading out the 
facilities, opportunities and activities both at national and international level. (for further information 
about <;EK, see Libal, K. (2000». After the political change in 1980 and the economic problems of 
<;EK, the association was abrogated in 1981 and SH<;EK was established as a state institution and the 
law of SH<;EK was accepted. Similar to HEC, SH<;EK deals with family, women and children but the 
concept of social service expands to different issues in soc~ety. Recently, SH<;EK h~s ~een 
functioning in the fields of children, women, elderly and dIsabled people, and estabhshmg centers for 
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neighborhood in the capital city. Recently, Istanbul has eight social centers3; izmir 

and Antalya follow it with five, and Ankara and Batman with four social centers4• 

The numbers of application to the social centers have been increasing through the 

years: Until 1999 there were only twenty-eight social centers all over the country, 

and the total number of applicants/participants was 42.500 (Kurtbasan 2001), 

Recently this number is fifty-nine with approximately 165.000 applicants according 

to the records of SH<;::EK5
. 

The definitions that I will give you below are mostly derived from social work 

literature
6 

in Turkey. I will first begin with the definition of the social center in terms 

of the bylaw of social centers which was accepted in 2000 eight years after the 

centers were first established. According to the fourth article of the bylaw, social 

centers are created" ... for individuals, groups, families and society to cope with the 

problems that originate due to rapid social change, urbanization and migration, and 

their aim is to make individuals participatory, productive and self-sufficient for 

hirnlherself; they function to protect, prevent, to guide and rehabilitate; they 

cooperate with public institutions and organizations, local administrations, 

teenage prostitutes, orphans and street children, homeless people and preschool children, and also 
woman guesthouses, social centers, day nurseries, rehabilitation centers and rest houses. For more 
information see, www.shcek.gov.tr 
2 Gecekondu is used as a term to indicate the informal housing type of migrants in slum areas. 
3 The social centers in Istanbul are Okmeydam Toplum Merkezi (Okmeydam-1998), 
Kocamustafapa~a Toplum Merkezi (Kocamustafapa~a-1998), Mustafa Kemal Mahallesi Toplum 
Merkezi CUmraniye-1998), Sultanbeyli Mahallesi 75. Ytl T opIum Merkezi (Sultanbeyli-1999), 75. Ytl 
Gazi Mahallesi Toplum Merkezi (Gaziosmanpa~a-1999), Yakaclk Toplum Merkezi (Yakaclk-2000), 
BagcIlar-Evren Toplum Merkezi (Bagcllar- 2002) and Zeytinburnu Toplum Merkezi (Zeytinbumu-
2002) Available [online] at http://www.shcek.gov.tr/web/shceklkuruluslar/tablotopmerk.htm 
[10.l2.2003] 
4 There are social centers also in Adana, Adlyaman, Agn, Aydm, Bitlis, <;anakkale, DiyarbakIr, 
Diizce, Edime, Gaziantep, Hakkari, I<;:el, Kmkkale, Kocaeli, Manisa, Mardin, Mu~, Samsun, Siirt, 
$anhurfa, Van, Y ozgat. . 
5 Available [online] at http://www.shcek.gov.tr/web/hizmetler/ailekadmtoplum/topmerk.htm 
6 Social services in Turkey have a monopolist structure. School of Social Work (Sosyal Hizmetler 
Yiiksekokulu - SHYO), Hacettepe University has been producing the knowledge of social work in the 
academia, and SH<;EK is seen as its reproduction space, where graduates of SHYO have opportunity 
to work in, as civil servants, so that the services and works ofSH<;EK becomes the stereotypes in 
Turkey in the context of social work. 
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universities, non-governmental organizations and volunteers." 7 In accordance with 

this comprehensive definition, the social centers in Turkey are established in the 

peripheral neighborhoods of urban areas where rates of in-migration are high and 

where there are disadvantaged groups who have restricted access to the resources of 

the city (Kurtbasan 2001 :7). In other words, the underdeveloped/developing areas are 

seen as the target locations of the social centers (Rittersberger & KalayclOglu 

2001 :42). In general, the literature of social centers focuses on rapid urbanization and 

its effects on the migrant population. Ayata summarizes the problems of an 

immigrant family under three headings: Conflicts within the family, new relations 

with neighbors, co-workers and so on and the relations in the urban area (Ayata 

1999: 19). In order to reduce the problems of migrant family members and to help 

their inte gration in urban life, the social centers are crucial. It is expected that 

attending social centers will accelerate their urbanization process (Tomanbay 1991) 

and 'prevent' possible oppression they will face. On the other hand, Tomanbay 

defines the social center as a place where "people can know each other, improve their 

neighborhood relationships and where the new immigrants learn about the urban" 

(Tomanbay 1991: 49). Similarly Ayata agrees that social centers provide connection 

among the local people and empower the community (Ayata 2001). Therefore, by 

constructing new relations and network, social centers aim to raise consciousness 

concerning the problems and the needs of society, so that the local people can 

cooperate and participate in finding solutions (Karata~ 1999). Moreover at the local 

level, social centers aim to bring people together, and aim to strengthen democracy in 

the local area through their participatory programs. In addition to the goals of the 

social centers described above, scholars agree that every social center has to function 

7 Sosyal Hizmetler ve <;::ocuk Esirgeme Kurumuna Bagh Topium Merkezieri Yonetmeligi, Resmi 

Gazete, 11 Temmuz 2000, SaYI: 24106, 9 
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according to the needs and the problematics of its distinctive location (Karata~ 1999 

and Tomanbay 1991). 

Apart from these targets, there are certain requirements in relation to the space of the 

social center and its activities. The space of the center is defined as consisting of: 

"multi-purpose buildings, which consist of health, social serVIce, and 

advice bureaus; where there are large rooms, equipments and reading 

rooms in order to provide an opportunity to the local people to rest in 

their leisure time and to have entertainment according to their own 

culture" (Tomanbay 1991: 50). 

The activities of the social center are also defined as "exhibitions, competitions, 

public conferences and public education programs, meetings, celebrations, 

ceremonies, participatory and pedagogical campaigns, artistic and cultural activities, 

entertainments, tours, performances, sports, environmental activities, discussions on 

common requirements and problems, programs on different age-groups, studies on 

the development of women's statuses, activities on the problem-solving process of 

family and individuals, counseling, the activities for improving social solidarity and 

cooperation" (K09YIldmm 1999a: 144-5). 

In sum, social centers are defined as spaces of integration for migrants to the city. 

This space has to embody multi-purpose buildings and conduct various activities in 

relation to the needs oflocal people. Nevertheless, the specific practices of the social 
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center inevitably depend on its context. In this respect, in the next section, I will try 

to explain the social and the historical context of the Okmeydam Social Center. 

Integration Through Education: Okmeydam Social Center 

.okmeydam region, where the Okmeydam Social Center was located, has no definite 

geographic borders. This region is located at the junction of three district 

municipalities8
: ~i~li, Kaglthane and Beyoglu. Its name came from the Ottoman 

Empire period, where it was used as an archery ground. Moreover, it had a strategic 

position in the conquest of Istanbul. Under the Empire, building on this site was not 

allowed except 'Tekke for Archers (Okyular Tekkesi), and three mosques9. 

Additionally, this land also hosted public celebrations and became a place where 

people could get together during the times of disasters (i~li & i~li 1994). The region 

consisted of 1. 100m2 plain land, with borders from Haliy and Kaslmpa~a to the 

stream of Piri Pa~a and upper part of HaskoylO. According to i~li and i~li's article, 

construction in the area flourished after the emergence of 'gecekondus' in the late 

1950s (i~li & i~li 1994: 126). Recently, however, Okmeydam does not contain well-

designed borders as before. 

In Turkey the emergence of gecekondu neighborhoods was a result of the high rates 

of migration from the rural areas to the urban ones. The new comers took role in the 

urbanization and in the industrialization process since "poorly educated, poorly 

skilled and unorganized" human labor was needed in the cities (~enyaplh 1998). The 

8 Okmeydam consists of the neighborhoods such as Gursel, Halide Edip Adlvar, Talat Pa~a and Halil 

RIfat Pasa. 
9 They a~e Piyale Pa~a, Sinan Pa~a and III.Must.afa . 
10 See Appendix for the maps that show the regIOn geographically 
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majority of migrant groups!! first settled in the old neighborhoods of Istanbul (e.g. 

Zeyrek and Eminonu). Soon afterwards they increasingly settled near the industrial 

areas on the outskirts of the city such as the regions between Eylip and Silahtaraga, 

Eylip and YenikapI, Yedikule and BakIrkoy. Three gecekondu neighborhoods 

emerged in three regions: Zeytinburnu Tashtarla and Kao-Ithane!2 where the land , , b 

belonged to pious foundations andlor where the possession of land was disputable. 

As ~enyapih states, these new neighborhoods were made up of widely scattered 

houses and where inhabitants were extremely poor in the 1950s, but in the 1960s 

they became formal neighborhoods. Recently, migration is still significant· for 

Istanbul, e.g. the net migration rate ofIstanbul increased from 79 %0 (1975-80) to 99 

%0 (1985-90)13, a figure which includes forced migration from the eastern parts of 

Anatolia. According to the census of 2000, Istanbul has the highest population of 

Turkey, with a remarkable amount of inhabitants, 1 0.0 18.735 (SIS 2003: 110). 

In general, the process of migration includes different issues concerning urban areas, 

such as the migrant's "mode of arrival, occupation of land, construction of housing, 

search for employment and life style" (Erder 1999). In relation to economICS, 

migrants provided economic benefits for the city supplying cheap and docile 

workers, e.g. female domestic labor for the households of middle and upper classes. 

Also the residents of gecekondu neighborhoods were seen as a potential store of 

votes for political parties in Turkey. These gecekondu neighborhoods produced 

informal type of housing that allows migrants to take use of urban land. In cultural 

terms, the inhabitants of gecekondu neighborhoods were forming different types of 

II ~enyapllt mentions about the population of immigrants in 1950s, by estimating the total number of 

immigrants in Istanbul as 130.000. . . . . 
12 Kaglthane district is significant in my caslO, because Okmeydaru reglOn IS a part o~that dlstnct. 
13 Available at [online] http://www.ibb.gov.tr/istanbultrl380/38002/2001/demografiltmages/t218.pdf 
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network that depended on 'place of origin' in order to survive in the urban space 

(Dub en 2002; Erder 1996). Fonnal and infonnal networking through the 

coffeehouses and associations based on place of origin became significant to get 

infonnation about employment facilities and fonn solidarity and collective action. In 

recent years, gecekondu neighborhoods have gone through important transfonnations 

due to changes in the housing sector as well as in patterns of integration. In the 

following lines, I will describe Okmeydaru region with respect to these changes. 

Alan Duben's study of the ~aglayan region14 in the 1970s can fonn a basis for 

understanding the socio-cultural history of the Okmeydaru region. This region was 

known for its small-scale workshops and two dominant groups, Black Sea and 

Eastern Anatolian immigrants who were also distinguished in tenns of religious 

affiliation, Sunnis and Alevis. Although Duben (2002) studied 'class' in ~aglayan, 

he pointed out that kinship and place of origin were crucial in constituting networks 

and differences amongst these communities. However, recently in Okmeydaru such a 

striking distinction between Sunnis and Alevis does not seem to exist at the first 

sight. Nevertheless, distinctions can still be detected in the difference between 

associations and places of worship they attend. 

Although Okmeydaru was initially known as an Alevi residential area, today it 

consists of various communities, cultures and classes living together. As far as 

politics is concerned, this region is well known for its political activism in both legal 

and illegal organizations. Historically, the politics of Okmeydaru is depended on the 

leftist movement in Turkey and Okmeydam region is still politically active. The 

14 <;;aglayan region is very close to Okmeyd::;m region and the structure of the population has 

similarities with Okmeydam. 
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writings on the walls about illegal organizations and political slogans are the 

indicators of this activity. However, within the heterogeneous structure of 

Okmeydam and its rapid integration to the city these are by and large unnoticeable. 

The urbanization process of Okmeydam highlights its heterogeneous structure. The 

initial gecekondu housings turned into apartments built through formal and informal 

processes. On the other hand, this region hosts various urban facilities l5 . Okmeydam 

also plays an important role within the transportation system of Istanbul both in 

terms of facilities
l6

and in terms of road junctions17
. Additionally, it is significant 

that the main street, Dariilaceze Caddesi, constitutes the border between two district 

municipalities, ~i~li and Ka~thane. This street represents the line between the 

modem area and its 'other'. For example, on the ~i~li sidel8 of the street there are 

more modem, well-kept spaces and housings, whereas on the Kaglthane side there is 

still gecekondu type housing l9
. Recently, Okmeydam region contains different types 

15 First of all, Okmeydam is known with its health services. One of the biggest Social Insurance 
Institution Hospital (Sosyal Sigortalar Kurumu Hastanesi - SSK) is located at the beginning of 
Dariilaceze Caddesi, which is the main street. This is a health complex with SSK Hospital, Mother 
and Child Care - Family Planning Center (Ana ve <;ocuk Saghgl - Aile PlanIamasl Merkezi) and 
Istanbul Dental Health Care Center (istanbul Di~ Saghgl Merkezi). Additionally, there are private 
health services, like Memorial Private Hospital (Ozel Memorial Hastanesi), Okmeydam Private 
Hospital (Ozel Okmeydam Hastanesi) and many small-scale health clinics. On the other hand, the 
largest commercial center of Turkey called PERPA also changed the economic structure of 
Okmeydam. PERP A consists of different types of stores from selling mechanical spare parts to 
advertising agents. There are also banks and restaurants that serve to the center and to the inhabitants. 
Although there are still empty stores in PERP A, it constitutes and puts the economy into action and 
makes Okmeydam a part ofIstanbul's economic flow. On the other hand, Okmeydam has a relatively 
comprehensive library, Necmiye Hamm Library (Necmiye Hamm Kiitiiphanesi) and also a sport 
complex, Cemal KamaCI Sport Complex (Cemal KamaCI Spor Kompleksi). 
16 Okmeydam plays a great role in Istanbul's transportation in which many buses and minibuses 
worked within this route. There is also a main bus station that connects Okmeydam to Taksim, 
Emin6nu and Yenikapl, which locates in the neighborhood, Halil RIfat Pa~a. 
17 Okmeydamjunction that connects Kaslmpa~a to the other highways, the ones leads to both first and 
second and Eyiip Bridge, has a very logistic significance in the traffic flow of Istanbul. Moreover, 
DarUlaceze Caddesi, which connects Mecidiyekoy to Eyiip, is parallel to the highway between the first 
Bosphorus Bridge and Eyiip Bridge. 
18 The urban facilities in Okmeydam that I mentioned above are mostly located on the other side of 
DarUlaceze Caddesi, on the side of municipal of ~i~li. 
19 I am referring to Serna Erder's study on Pcmdik, where she investigated how urban space shows 
differences at the same region by E5 highway cut. For more detail, please see Erder, S. (1997). 
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of housing, namely gecekondus, 'informal apartment buildings' and 'apartments'. 

Land is mostly used for construction; the houses are all adjoining and only narrow 

streets are left in between. 

Considering these features of Okmeydam region, it is significant to question the 

reason why the state established a social center in this region. As I mentioned before, 

the main goal of the social center is to form networks among the new comers and to 

build up a community in the local area. This goal is contradicted with the migrants' 

way of establishing network, which is based on place of origin and kinship relations, 

and which is located within the spaces of coffeehouses and neighborhood 

associations. From this perspective, the social center can be seen as an effort by the 

state to monitor the community's network and control new comers' integration to the 

citrO. My interviewees stressed that it was only through the social center that they 

were able to be part of networks. However, I am not sure whether this is a 

reconstruction of the past in line with the discourses of the social center or an 

accurate representation of the past. In the following section, I will examine the 

Okmeydam Social Center in terms of its functions, its goals, its target population and 

its relationships to NGOs and women's institutions. I will primarily look at women's 

narratives in order to understand how they imagine the social center21. 

20 In the context Okmeydaru and Okmeydaru Social Center, I do not encounter with such a 
tension/conflict. But in the regions where the community networks are stronger, the social center as a 
state institution constitutes a conflict within that region. For example, in Gazi region, the 'place of 
origin' associations and their woman's branches opposed on cooperating :vit~ th~ social center. 
21 Here I will not examine how the community networks have been functlOmng III the Okmeydaru 
region.'Instead I want to examine how a state institution influences women's narratives in the context 

of women's education. 
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In June 1998 Okmeydam Social Center was established in the building of 

Okmeydam Day Nursery22, which is located on the busiest street of the Okmeydam 

region, Dariilaceze Caddesi. It functioned here until 2002 July. Then, it was 

temporarily closed for about one and a half year in order to fortify its structure 

against the expected earthquake. In the writing process of this thesis, it was opened 

legally, with insufficient number of personnel. Thus, unfortunately it was not 

functioning as it was supposed and in April 2004 it was permanently closed without 

stating any reason. 

Although they share the same building, both the Day Nursery and the Social Center 

have different working areas, administrations and also entrances. Nevertheless, 

occupying the same building also constitutes a tension between these two institutions 

in terms of security, space use and facilities. Okmeydam Social Center occupies a 

smaller part of the building and has always a shortage of space in this building, and 

consisting of two main parts that have no internal connection between them. The first 

floor consists of the administrative offices and an activity room. The other space is at 

the basement reached by the garden in front of the offices. The basement includes 

classrooms and workshops. 

Besides the conflict based on use of space between the Day Nursery and the 

Okmeydam Social Center, Okmeydam Social Center has other restrictions and 

conflicts. One of them concerns the issue of autonomy in relation to the state. The 

position of the director23 also creates conflicts at the administration level. The 

relationship between the NGOs and the social center is primarily based on protocols. 

22 Okmeydam Giindiiz Baklm Evi .... 
23 Althoucrh she works as a director, her position is deputy. This mamly creates dIfficultIes and 

'" restrictions within the bureaucracy. 
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These could depend on time-scheduled programs or long-standing collaborations. 

For example, the protocol between <;YDD24 and Okmeydam Social Center forms a 

further conflict. This protocol concerns supplementary education for children and 

<;YDD's organization of 'after school activities (etiit)' in various subjects. Within the 

context of Okmeydam Social Center, <;YDD's strategy is to widen the association's 

membership using the space and facilities of the center. This forms a tension between 

<;YDD and Okmeydam Social Center. For example, participants were confusing this 

institution by calling it '<;YDD' rather than 'Social Center'. There were two signs at 

the entrance of the center which formed a discussion matter for the director of 

Okmeydam Social Center and the authority of <;YDD. The physical separation of 

space also gave rise to this tension: The administration of the social center and the 

programs prepared by the social worker were located on the first floor, while the 

volunteers, the administrative staff and the study periods of <;YDD took place at the 

basement. In sum both physically and contextually the Social Center was divided 

into two parts. 

Although there were limitations to space and to administrative autonomy in the 

Okmeydam Social Center, the social workers could nevertheless determine the 

specific programs offered by the social center. For example, although central 

authorities insisted on opening sewing courses for women in Okmeydam Social 

Center the social worker blocked this offer citing the limited space of Okmeydam , 

Social Center as an excuse. Indeed, she does not believe in this course, because she 

thinks that it is the product of a discourse in which women are expected to work in 

24 I have already mentioned about the NGO, C;:YDD in the first ch~pter. The Kemalist ideolog~ of 
CYDD could also be examined within the case o~Okmeydam SocI~1 Center. }.l0.wever, all,soclal 
centers have to make protocol with an NGO and III Okmeydam SOCIal Center It IS made WIth CYDD, 
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jobs extending their roles as housewives. This showed the opportunity of exercising 

agency within the Okmeydam Social Center in opposition to state control. 

In Okmeydam Social Center the deputy director also works as a social worker 

because of the lack of professionals. Besides the social worker, a psychologist, a 

pedagogue, a secretary and a cleaning assistant made up the personnel of the center.· 

In Okmeydam Social Center the professionals' first task is to evaluate the 

applications of the participants in order to guide them to the activities in the Center 

or in other governmental or non-governmental institutions. The main reasons for 

coming to the institution the first time are usually 'economic aid', 'domestic 

violence', 'divorce and law', 'conflicts of marriage' and 'unemployment'. Although 

the professionals have no authority of official 'referral' (sevk) , they guide these 

applicants by using their personal relations with other institutions. In theory, the 

referral mechanism should provide more access to institutions where applicants 

could be better served, but in practice this could not be realized without the 

professionals' immense personal effort. 

In Okmeydam case, the number of participants between 1998 and 2001 was 4075, 

with 2078 women-participants among them25
. This could be an indicator of whom 

social center is addressed mostly. Women participants of Okmeydam Social Center 

were migrants who had strong ties to' their place of origin, like the Eastern Anatolian 

Region; Sivas, Erzurum, Erzincan; the Black Sea Region; Kastamonu, Giimii~hane, 

Samsun Tokat and the South Eastern Region; Diyarbaku. , 

25 Melemen, N. (2001). "istanbul Okmeydalll Toplum Merkezi". Ev Eksenli <;alt~an Kadmlar 

toplantlsl konu~masl. Istanbul. 
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The target population of Okmeydam Social Center contradicted the definitions in the 

literature of social centers. Nejmiye Melemen, the deputy director, emphasized that 

the target population of the social center could be defined through the applications 

that were mostly for 'economic aid' and 'unemployment'. Because the urban poor 

needed to work and make money, e.g. in informal jobs like cleaning the apartments 

and houses, washing carpets and so on, they could not become participants in the 

Okmeydam Social Center. Although Okmeydam region consists of lower and lower

middle classes living together and in different housing and living styles, the urban 

poor could not take advantage from the Okmeydam Social Center. It is open only on 

weekdays, during working hours, so working women cannot take part in the Center. 

Okmeydam Social Center had participants from four municipalities; ~i~li, Kaglthane, 

Beyoglu and also Eyiip. Although the Okmeydam region is outside the borders of the 

Municipality of Eyiip, the location of the Okmeydam Social Center caught the 

attention of the women who often visited Okmeydam SSK Hospital that is on the 

opposite side of the street from the Okmeydam Social Center. This place has a 

growing importance with its health facilities as I mentioned before. This centrality 

enabled the women participants to meet in the Social Center and also to organize 

their health care needs while participating in the activities. 

In practice, the target population of Okmeydam Social Center contains women who 

are housewives. According to my observations, there are three categories of women 

who come: Women who stopped working or took a break from work or women who 

had never worked. Also women with babies could not have the opportunity to attend 

the activities, but women with children could take advantage of the 'care room' and 
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the after school activities (etiit) for children, while they participated in any of the 

activities in the social center. Sometimes the opposite was the case. They took their 

children to one of the courses and then they came across the activities for women and 

became active participants themselves. In short, social centers serve women and their 

children, and it seems to be the only place that has facilities which attract both 

women and their children, since women can have the opportunity to participate in an 

activity with their children in there. In practice, these women are the 'real' target 

popUlation of the Center. 

The relations among the participants do not show any conflict in terms of 'class', 

'place of origin' or 'religion'. Although the literature on migration suggests that there 

could be a conflict among Alevis or Sunnis, the only thing I observed was their 

emphasis on 'cultural difference'. The social center offers a space for 'cultural 

exchange'. Okmeydam Social Center becomes a place where they can learn about 

each other's cultural habits. They prepare traditional meals using local vegetables 

and they ask each other to bring grape leaf from T okat, Madlmak (a kind of 

vegetable) from Sivas if they go to or if a relative comes from their villages. Also 

Okmeydam Social Center acts as a feminine space where solidarity amongst women 

is emphasized. Beyond learning about other regions, women find a space to share 

their problems and to find solutions in collective ways. In sum, cultural difference 

becomes significant in their desire to learn about the 'other' and to exchange 

knowledge about cultures. However, at times problems also surfaced. For example, 

mixed marriage between Alevis and Sunnis and some traditions of Alevis are 

strongly and endlessly discussed and debated. These discussions were not frequent 
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within the social center, especially within the workshops of the theatre of the 

oppressed. 

Okmeydam Social Center has cooperated with governmental/local institutions26, and 

non-governmental groups and associations27 in the organization of activities. The 

activities of Okmeydam Social Center can be categorized in five main groupS28: 

'Programs/Proj ects for Women29, , 'Educational Programs30, , , Occupational 

Training
3

!" 'Handicraft Courses', gymnastic and other recreational activities such as, 

celebration of special days, organizing picnics and public displays. All these 

26 Such as Sosyal YardlInla~ma ve Dayam~ma Vakfl (Foundation for Social Aid and Cooperation), 
kaymakamhks, muhtarhks, district municipalities, Primary Health Care Centers (Saghk Ocaklan), Krz 
Meslek Liseleri (Girl's Vocational School), Halk Egitim Merkezleri (People's Education Centers), 
27 Such as A<;:EV (Mother Child Education Foundation -Anne <;:ocuk Egitim Vakfl), KiHEP (Women 
for Women's Human Rights - New Ways Foundation Kadlmn insan Haklan- Yeni <;:oziimler Vakfl), 
KEDEV (Kadm Emegini Degerlendinne VakfI - Foundation for the Support of Women's Work), 
LIONS, Mannara Grubu (Mannara Group), Tiirkiye Bahai Toplulugu, <;:EVHEK (Association of 
Physicians for the Environment - <;:evre iyin Hekimler Dernegi), Rotary, AKUT (Search and Rescue 
Association - Arama Kurtanna Dernegi), TEMA (The Turkish Foundation for Combating Soil 
Erosion, for Reforestation and the Protection of Natural Habitats -Tiirkiye Erozyonla Miicadele 
Agaylandlnna ve Dogal Varhklan Koruma Vakfl), private hospitals and schools. 
28 Th " . e categonzatlOns are mme. 
29 Th . hi e programs m t s group are: 
1) Women's Human Rights Education Program (Kadlmn insan Haklan Egitim Programl) is a seminar 
type program that aims to create a debate for women to learn about and discuss the fields as law, 
education, gender, personal development and political action. 
2) Effective Communication (Etkili ileti~im) is a program that aims to improve the women's 
expression in learning & listening within their relationships, and also to improve their ability to solve 
the problems. 
3) Social Personality's (Sosyal Yetkin Ki~ilik) aim is to find out different methods for improving the 
effectiveness and awareness of women. 
4) Group studies focuses on finding out the problems of women and deciding on their activities 
accordingly. 
5) Theatre of the Oppressed aims to promote women's personal/collective awareness and to display 
interactive perfonnances in order to activate the spectator in finding solutions to women's oppression. 
6) Seminars are about law, health and financial issues. 
30 Educational programs differ from each other, according to their target populations and aims. There 
are programs for improving children's learning capacities that are given directly to the children or to 
their mothers, such as Early Childhood Education (Erken <;:ocukluk Egitimi) and Preschool Education 
(Okul Oncesi Egitimi). The courses of first aid and preparation for the earthquake provide necessary 
infonnation for women in their daily lives. Additionally, there had been a course "Pregnancy 
Education (Hamile Egitimi)" for pregnant women. The literacy courses are open to all ages and also a 
project called "Supporting National Education Project (Ulusal Egitime Destek Projesi)" that aims to 
improve the literacy, runs in the social center. 
31 There are four different programs that aim to provide qualified jobs for the participants of 
Okmeydam Social Center. These are Neighborhood Mother, Baby-Sitting, Cleaner and Dressmaking 

trainings. 
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activities aIm to promote knowledge of women in vanous subjects. NGOs and 

women's institutions take an important role in the organization of these activities. 

Woman's institutions such as KEDEV and KIHEP organize scheduled programs in 

Okmeydam Social Center as well as in other social centers. Additionally, the 

associations of A<:;EV and Marmara Group also carry out their programs in the 

Center. These scheduled programs and projects held by women's institutions shadow 

the other activities held in Okmeydam Social Center in the sense of the number and 

the frequency of participants. Beyond the occasional courses, the regular activities 

held by these women's institutions constitute significance within the function of the 

Center
32

. In sum, women's institutions try to realize their projects by using the space 

and the participants of the Center. 

In the context of Okmeydam Social Center, 'education for women' discourse is an 

extremely significant issue. Both the activities of women's institutions as well as 

social work's own activities focus on education. In this respect, social centers as state 

institutions become spaces of producing and re-producing the 'education for women' 

discourse where 'knowledge' is transmitted through women's institutions projects 

and programs and through state's courses. As a result, institutionalized feminism -as 

I mentioned in chapter one- uses the space of social centers and reproduces the 

'education for women' discourse. The difference between the definitions of the goal 

of the social center in the social work literature and its practice is crystallized within 

this discourse. In practice, the target population of social center becomes women 

rather than the 'community' as in the literature. Accordingly, the goal of the social 

center that is defined through the integration and community-building process of 

32 For example, some women participants of KlHEP and ,the theatre of th~ ~ppressed cam~ together to 
establish a workshop of paper recycling with the h~lp of m.de~en~ent femllllst women. !his workshop 
(At6lye Mor Kaglt - Purple Paper Workshop) is stIll functlOrung III the Okrneydaru regIOn. 
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migrants' shifts to the discourse of 'education for women'. In the following part, I 

will address women's narratives on the Okrneydam Social Center in order to explain 

how they imagine the social center, how the 'education for women' discourse 

becomes a significant issue within their narratives on the social center and how the 

discourse of the social center influences their narratives and imaginations. 

Women's Words: Okmeydam Social Center as a Space Between "Home" and 

"Outside" 

... we got married, his family seemed a little bit village style to me. Their 

ideas, everything, their talk, I mean ... I didn't like it. They insisted that 

we should live together with them, even though our houses are separate, 

they said I should go there every morning, and we should go back around 

1 o'clock. I did not agree, we quarreled for everything. For 15 years, this 

child of mine was born sick. 15 years I was shut in the house, my 

husband's oppressions and everything. I mean I spent 15 years without 

anybody, like that, no neighbors, no nothing. Just these two kids. Of 

course I suffered from these as well, when I first moved here, oh I had a 

shock, a year before moving in here. (gasps) I mean I couldn't talk, I 

couldn't talk to friends and neighbors here. ( ... ) Was he jealous then, or 

was it because I was too naive. As if some harm would corne from the 

outside either to him or to me. Because, every evening when he carne , 

back horne he would tell me, Nil, it is horrible outside, you don't know, 



there are so many sons of something outside. ( ... ) After I got married, I 

did not go outside for 15 years, at all. 33 
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Nil's story is not unique in the context of the Okrneydam Social Center. What Nil 

experienced, more or less, represents the experiences of other participants. Within 

the narratives I collected, life before social center is always referred within the space 

of 'home', with an emphasis on 'home' as 'something like prison34 , and on 

'housewife' as 'something horrible35
, . 'Home' indicates being a full time housewife, 

which embraces different responsibilities, the monotonous and repetitive housework 

and being '''on call' for the husband and children" (Daly 1996:169). The 

responsibilities of household tasks designate the physical space of 'home' as 

invisible, unpaid, indoor. These tasks can change from woman to woman, but 

fundamentally they include looking after children, taking care of the elderly, 

maintaining the place of origin relations, the relations with friends,neighbors and 

relatives, and responding to the needs of the household in general. In basic terms, the 

lifecycle resembles a vicious circle like in Tevfika's narration of her past life: 

Before I started coming to the social center, I was at home. I used to do 

housework; I used to feed my kid. I used to put her to sleep. I used to go 

to sleep myself too. Then we used to get up, we used to have our tea. 

33 " .•. evlendik, onun ailesi bana biraz koylii geldi, tikirleri, her ~eyleri, biitiin konu~malan yani .. 
ho~uma gitmedi. Birlikte oturacaglz diye tutturdular, evimiz ayn oldugu halde, her sabah 
gidecekmisim, ben saat 1 de gece gelecekmi~iz eve tilan. Kabul etmedim, biraz tartl~malar falan oldu. 
15 yIl, bu 90cugum hasta dogdu. 15 Yll eve kapandlm, kocamlll baskIlan falan. Yani 15 Yll kimsesiz 
olarak, bir 15 Yll geyirdim, boyle kom~usuz falan da. Sadece bu iki yocukla. Onlann Ylklml da oldu 
tabii ki, ben buraya ta~llldlgim zaman, ha ben ~ok geyirdim, buraya t~~lllmadan bir sene once. (iy 
yeker) iste hiy konusamlyordum yani, konu kom~uyla burada konu~amlyordum.( ... ) 0 zaman 
klskamy~r muydu, y~ksa ben yok saflm diye acaba. Kendisine ya da bana dl~andan bana bir zarar 
gelecek diye yunkii bana her aksam eve geldigi zaman Nil dl~ansl bildigin gibi degil yok kotu, yok 
bimnenne yocugu var dl~anda diyordu.( ... ) Evlendikten sonra ben 15 yll hiy dl$an Ylkmadlm." 

34 'hapishane gibi bir ~ey' 
35 'korkuny bir ~ey' 
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Then it was evening, the meal would be ready by then. My spouse would 

come, we used to have our meal. I mean in the evening you would go to 

sleep, in the morning you would get up, again and again, all the same ... 36 

This VICIOUS circle includes household responsibilities and the imprisonment of 

women in the domestic sphere. As Harris states, the socially constructed distinctions 

between men and women are defined through a separation of the domestic and the 

public spheres (Harris 1981: 64). Within this perspective, woman is identified with 

home, man in social life. The domestic sphere becomes "the site where gender 

subordination is produced and re-acted" (Harris 1981: 50). Then the imprisonment of 

women in the domestic sphere -in both metaphoric and real sense- shows the 

production and reproduction of this subordination. 

In the case of Okrneydam, the practices and the space of a housewife are defined not 

only through the household, but also through its environment: 

The children were small back then, just like that I was busy with the kids, 

neighborhood and stuff Again my own circle, I am not a person who got 

out of that anyway. All by myself. Self sufficient.
37 

36 "Toplum merkezine gelmeden once, evdeydim. Ev i~i yaplyordum, yoeugumu doyuruyordum. Onu 
uykuya yatmyordum, onla beraber ben de uykuya yatlyordu~. Uy~udan kalkIy~~d~k~ y~YImlZI . 
.. d k Aksam oluyordu yemek hazlr oluyordu zaten, e~lm gehyordu, yemeglmlzl Ylyorduk, l~te I<;lyor u ., " 
aksam oluyordu, yatryorsun, sabah oluyor kalkIyorsun, tekrar, ay~... . 
37 ;'0 d h uklar kiiriiktii iste yine boyle, yoeuklarla ugra~lyordum, kom~uluk l~te. Gene 

zaman a a yoe " " . k d' K d' . - 1 
k d ' d a ('lkmls bir insan decrilim zaten. Hep kendl en lme. en 1 yaglmlz a en 1 yevrem, onun l~m", b 

kavmluyoruz (Ziihre)" 
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In this respect, the definitions of 'home' and 'housewife' show how women are 

subordinated and oppressed through imprisonment and deprivation. Tevfika 

menti~ns the inequality between women and men in terms of gender roles in society: 

They are in the house after the primary school. Why? The men are going 

to work, to look after them, they (the women) don't need to go outside. 

Money will come; they are only for staying inside the'house, cleaning the 

house, looking after the kids. No, not like that. Those women, who look 

after the children, who raise them, who prepare them for the world, have 

to be conscious. This consciousness does not happen. I don't know if 

people are frightened, I don't understand, she shouldn't be conscious, she 

should remain blind, stay at home, don't want anything, don't say a 

word, settle with little money she finds, don't spend. Men should go out 

and wander, as he likes, women shouldn't know, learn anything and 

accept it as it is.38 

The role of woman as housewife and the space of woman in the home is challenged 

within these narratives. Accordingly, women's deprivation is identified with their 

mobility to participate in social life. Another indicator of deprivation is their self-

defining in terms of the rural-urban dichotomy. Within these narratives, the 

participants of social centers are positioned as "rural", "peasant", "poor", 

"uneducated" and "unprepared". According to their definitions in line with the social 

38 "ilkokuldan sonra evdeIer neden? KocaIar yah~acak, zaten onIara l;>akacak, onlann dI~anya gitmeye 
ihtiyacI yok. Para geIecek, onlar sadece evde otunnak iyin, ev temizIemek iyin, yocuk bakmak iyin. 
HaYIr 6yIe degiI, 0 yocuga bakIp, diinyaya yeti~tirip hamIayan 0 kadInlann biIinyli oImaSI gerekiyor. 
Bu biliny oImuyor. insanlar biImiyorum korkuyorlar ml nedir anlarruyorum, biIinylenmesin, kor 
kalsm, evde otursun, bir ~ey istemesin, bir ~ey s6ylemesin, az buldugu para ile yetinsin, masraf 
yapmasm. Erkek istedigi gibi dI~anda gez~in, kadm bir ~ey bilmeyip, ogrenmeyip bunu her ~ekilde 

kabullensin. " 
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work literature of 'who comes to the social center' or 'who needs education', the 

mral-urban distinction amongst the participants is emphasized. Because Okrneydam 

Social Center provides education for women, according to Ash, the social center 

becomes the space of raising the consciousness of people in the environment. She 

defines the target population of the social center rural people, who "are deprived of 

knowledge". She supports her idea by making a connection with her family story: 

Even though I was raised in Kaglthane, ( ... ) I was raised in Istanbul, but 

I mean I am no different than a person who was raised in the village, as 

for brains, mentality. Because, as I said had I neither had any friends nor 

my family took me to a different society. ( ... ) In the social center for 

people's development, especially people from the rural areas, I consider 

myself as being from the countryside too, with this mentality. When I say 

the rural section, I think of a society that is a bit deprived of knowledge. 

F or that reason, for the development of this section, in the social center, 

education programs, seminars, to raise the consciousness of the people 

( ... ) Because there is no consciousness in the family, I see the social 

center as raising the consciousness also of the families, ( ... ) I was raised 

in Istanbul, but my personality would have been very different if I were 

to come out as a learned person in Istanbul, if I were given the chance to 

educate myself or if I were directed, shown. For there was no 

consciousness in my family to direct me in this way. I believe I would 

have been different. Not only me, everybody would have been the same 

way, they would have succeeded. But oppression, oppression, 



oppression, oppression, depression, stress, psychological anomaly, has 

caused us to be deprived of everything. 39 
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This narrative of 'deprivation' can be encountered in all narratives. For Ash, the 

deprivation consists of a lack of knowledge and education, in both formal and 

informal senses, and also includes the lack of her parents' education. She also 

criticizes family structure where females are oppressed and subordinated. Nil, on the 

other hand, has similar definitions as Ash, but she puts herself and the 'others' in 

opposite sides. Although she emphasized the dichotomy of rural-urban identities, she 

declares, "When I went to the social center, I belonged to a group 40". However, 

within this group, she made clear distinctions between herself and the others in terms 

of reasons for coming and in terms of rural-urban identity: 

Now, my situation is different. My situation was not money anyway, 

women who go there used to come to get a profession, to make money. 

( ... ) My problem was psychological anyway. I needed sincerity, 

psychological sUpport.41 

39 "Kaglthane'de biiyiidiigiim halde ( ... ), Istanbul'da biiyiidiim ama yani koyde biiyiimii:;; bir insandan 
hic;bir farkIm yoktur beyin olarak, dii~iince olarak, c;iinkii dedigim gibi ne arkada:;;lm oldu, ne de 
degi:;;ik bir topluma ailem beni gotiirdii. ( ... ) Toplum merkezinde insanlann geli:;;mesi ic;in ozellikle 
kIrsal kesim, ben kendimi de kIrsal kesim olarak goriiyorum bu dii:;;iincelerle, klfSal kesim derken 
biraz bilgiden yoksun kalml~ topluluk akllma geliyor, 0 yiizden bu kesimin geli~mesi ic;in toplum 
merkezinde egitim programlan, aym ~ekilde seminerler, halkm bilinc;lenmesi ( ... ) Toplum merkezi 
i~te aile de bilinc; olmadlgl ic;in, toplum merkezini de aileleri de bir ~ekilde bilinc;lendirmek oldugunu 
goriiyorum, ( ... ) ben istanbulda yeti~tim ama istanbulda aslmda ogrenmi:;; C;lkml:;; olsaydlm c;ok farkll 
bir ki:;;iligim olurdu, kendimi yeti~tirebilme fusatl yerilseydi bana ya da yonlendirilir gosterilir 
olsaydl, C;iinkii ailemde fazla bir bilinc; yoktu ki beni bu ~ekilde yonlendirsinler, farkll olacaglma 
inamyorum. Ben degil, bunu herkes yapardl, ba:;;anrd!. Ama bask! bask! bas~l baskI, bunahm, stres, 
psikoloji bozuklugu, her :;;eyden yoksun kalmamlzl gosterdi i:;;te." 
40 Toplum merkezine gittim, bagh oldugum bir grup oldu. 
41 "Simdi benim konumum ba:;;ka. Benim konumum para degildi zaten, oraya gelen kadmlar meslek 
edi~ek ic;in, para kazanmak ic;in geliyorlard!. ( ... ) Benim sorunum psikolojikdi zaten. Samimiyete 
ihtiyaclm Yardl, psikolojik de stege ihtiyaclm yard!." 



.. .I told about the social center to my family, my friends, some of them 

wanted to come along. But my friends, my family are a bit more, I don't 

know, because they are a bit more elite when compared to those who go 

there, they didn't want to come because it is a social center because it is , 

a place of the poor, more of the rural, marginal, the slum. I mean they 

didn't want to come.42 
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Within the context of the target population of the social center, rural-urban 

distinctions become significant issues. The deprivation of women is defined both in 

terms of education and in terms of participation in social life. That is obvious in the 

narratives of Ash and Nil who claim that rural people are uneducated people who are 

deprived of 'knowledge'. In order to overcome this deprivation, Okrneydam Social 

Center is seen as a space, 'out of home', where they can break their vicious circle 

and where they can have access to 'knowledge'. Another way to 'go out of home' is 

through working opportunities. For example, Arsen defines this breaking out with 

reference to one of the performances they had created: 

'Do we have any chance43
, was about that. The easiest way out for a 

woman is to work, I mean the easiest way to go out of home is through 

work. When you work, you can go out. Other than that, it changes from 

place to place. In some places the woman can't get out of home because 

of the neighborhood restrictions, or the oppression of the social milieux. 

42 "Toplum merkezini akrabalanma, arkada~lann:a a~lattlm, biz de ge~elim diyen~er ol.du. Fakat ~~n~.m 
arkadaslanm akrabalanm biraz daha boyle, ne bileYlm oraya gelenlenn yanma gore blraz kalburusm 
oldugu' is;in, ~rasl bir toplum merkezi, oraSI bir fa~ir yeri, veya daha koylii daha kenar, varo~ yeri diye 
pek gelmek yani, istemediler yani, ragbet gormedller" 

43 The name of a performance we did together 



In some places she cannot go out because she is penniless. And in the 

luxurious places, they are living in modern prisons. Even if they go out 

they can only go to certain places, with their own cars, within their own 

circle. I mean, it is also a form of captivity. 'Do we have a chance' was a 

play about that.44 
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Women imagine the social center as a space 'out of the horne' where they can 

literally go out horne in the physical sense and also in the sense of participating in 

social life. 'Horne' and 'outside' reinforce each other in the description of their lives 

'before social center'. The terms like 'it was a very distressed period45 " 'I was in 

depression
46

, and 'I was trying to find myself an occupation47
, are used in describing 

their reasons for attending the Okrneydam Social Center. 

Okrneydam Social Center provides a reason for going out of the home and enables a 

break from the routine practices of domestic life. Okrneydam Social Center as a 

physical and social space provides the participants with the opportunity to meet with 

other women, to share their problems and to attend the activities. The interviewees' 

first encounter with the social center occurred through the course of A<;EV, which 

was broadcast on television and newspapers or recommended by close friends and 

neighbors. The goal of this course was to educate mothers who cannot afford to send 

their preschool children to nursery school. As I mentioned before, opportunities 

44 "SanSlmlZ var nu da bu yard!. En kolay YlIimak <;ah~arak oluyor kadm i<;in yani, evden en kolay 
<;lkl~ yolu, <;ah~arak. Cah~tlgm zaman <;Ikabiliyorsun. Onun dl~mda, haa ya~ ~erine gore degi~iyor. 
Kimi yerde semt basklsl, <;evre basklSl yiiziinden kadm ev~en <;lkamIY0r. Kinu yerde paraslzhk . 
yiiziinden <;lkamlyor. Ha <;ok liiks yerlerde de, mode:u hapIsh~neler~e ya~ly.orlar: CIksalar da bellI 
yerlere gidebiliyorlar, hani, kendi arabalanyla, kendl <;evrelen. Yam, 0 da yme bir anlamda tutsakhk. 
o anIamda bir oyundu ~ansimiz var nu." 
45 '<;ok slkmhh bir donemdi' 
46 'bunahma girmi~tim' 
47 'ugra~ bulma <;abasmdaydIm' 
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offered for children become a starting point for them to enter the social center, where 

they become active participants soon afterwards. On the other hand, their willingness 

to attend the courses of A<;:EV also indicates how women give importance to their 

children's education and how it is constructed as their responsibilities. For instance, 

Tevfika tells about her experience in this course by distinguishing "outside" and 

social center as two separate spaces: 

(gasps) I started going out, at first I was going out for one day per week, 

we liked it outside. Also, in Sumru Hamm's class, it was compulsory to 

visit one another's house. I established friendships during those visits. I 

got to know people. I learned different places. ( ... ) As I go to their 

houses, as I search and find places, as I get on the bus, as I come and go, 

I started to build my confidence. My friendships are still continuing.48 

The first encounter with the "outside" takes place with their participation in the 

activities held in Okmeydam Social Center. In order to explore their constructions of 

these terms, "out of home" and "outside", I need to look at their perceptions of how 

they define and imagine the social center. More importantly, I want to examine how 

access to knowledge is defined through these constructions of space. For example, 

Arsen underlines the significance of social center in terms of providing education for 

women who are not 'ready' for the 'outside': 

48 "(iy yeker) DI~anya ylkmaya ba~ladlm, 6~ce ha~ta~a bi.r ?un ylkI?ordum, dl~ansl 
ho~umuza gitti. Bir de Sumru hammm der~mde, blrblrlenmn e::l~nne gez~~_ler zorunluydu. 
o aezmeler slrasmda arkadaslar edindim. Insanlan tamdlm degl~lk yerlen ogrenmeye 
ba;ladlm, ( ... ) Onlann evine' gittikye, ~raYlp buldukya, soru~turdukya ot?busl,~re binip, gide 
gele kendime guvenim biraz daha geld!. Arkada~hk1anm hal a devam edlyor. 



I mean, again the American society, it is like the church, I mean like a 

place of prayer. I think that the social center is a very important place. It 

should have its door open for everybody. ~Of course everyone would have 

suggestions, it would have a certain standard and a milieu ( ... ) it is 

necessary to bring people to this point too. It is not something that I 

gained from there; I am a demanding sort of a girl. I am, I mean, it's so 

different than what I've lived, it's like I came there, to this point as 

already prepared. However, I believe that people who are not ready 

should be given education to make them get to that point.49 
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The imagination of the space of the social center as a sacred place which people enter 

without being excluded, a place where they can be educated in order to get ready for 

the world outside. Okmeydam Social Center acts as a bridge between 'umeadiness' 

and 'readiness'. The means of constructing this bridge is seen as 'education'. The 

education that took place in the Okmeydam Social Center shows the feminine way of 

the learning process that Arsen compares with the 'military service of men'. This 

also indicates how education for women is perceived as the state responsibility: 

... men do their military service for two years and they learn to live 

together. Women never have that sort of a chance. The social center is 

important for women in this respect. Actually, social centers are places 

where they can learn to live and do something together. As they cannot 

49 "Yani gene Amerikan toplumu, kilise gibi, y~ni bir ib~de~ ye~ ?ibi. ~e.nce yok onemli bir y~r 
toplum merkezi. Herkese kapisim aylk tutabilmeh .. Herkesm.onensl, tabi bir s~anda~1 ve yev:.r.esl 
olacak, ( ... ) insanlan da bu noktaya getinnek gerekIY0r. Bemm orada k~zandigim blf ~ey degJ1 bu, ben 
bOyle bir talepkar bir klZlm, ben i~te ya~adIklanm yok fark!1 ~eyler~ .h.am b~n 0 noktaya or~~~ hazir 
gel dim. Ama ona haZlr olmayan insanlan da ° noktaya getuecek egltlmlen vermek gerektlgme 

inamyorum i~te." 
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take us and make us do military service for two years, it can be that sort 

of a thing when you go there for once a week. 50 

So education is seen as a privilege that also indicates the discrimination between 

women and men. As Tevfika states, women should have the opportunity to get an 

. education, and according to Arsen, social centers are important for societies in which 

women are imprisoned indoors. The education of women becomes important for the 

development of the country: 

It is a lot more important for our society, for the Turkish society ( ... ) I 

wish it would exist in every neighborhood, I mean the Turkish society's 

hands are all tied (not free to act). I think the social center unties the 

(society's) hands (sets them free), especially the woman's. I don't know, 

it should take care of her child, if needed, she should be able to leave her 

child there, she should be able to participate in the production process 

after she got an education and develop herself. Actually, all of these ways 

pass through the social center. It seems to me that once the woman stands 

up on her feet, it would be a lot easier for the man to stand up, also for 

the whole society to stand up. I mean the woman is actually a lot more 

important, but this, either everybody is aware of that, and they choose to 

imprison women on purpose, or I don't knoW.51 

50 " •.. erkekler iki yll askerlik yaplyorlar ve birlikte ya~amaYl ogreniyorlar. Kadmlann asIa boyle bir 
~anSl yok. Toplum merkezi bu anlamda kadm iyin onemli. Birlikte ya~amayl, birlikte bir ~eyler 
yapabilmeyi ogrenebilecekleri bir mekan toplum merkezleri aslmda. Biz ahp iki Yll askerlik 
yaptlramayacaklanna gore, haftada bir gunu oraya gittiginde 0 anlamda bir ~eyler olabilir." 
51 "bizim toplumumuz iyin, turk toplumu iyin yok daha onemli C ... ) ke~ke her mahallede olsa, yani 
turk toplumunun eli kolu bagh. Elini kolunu yoziiyor bence toplum merkezi, ozellikle kadlmn. Ne 
bileyim, gerekiyorsa yocuguna bakabilmeli, yocugunu oraya blrakabilmeli, kendini geli~tirip bir 
egitim aldlktan sonra uretim sure cine katIlabilmeli. Bu yollann hepsi, toplum merkezinden geyiyor 
aslmda. Ha kadm ayaga kalktl nu, erkegin de ayaga kalkmasl , toplumun da ayaga kalkmasl yok daha 
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All the terms that they used within their definitions of social center, "imprisoning", 

"lack of/deprivation of education", "gender roles" are resolved through a recourse to 

'education for women' discourse. Lack of education is said to be the main reason for 

their oppression. Social center symbolizes a learning space that creates a new 

discourse, which translates the invisible into the visible, and which translates the 

unnamed into the named. As Aysu states: 

Because we are not educated, we are unable to solve our problems. I 

believe it would be a lot easier if we have education, if we get into 

relationship with different people. Especially the women have to get 

education. Girls, we as mothers, as never to be oppressed in the future 

generations ( ... ) That is why, we also bring up our men ourselves. I 

cannot blame men here, for it is because our women are uneducated, it is 

us who made our men like that, by telling thinks like: men are good, men 

are like that, men can do it, women cannot. That is why I tell every 

women let's not do it anymore. Let's tell those, I mean the ones who 

know should tell. Let's open them too. 52 

Education becomes the primary issue in overcoming their oppression and the means 

of their struggle. But as Aysu states the struggle against oppression has to begin with 

kolay olur gibi geliyor bana. Yam aslmda kadm yok daha onemli ama bunu, ya herkes yok farkmda 
ozellikle kadmlan hapsetme yolunu tercih ediyorlar ya da, bilmiyorum. CArsen)" 
52 "Egitim almadlglmlz iyin de, sorunlanmlzl da yozemiyoruz. Egitim alsak, degi~ik insanlarla 
ili~kilerde bulunsak, yok daha kolay olacagma inamyorum. Ozellikle kadmlann okumasl gerekiyor. 
Krz yocuklanmn, bizler anneler olarak gelecek nesillerde hiy ezilmeyen olarak, C ... ) Onun iyin, 
erkeklerimizi de kendimiz yeti~tiriyoruz. Erkeklerin ben burada suyunu goremiyorum, yunkii 
kadlnlanmlz da egitimsiz oldugu iyin, erkekler iyidir, erkekler ~oyledir i~te erkekdir yapar kadmdlr 
yapamaz, olaYlyla erkeklerimizi biz kendimiz bu hale getirdik. Onun iyin de, bundan sonra 
yapmayahm diyorum hiybir kadma. Bunlan anlatahm, yam bilenler anlatsm. Ayahm onlan da." 
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education and continue by awakening' other' women. The term she uses, "Let's open 

them up!" shows that she considers the social center as a place for such an 

awakening. Aysu, on the other hand does riot celebrate 'university education, in 

contrast she emphasizes that education should include investigation and critical 

thinking: 

I mean I am against frivolously obtaining that diploma as you futilely 

finish the school, without knowing, learning anything, without getting to 

know life. I mean I don't want to be a university graduate then. I would 

have education, if I were investigative, well informed in every branch, if 

I know what is right and what is wrong, if I do it believing in what I can 

give to people. I mean, in my eyes, this is what education is, education is 

when you face problems that you believe in, that you do, that you've 

investigated. 53 

According to these narratives, education for women should be held in the social 

centers. This education enables women to go out of the horne and break the vicious 

circle of their lives as well as gender identities. The space of this education, on the 

other hand, becomes a transitory space where women should be prepared for the 

'outside'. In sum, the space of the social center indicates the space between 'horne' 

and 'outside'. Tevfika defines this transitory space for women which is exactly 

between 'horne' and 'outside': 

53 "Yam bo~u bo~una okulu bitirip de, diplomaYI kuru kuruya bir ~ey bilmeden, ogrenmeden, hayatr 
tammadan 0 diplomaya almaya kar~lylm ben. Yam ben iimversite mezunu olmak istemiyorum 0 

zaman. Ben her dalda, ara~tlDcl, bilgili, neyin dogru neyin yanh~ oldugunu bilerek, insanlara ne 
verebildigimi inanarak yaplyorsam 0 zaman egitim alml§ olurum. Egitim benim goziimde bu yam, 
inandlgl, yaptIgm, ara~trrdlgm sorunlarla kar~Ila~tIgm zaman egitim." 
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'" there, they get ready for the outside, for I couldn't experience that at 

my home, in my family, they did not prepare me for the outside as they 

raised me. Because they over protected and preserved me, I have fallen 

too much, however, I grew up like that in there, as I fall and get up. I 

consider there (social center) as my family. They get ready there before 

going out, there it is a home, that's the way I see it. ( ... ) (there) I would 

want women to work, they do. Women should both actively particapate, 

but at the same time they shouldn't be permanent, it should alternate, as 

everybody get raised, how should 1 put it, as they find the place where 

they can go out, find a job, work, they should go there, someone else 

should come instead, she should be raised there, she should develop her 

self-confidence. 54 

By defining themselves as deprived, women open a space for intervention that must 

occur through the means of education. Within these narratives, the social center is 

seen as the space where this deprivation will be overcome through education and 

participation in social life. Imagining the social center asa space of education and a 

transitory space between 'home' and 'outside', they imagine a space between the 

'private' and the 'public' spheres. However, this is a way of constructing an 

'imaginary' bridge for women" where they can get ready for the 'public' sphere by 

means of education. Then the goal of social centers defined as the integration of 

migrants through the provision of access to urban facilities and community building 

54 "orada dl~anya hazIrlamyorlar, 9iinkii ben evimde, ailemde bunu.ya~ayamadIm, beni buyiitiirken 
dl~anya hazIrlamadIlar. <;ok fazla koruyup sakladIklan i9in, ben 90k du~tum ama orada dii~e kalka 
~ekilde biiyiidiim. Orasl benim ailem gibi goriiyorum DI~anya 9Ikmadan once orada hazIrlamyorlar, 
oraSl bir yuva, ben oyle gordiim C ... ) [orada] Kadmlar 9ah~sm isterdim, 9ah~lyorlar. Hem kadmlar 
gorev alsmlar, ama siirekli kahcI olmasmlar, degi~sin bu, herkes yeti~tikten soma, kendini, nasll 
diyeyim, 91kabilecegi, i~ bulabilecegi, 9ahyabilecegi yeri bulduktan soma, oraya kaysm, yerine ba~ka 
biri gelsin, orada yeti~sin ya da kendine guveni gelsin." 
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processes shift into the 'education for women' discourse that is defined through 

access to skill and 'knowledge'. In practice, the function of the social center in the 

context of the Okmeydam Social Center is situated within the 'education for women' 

discourse as seen through its activities and through women's narratives. 

On the other hand, the women become the subjects of the 'education for women' 

discourse. Pointing at the significance of 'education' in their accounts of the social 

center as a transitory space, women are subject to and are sUbjected by the 'education 

for women'discourse. According to Foucault, "It is a form of power which makes 

individuals sUbjects. There are two meanings of the word subject: Subject to 

someone else by control and dependence and tied to this own identity by a 

conSCIence of self-knowledge. Both meanings suggest a form of power, which 

subjugates and makes subject to" (Foucault 1982: 212). Accordingly, women 

become the subjects of this discourse within both its practice and its internalization. 

Social center is imagined as a space -which prepares unready women- provides 

education to the deprived ones. The participants of the Okmeydam Social Center 

become the subject of 'education for women' discourse and they find the opportunity 

to express new desires through the construction of new narratives. The emergence of 

these narratives also are made possible within the social center where 'education for 

women' is seen as the primary tool for the liberation of women. This discourse is 

produced and re-produced by the cooperation of the state and institutionalized 

feminism. 
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CHAPTER V: ANALYZING THE THEATRE OF THE OPPRESSED 

PERFORMANCES AND STRATEGIES 

This chapter consists of an analysis of the performances we created in the 

Okmeydam Social Center. In this analysis, I will also be using the interviews I 

conducted with women. My aim is to show how the issue of 'performing' in the 

context of women's oppression reveals the performative constitution of gender 

identity and through this how the hegemonic matrix -as Butler calls it- becomes 

visible. I also aim to show how performance enables to occupy challenging and 

resisting subject positions for making matrix visible. I will also examine how 

'education for women' discourse -which women are subjected to and subjected by- is 

disrupted by women's narratives and the practices of the theatre of the oppressed. 

'Performing' Women's Oppression and Strategies 

"Everyone is aware of such banal facts. 

But the fact that they are banal does not mean they do not exist. 

What we have to do with banal facts is to discover - or try to discover -

which specific and perhaps original problem is connected with them" 

(Foucault 1982: 210) 

Nine performances and thirty-nine interventions took place in the Okmeydam Social 

Center. Since the performances are about themes women frequently encounter in 

their daily lives, they become interesting only when the spect-actors participate in 

them. These performances consist of problems within the domestic sphere where 

women's oppression result from relations with family members (husband, mother, 
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mother-in-law, children and relatives) and is created by individuals belonging to 

women's inner circle (neighbors and friends). The oppressed ones are always women 

who are unable to find a solution for a particular form of oppression. I will examine 

the performances in five groups divided according to their contents: Violence, 

marriage, reproduction, singleness and harassment. Then I will give brief summaries 

of the strategies created within the process of spect-actor intervention. 

I. Performing 'Violence' 

Within the feminist approach 'domestic violence' is the means through which the 

patriarchal ideology within the family is reproduced. Domestic violence is also 

supported by the state and the legal order (ilkkaracan & Giilyur 1997: 22). As I 

mentioned in the introduction, the campaigns, actions, legal regulations and centers 

(advice bureau and shelters) put violence against women into the feminist agenda 

since 1980s. However the research, conducted by G6zmez and her friends, shows 

that in 1998 domestic violence is still widespread throughout the country. According 

to this research 3.6 % of women are frequently subjected to their husbands' violent 

actions, 6.5 % of them are sometimes subjected, and 12.3 % of women are SUbjected 

to their husband's insults (G6zmez a. e. al1.1998: 311). Beyond these, domestic 

violence is seen frequenter according to different researches. For example, according 

to Purple Roof Foundation's research conducted with 1259 women between the years 

1990 and 1996, 88.2 % of women are living in a violent milieu and 68% of women 

are beaten by their husbands!. However, studies on 'domestic violence' emphasize 

I Please visit http://www.amnesty-turkiye.org/sindex.php3 ?sindex=ozdais0206200403 
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legal regulations2 as the most important strategy against violence. This study rather 

focuses on the strategies women develop to stop violence in their performances. 

Performance 1: "The Sound of Silence 1J 

28.l1.2000, 35 minutes, Domestic Sphere 

Theme: Domestic Violence 

Characters: Mother, Father, Mother-in-Law, First Son, Second Son, and Daughter 

"This play was about domestic violence in which the victim was the mother. She 

started the play with a purple eye indicating a past episode of violence by her 

husband. The main conflict of the play was created by the desire of daughter to go 

out with her friends. She asked the mother to give permission for her to go out. First 

oppression appeared from the side of the mother-in-law who tried to listen to what 

they were talking about and intern/pted this conversation. The mother unwillingly 

opposed the daughter's desire, because she knew that the father would have a 

negative reaction. The daughter still insisted on going out and wanted her mother to 

help her in getting permission from the father. When the father came home, the sons 

ran to the door to welcome him, in such a way that both the mother's and the 

daughter's welcoming became undistinguished and invisible. This showed the 

gender discrimination in that family. During the dinner the mother-in-law, who had 

power over her son and over the whole family, complained about the mother, who 

could hardly oppose to. those complaints. The daughter. wanted her mother to talk to 

her father about her problem. The mother tried to find a peaceful moment to open up 

2 . 
See for example, Ilkkaracan, P. (1997) and Ylldmm, A. (1998). 
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the topic. But they encountered a strong rejection from both the father who said "the 

girls don't go to the cinema" and from the junior brothers who stated that none of 

their friends' sisters went to the movies. The conflict occurred with the daughter's 

crying and leaving the room and the anger of the father. He wanted the mother to 

bring the daughter back. On the other hand, the sons wanted money to buy toys. The 

father gave the money and this created a further conflict. The mother suggested that 

this was an indicator of discrimination: The daughter could not go out, but the sons 

got money whenever they wanted. This comment made the father even angrier, 

because he did not want anyone to interfere with his decisions, since he was the 

breadwinner, he had the right to decide on how the money should be spent. The 

father wanted to silence the woman by beating her. The violent action was not shown 

on the stage, instead all characters froze at the moment of crisis. 

Strategies Against Violence 

In this first performance -also the first experience of forum theatre in the Okmeydaru 

Social Center, the spectators felt really uncomfortable and upset. They did not like 

the concept of the play in the sense of holding a 'mirror' them and of making this 

common event into an issue. There were four interventions done by replacing the 

characters of the 'mother' (three times) and the 'daughter' (only once). The first 

intervention was significant since it emphasized 'performance' rather than 'talk'. She 

walked angrily to her husband, took the ladle and tried to hit the husband. We 

stopped the intervention and she returned to her seat. We did not make any 

comments to her intervention, nor did she. However, everyone seemed to have a 

silent agreement that this was nut the solution that we were trying to find .. Her 
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intervention was something not nameable, a moment uninhabitable since it defied all 

norms of gender and family. This intervention showed me the power of 'performing'. 

It was performed out there and everyone got it; words were unnecessary. 

The other three inventions were different from the first one3
. The women spect-actors 

all were trying to change the dialogue that the original performance presented. Two 

of the strategies aimed to form an interaction space within the script by using body 

language; creating physical contact with the oppressor and providing information 

about the problem. These strategies showed the passive mode of the character they 

replaced, but they were both in struggle with the oppressors illustrating forms of 

everyday resistance and agency. On the other side, the spect-actor who replaced the 

daughter demonstrated an active strategy. She eliminated the other oppressors, her 

brothers and grandmother, and released her mother from the mediating role between 

the father and her and faced her father alone. This was a strategy that enabled her to 

focus on the real problem that was the conflict between the father and the daughter. 

Without paying attention to the other family members, she used face-to-face 

interaction in order to overcome her oppression. 

II. Performing 'Marriage' 

This part consists of four performances that mainly focus on the family in relation to 

conflicts on/within marriage. The themes of kinship and arranged marriage were the 

subjects of two different plays and opened up a discussion on women's right to make 

decisions for their own marriage. In the context of Turkey, arranged marriages are 

widespread. According to a research conducted in 1998, 25.l % of all marriages are 

3 See Appendix for the photograph of one of the interventions. 
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kinship marriages. This percentage shows a slight increase over time: 1883 (20.9%), 

1988 (21.1 %) and 1993 (23 %) (HanclOglu, Tunybilek & Onan 2001: 3). Women in 

Okmeydam considered the arranged marriages as oppression, since women did not 

have a say in the selection of a spouse and had to be subjected to their family's 

decisions. The other plays were about marriage where the authority of the husbands 

was posed as problems. In sum, the plays that will be under examination below, 

reflects the struggle of women in decision-making process and also their subordinate 

position in the marriage. 

Performance II: "No Way Out?" 

16.03.2001,42 minutes, Domestic Sphere 

Theme: Consanguineal Marriage 

Characters: Mother, Father, Daughter 

"The play was about consanguinal marriage which was arranged among relatives. 

The father told his wife about the decision they made with his brother: A marriage 

between his daughter and his nephew. The mother opposed this idea by telling that 

they were cousins and that they grew up together. But for the father, this marriage 

was decided and there was no reason to oppose his elder brother. The father wanted 

her to inform the daughter about this decision. Like her mother, the daughter was 

also shocked and showed great resistance. She insisted on not getting married, for 

the reason that they were very close relatives. She wanted to make her own decisions 

in situations where her whole life would be affected. The daughter went to her room, 

called her boyfriend and hardly told him this terrible situation in tears. She told him 
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that if they forced her into this marriage, she would commit suicide. On the other 

side, the father got angry when he heard about her refusal, became aggressive and 

wanted to meet her face to face. Although the daughter tried to explain her opinions 

about this marriage, the father was not willing to listen. The crisis of the play 

appeared with her refusal and informing them about her boy friend. The play ended 

with the father's attempt to hit her. " 

Strategies Against Consanguineal Marriage 

There were three interventions and two kinds of strategies were proposed during the 

interventions: One was to form solidarity among the family members against this 

traditional form of marriage. The oppressed ones decided to unite and to fight against 

the oppression together. For example, the daughter decided to talk to her cousin 

about this marriage and she thought that if they talked and acted against their fathers' 

decision, they would achieve in convincing them. The other strategy was to use the 

means of communication. Here, the spect-actor (daughter) tried to convince her 

father by saying that she wanted to work and earn her own money. She said that in 

the future when he retired, she would be looking after them. She wanted him to let 

her free in making her own decisions. She concluded her intervention by telling that 

she did not want to make him unhappy. 

Performance III: "Materiality in Marriage" 

20.05.2002,59 minutes, Domestic Sphere 

Theme: Arranged Marriage 
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Characters: Young Girl, Her Mother, Neighbor, Young Man, His Mother, His Father 

"The matchmaker tried to arrange a marriage between a young man, whose father 

was rich, and a young girl who was living with her mother. She talked about this 

marriage with both her mother and his parents. His parents were willing to meet the 

girl and asked the matchmaker to arrange such a meeting. On the other side, the 

mother of the girl became very happy, because this meant a wealthy life for her 

daughter. But the girl hesitated about this marriage, because her wish was to 

continue her education. Nevertheless, her mother forced her to see him. The man, his 

mother and the matchmaker came to meet the girl. The man and the girl went into 

another room where they could talk alone. In this conversation it was clear that the 

man didn't want her to continue her studies or to work; and she disliked his 

personality and thoughts. In the living room the mother tried to arrange a marriage 

contract, including a car and a flat. After the visitors left, the girl told her mother 

about her impressions and finally her decision about not marrying. But the mother 

was determined to marry her. The man and his parents and the matchmaker came for 

the engagement ceremony. The girl was very unwilling, but all of a sudden she found 

the ring on her finger. " 

Strategies Against Arranged Marriage 

There were six interventions (five spect-actor replaced the girl, and a male spect

actor created a new character as her boy friend). The spect-actors playing 'the girl' 

tried to convince the oppressors by expressing their ideas and feelings about this 
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marriage and their future plans. One spect-actor tried to convince the mother, another 

one tried to convince the matchmaker. However, they could not succeed in changing 

their ideas about this marriage, because both the mother and the matchmaker 

considered the wealth of the young man rather than her reasons. Two of the spect

actors intervened in the scene where the girl and the man were talking. Their strategy 

was to explain their reasons for the unwillingness in getting married. These were her 

desires to go to the university and to work in the public sphere, which the man did 

not accept. The last spect-actor had tried another strategy that was speaking to the 

man's parents. These strategies occurred through courageous interactions with the 

mother, the matchmaker, the young man and his parents. In several cases, the 

conversation between the girl and the man was ended or was about to be ended by 

deciding not to marry. 

Performance IV: "My Husband and My Mother" 

01.06.2001,47 minutes, Domestic Sphere 

Theme: Nuclear Family 

Characters: Wife, Husband, Wife's Mother 

"This play was about the conflict between a husband and a mother-in-law. The 

problem was that he did not want to live with her in the same house, although he 

knew that she did not have any other place to go. He asked his wife to talk to her 

mother about this issue, because he wanted to live' alone with his wife. As the 

doorbell rang, the neighbor appeared on the stage. The husband complained about 

this situation to the neighbor who listened to him in a positive mood. When the wife· 
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came into the room, the husband left them alone and the neighbor changed her 

mood. This time, the wife told her about the problem she faced, from her point of 

view. She said that she really got sick of his reactions against her mother. Again the 

neighbor reacted positively and she agreed with the wife's complaints. At this 

moment the wife's mother approached. She wondered about what made her daughter 

unhappy. When the wife went to the kitchen, the mother asked the neighbor if she 

knew anything about this. While the neighbor was about to tell her the 'truth', the 

wife entered the room and they started a conversation about daily life. After a while 

the neighbor decided to leave and the mother wanted her daughter to tell the 'real' 

problem. Although the wife tried to put an end to this conversation, the husband 

rushed in by asking if she had talked to her mother. " 

Strategies Against Familial Norms: 

Three spect-actors replaced the characters: One for the wife, one for the neighbor and 

one for the mother of the wife. This performance indicated more 'modern' strategies. 

The spect-actors all tried to change the power struggle by threatening the husband 

with divorce. They tried to communicate and to understand the reason why he did not 

want his mother-in-law, but they could not succeed. The legal solution, that was 

divorce, became the only strategy that they could use in this performance. On the 

other hand, the spect-actor who replaced the mother-in-law left their home to stay in 

. a rest house. 
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The 'modem' solutions that include "having access to institutions" do not exactly 

solve the problem addressed. Access to legal rights (right of divorce) as well as 

access to institutions (rest house) is put as strategies to overcome women's 

oppression. The solution was to remove the conflicting parties out of the conflict 

(through divorce or rest house) rather than to work through the oppression. 

Performance V· "The Economic Crisis and its Reflections" 

01.11.2001, 43 minutes, Domestic Sphere 

Theme: Economic Crisis 

Characters: Wife, Husband, Daughter, Landlord 

"This play was about the effects of the economic crisis (2001) in the family. The 

husband came home from work and sat on his couch to watch TV, which was 

temporarily out of order. He got angrier when the wife wanted money to buy 

ingredients to cook a meal. He was not willing to give her money saying that he was 

not hungry at all. On the other side, the daughter had some problems at school and 

wanted help from her mother. The doorbell rang, the landlord appeared asking for 

the rent. The husband's anger grew bigger and he refused to pay. There began a big 

quarrel, which the wife could not succeed to end. The wife and the daughter needed 

money for survival, and the husband couldn't do anything. The wife was in a big 

struggle and was paralyzed. Her last action was to shout, shout and shout. " 
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Strategies Against Poverty 

Three spect-actors replaced the character, 'wife,4. None of their attempts could be 

seen as realistic strategies and solutions. They acted out too positively, mostly tried 

to act and react in a calm way. The only strategy that the spect-actors created was 

their attempt to engage in a conversation with the husband. They all tried to stop the 

oppression by their calm attitudes and action towards the husband. For example, one 

spect-actor asked him to go out if he wanted to watch the football match. She also 

said that she could also join him and they could visit a friend. Another spect-actor 

decided to borrow money from a friend or a relative. But these strategies did not help 

in coping with the problem in real terms, since the problem was caused by 

'economics' as much as gender power and it was not possible to address the 

economic issue within the scope ofthe play. 

III. Performing' Reproduction' 

-These plays that concern the issue of reproduction questioned the patriarchal system 

by problematizing the desire to have a male offspring. Husbands and mother in laws 

believe that the male offspring shows the continuity of the lineage. In classical 

patriarchy gender inequality is reproduced in the extended household where the 

senior male has the authority over the other members, including younger men. The 

girls are married at an early age, and they live in their husband's extended 

households. There they are sUbjected to the authority of the head of the household 

and also the authority of senior women such as the mother-in-law (Kandiyoti 1988: 

4 See Appendix for the photograph of one of the interventions. 
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278). Kandiyoti's definition of 'bargaining with patriarchy' shows the women's 

strategies for empowerment in the context of classical patriarchy. The sons provide 

security in the old age and their wives provide the labor power for older women in 

their wives. As Marcia C. Inhorn, who studies patriarchy and infertility in Egypt, 

states "patriarchal bargaining occurs when women adopt interpersonal strategies that 

maximize their security, often through the manipulation of the affections of sons and 

husbands" (Inhorn 1996: 6). The reproduction of patriarchy hence, is also enabled by 

the control and investment of older women. In short "patriarchal bargaining indicates 

the existence of rules and scripts regulating gender relations" (Inhorn 1996: 6) and 

"women's strategies and coping mechanisms" (Kandiyoti 1988: 285). These plays 

can be seen as a challenge to 'bargaining with patriarchy' and focuses on the 

relationship between younger women and older women. 

Performance VI: "Our Traditions" 

01.06.2001, 17 minutes, Domestic Sphere 

Theme: Male Offspring 

Characters: Wife, Husband, Husband's Mother, Daughter and Nurse 

"This short play took place in a family in which there was a conflict about 'male 

offipring '. The woman, who already had two daughters, was pregnant. The mother

in-law wanted and insisted on having a grandson. She was also secretly looking for a 

new wife for her son. The husband shared his mother's opinion. In the end, the 

woman was brought to the hospital to deliver her baby. The crisis happened when 

they learnt that the newborn baby 'vas again a girl. ". 
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Strategies Against Gender Discrimination 

There was only one intervention in this performances. The spect-actor replaced the 

wife and tried to cope with her mother-in-law. She tried to convince her that the 

patriarchal system and the traditional discourse have been changing. Her strategy 

was to give examples about the significance of having a daughter who is also a 

human being. But she could not succeed in convincing the mother-in-law. 

Peiformance VII: "Who is Guilty?" 

03.06.2002,61 minutes, Domestic Sphere 

Theme: Infertility and Childbirth 

Characters: First Woman, First Woman's Husband, First Woman's Daughter, 

Mother-in law, Second Woman, Second Woman's Mother, Neighbor 

"The play began with the action of the girl-child who wanted money to buy a new 

ball. The mother was not willing to give her money, but the mother-in-law gave it. 

During the argument between the woman and the mother-in-law, the husband came 

home and inteifered the discussion and shared the same opinion with his wife. They 

did not want the child to be spoiled. Touching his wife's stomach, he said that he 

wanted to feel how his son was. She said that she was not certain if the baby was a 

boy or not. The mother-in-law also wanted a grandson. 

5 See Appendix for the photograph of the intervention. 
. '" 
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On the other side, the other daughter-in-law was talking with her neighbor about her 

infertility problem. She was very unhappy about this, because the diagnosis stated 

that there was nothing wrong with her. Her mother, who wanted a grandchild came 

in and wanted her to divorce and to marry a 'healthy' man. But the woman did not 

want to have a divorce. The mother-in-law complained about the daughter-in-law 

saying that she was gossiping about her son as 'heirless '. Both crisis occurred by the 

intervention of the mother-in-law which threatened both the first and the second 

woman. 

Strategies Against Reproduction Discourses 

Three of the spect-actors replaced the first woman and one replaced the second 

woman. The strategies that they created mostly utilized 'modem' means. It was 

declared that the determination of sex was not in woman's control. They gave 

information about the 'x, y' chromosomes. But more significantly, they reminded 

that they were also women and this was not a bad thing. The scientific knowledge 

became the core of this strategy. As far as the second woman is concerned, the spect

actor tried to find solutions like adopting a child. But the mother-in-law blamed the 

woman for infertility and declared that it was her fault. Both the first and second 

woman decided to take the mother-in-law to a doctor who could convince her. Here 

the strategy was recourse to the guidance of the experts and to convince the mother

in-law to stop their complaints. 
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IV. Performing 'Singleness' 

The concept of 'singleness' was performed in the context of widowhood and single 

households. The main issue in this play was the social control mechanism employed 

towards a widow by her mother and the neighbors. The character created in this play 

was a workingwoman whose income could be considered to be high. The conflict 

occurred by her living together with a man without a marriage contract. 

Performance VIII: "This Life is Mine!" 

06.11.2001, 58 minutes, Domestic Sphere 

Theme: Widowhood and Gossip 

Characters: Woman, Woman's First Friend, Woman's Second Friend, Woman's 

Third Friend, Neighbor, Woman's Mother 

"This play was about a widow woman whose relationship with her boy friend was 

broken up. She was very sad and her friends came to comfort her. Meanwhile a 

neighbor was secretly watching her. This neighbor called the woman's mother and 

informed her about this separation. She said that this boy friend also took her car 

and her jewelry and that everyone in the neighborhood was talking and gossiping 

about her. She told the mother that since she was a friend of the mother she could 

help her in this matter. The mother was desperate and began to cry, and decided to 

talk to her daughter. The mother's reaction was to' criticize her for having a 

relationship with someone although she was a widow. But from the woman's 

perspective this was her life and she could live the way she wanted. A few minutes 
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later the neighbor dropped in. She also began to criticize her because of her 

illegitimate relationship. She insisted that because they were not married, the man 

could cheat on her and leave her. At the end the mother insisted that she had to live 

with her and forced her to move to her house. " 

Strategies Against Gossip 

There were four interventions. Three of four spect-actors replaced the 'widow' and 

one replaced the 'widow's mother'. In this performance the main strategy of the 

spect-actor was to try to convince others that a woman could have her own life. The 

script consisted of three 'single' women: widow, her mother and her neighbor. The 

spect-actors focused on this status and tried to transform the discourses surrounding 

singleness into a discourse on the right to live alone. One spect-actor confronted the 

neighbor. She declared that she had her own life and she was the only person who 

would decide on her life. She eliminated the oppression that neighbor created by 

asking to talk to her mother alone. In this conversation she stated that they both had 

to live their own lives as they wanted, not as other people imposed. One of the spect

actor focused on the neighbor and tried to find solutions on the neighbor's problem 

of loneliness. She advised her to engage in an activity; perhaps in the social center in 

Okmeydam. 
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V. Performing 'Harassment' 

This play is the only one that has taken place in the workplace setting. It deals with 

the issue of 'harassment' that occurs towards women who work outside of their 

homes. This play can be seen as an attempt to show the construction of the working 

space as a masculine space. 

Performance IX· "Do we have any chance?" 

05.02.2002,58 minutes, Workplace 

Theme: Gender Discrimination in the Public Sphere 

Characters: First Woman, Second Woman, Third Woman, First Man, Second Man, 

Third Man 

"This was a play about three women who wanted to run a small restaurant in an 

industrial area. The play began with the action of the first woman who asked help 

from their male neighbors to carry a table. After this help, the two men phoned the 

third man asking him to bring flowers and chocolate for these women. They were 

very glad to have women neighbors at the workplace. They thought that this was an 

opportunity to ask them for dinner. The third man was sent to the restaurant with 

these gifts. Second woman welcomed him and got surprised when she saw the 

flowers thinking that the opening of the restaurant would be on the next day. Then 

they all understood what the flower meant and refilsed it. But he insisted on giving 

the flower. At the end they unwillingly took it. While they were concerned if this 

would happen again or not, if this flower was a genuine gift or not, the third man 
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appeared again with the chocolate. The women realized that those gifts were 

indicators of harassment. In the chocolate box they saw a pzece of paper: an 

invitation note for dinner. They got angry and the other two men came in to ask what 

the problem was. The three men were inviting them to go out. Since this was a male

dominated area, they had to get along well with them in order to keep their business. 

The women were paralyzed. " 

Strategies Against Harassment 

There had been six interventions in which 'the first woman' was replaced four times 

and 'the second woman' two times. They tried to cope with the situation in different 

ways, but they could not succeed in changing the situation. They eliminated the 

initial encounter, but they could not avoid the subsequent oppression. There were 

three main strategies that the spect-actors created. One was changing the relations 

with these men. For example, one spect-actor changed the initial scene and asked 

help from the other women for carrying the table. The second strategy was the belief 

in the solidarity among women. Two of the spect-actors stated that women could do 

everything by themselves without the help of men. Additionally, one of the spect

actors tried to threaten these men in terms of informing their wives about what they 

were doing. The last strategy was the access to legal rights and to the institutions. 

One of the spect-actors wanted to call the police, and another one said that she would 

sue them. Yet the men declared that in the legal institutions the personnel were also 

men who would take their side. In short there were different strategies shown on 

stage, but they could not find a solution to end the harassment. 
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The strategies that women in Okmeydam created could be categorized in three main 

groups. In the first group, women try to cope with the oppression by recourse to 

official institutions and legal rights. The strategies of 'going to the court or to the 

police', voicing the right of divorce and consulting to the experts all show the 

different ways in which modern institutions are used to cope. Communication was 

another strategy. The interaction/communication between the oppressor and the 

oppressed are changed within the interventions in two ways: One is the effort of the 

spect-actor to change the monolithic structure of oppression and to transform the 

monologue into a dialogue where she can also be heard. The other one is to eliminate 

other oppressors in order to confront the main conflict/oppressor to stop the 

oppression. Beyond these two fundamental strategies, the last one is the struggle of 

spect-actors declaring to achieve solidarity among women in order to gain power. 

Almost none of the interventions were able to effectively solve the crisis of the play. 

Nevertheless, I contend that the importance of these plays is not their power to solve 

gender oppression on the stage and become 'an example' for real life. Rather, their 

influence can be detected in the analysis of women's narratives about the theatre of 

the oppressed. I will discuss this influence by showing that the theatre of the 

oppressed creates a collective space for women to name oppression, by constituting a 

community, and by enabling them to challenge gender norms and imagine different 

ways of being a woman. 
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"We performed realities6
,,: Women's Words on the Theatre ofthe Oppressed 

This part comprises the analysis of the interviews within the context of the theatre of 

the oppressed workshops and performances. In chapter four, I examined women's 

words on the Okmeydam Social Center and explained their imagination of the social 

center as a bridge between 'home' and 'outside'. I also argued that the social center 

is defined as a transitory space where education is seen to be the most important 

means for 'self-development'. Here, I will try to examine how they imagine and 

identify the theatre of the oppressed workshops and performances in comparison 

with the educational programs. 

"Our Common Theme is Independence and Freedom of Women": Deciding on the 

Theme of a Play 

Although educational programs are based on the exploration of particular topics and 

subjects and depend on finding out examples from life, in the performances of the 

theatre of the oppressed life itself becomes the fundamental and primary source. That 

is life in its all richness, embodying all forms of oppression including economic, 

social and familial, simultaneously is displayed in a dramatic form. Accordingly, 

problems and strategies in real life situations become visible through performance. 

Rather than translating life into the terms and concepts discussed in the class; first, 

life is discussed, put in a dramatic form, and strategies learned in the center as well 

as those learned 'before' are used in solving problems. 

6 gen;:ekleri oynadlk biz 
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As I mentioned when explaining the process of the theatre of the oppressed 

workshops in chapter three, the participants are free in deciding on the theme that 

will indicate their shared oppression. Within the workshops, we work on oppression 

through exercises, games and more importantly 'images'. In the process of deciding 

on the theme of a performance, I encourage them to think about their oppression 

through an image or couple of images or a voice. Then they begin to discuss a chosen 

subject and propose topics concerning or inspiring them in terms of their oppression: 

We used to make images. Before constructing the play, everybody tells 

what he or she thinks, after that we discuss a bit until we decide whose is 

going to be (picked), then we corne to an agreement.7 (Tevfika) 

Our inner voices, everybody would make a noise. With the connotations 

of that noise, that cry, there came out 'Do we have any chance?,g (Arsen) 

Both of these quotations suggest that in the theatre of the oppressed, the aim is to 

give a material, discursive and dramatic form to something that is banal, not talked 

about, yet oppressive to woman. It is significant to explore how women are related to 

the proposed subjects and why these subjects are significant for them. Within the 

narratives, they all declare various reasons for various performances. But 

significantly, all these reasons are related with their own life and reality. For 

example, Ziihre tells that the play, "The Economic Crisis and its Reflections" was her 

proposal and she was inspired by her sister's life. On the other hand, Ash makes a 

7 imaj yaplyorduk. Oyun kurmadan once, herkes dii~iindiigiinii anlahyor, anlatttktan sonra kiminki 
olacagma karar verene kadar biraz tartl~lyoruz, soma orta bir yol bulunuyor. (Tevfika) 
8 i<; seslerimiz herkes bir ses <;lkanyordu. 0 sesten, 0 <;lghktan <;agn~lm yaparak, 0 ~anSlmlZ var mI 

<;lktl. (Arsen) 
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statement on the reason why they choose the theme of the performance, "Do We 

Have Any Chance?": 

I think that we chose that sort of a play because our common theme is 

independence and freedom of women in general.9 

They all emphasize that these performances are derived from their own lives; either 

from their own individual experiences or from the experiences of the community. In 

the interviews they all state that the themes of the plays are real events. For example, 

Aysu states that by the performances they created, they aim to put women's 

oppression into the agenda and to find solutions collectively. Referring to the first 

performance, "No Way Out?" Aysu states that: 

We talked like that among the group, we said where shall we do it, what 

can we do. ( ... ) Because, in our agenda -I regret to say- but there are 

those women who are beaten, always. And we decided to bring this 

subject back to the agenda since people are not still aware of it and they 

do not change. As within the discrimination of women and men, both the 

women getting beaten, and girls being oppressed at home, the superiority 

of men. However we came to realize at the end of the play that 

everything is not like that anymore. Women have opened their eyes, even 

if not completely, they are in much better condition when compared to 

their past situation. 1o 

9 Ortak konumuz zaten kadmlann genelinde baglmslzhk, ozgiirIiik oldugu iyin galiba bOyle bir oyunu 
tercih ettik diye dii~iiniiyorum. 
10 Grup olarak oyle konu~tuk nerden yapallm dedik, ne yapabiliriz dedik. ( ... ) <;iinkii giindemimizde 
hep boyle dayak yiyen kadmlar ne yazlk ki yok iiziiIerek soyliiyorum ama var. Ve biz bunlan 
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The relationship between daily life and performances enables women's oppression to 

be visible and debatable. The stories and characters derived from everyday life also 

help women to act out easily: 

.. , we made up those ourselves anyway, from the things that we see and 

live, we put in ourselves ( ... ) I, myself, now, I've acted in three (of the 

plays) one, a nurse, another in "This Life is Mine", oh, and in another 

. one I played the role of a man, father; Those were the things I have lived, 

for instance, while I was playing the nurse there, sometime ago I had 

attended a first aid class, so I know it a bit from there, also, we (with her 

daughter) had stayed in two or three hospitals ... I had some knowledge 

from there. 'This Life is Mine' was something that some friend of mine 

has gone through. I have played an oppressed woman, I myself was more 

or less like that, anyway. ( ... ) That was something very close to me.!! 

(Nil) 

The realness of subjects affects the persuasiveness of the performances and makes 

the interventions more possible and realistic. It also helps to activate the spectator, 

since they see their experiences on stage. Two of the performances were on the issue 

tekrardan bir giindeme getirelim, insanlar bu konularda hala aymlyorlar kr, degi~iyorlar ml diye boyle 
bir konuda karar verdik. Krz erkek aynmclhglllda hem kadlmn dayak yemesi, hem krza evde baskr, 
erkegin daha iistiin olu~u. Ama gordiik ki oyunun sonunda her ~ey boyle degilmi~ artlk. Kadllllar 
uyanml~, yani <;ok fazla uyanmasa da, eski durumuna gore <;ok <;ok daha iyiler. 
II ( ... ) zaten bunlan biz kendimiz ya~adlglmlz gordiigumiiz ~eyleri uydurduk, kendimizden bir ~eyler 
kattlk da <;lkardlk ortaya ( ... )Benim ~imdi orada, ii<; tane oynadlm, bir hem~ire, bir bu hayat benim, bir 
de ha bir erkek baba rolunde oynadlm. Bunlar benim ya~adlglm ~eylerdi mesela, ben orada hem~ire 
roliinii oynarken benim birazclk ilkyardlm kursuna gitmi~ligim vardl, oradan biraz biliyorum, biraz 
bununla iki u<;, u<; kadar hastanede yathk, oradan biraz bir bilgim vardI. ( ... )0 bu hayat benim de 
benim bir yakrmmlll ba~llldan ge<;en ~eylerdi. Zaten ezilen bir kadllli oynaml~tlm, kendim de az <;ok 
oyleydim. ( ... ) Bu benim <;ok yakrmmdan ~eydi. (Nil) 
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of reproduction, specifically the desire to have a male offspring. The 

problematization of this desire as well as their narratives show that this subject is 

derived from their own lives: 

There are so many people around us who say that they shouldn't have a 

girl, who say that you should definitely give birth to a boy. We did a play 

like that. A groom who doesn't want his mother in law in the house, who 

says that your mother shall not stay here, a discrimination between the 

boy and the girl in the house, the boy is always superior, girl comes in 

the second place, the girl doesn't go out. The woman who gets beaten in 

her house, even though she serves that much, a husband who doesn't 

work, who drinks, a husband who doesn't bring money to his house. 

These were the realities of our lives and we acted them. 12 (Aysu) 

Yes, these were the problems within my life, in fact, a play that a friend 

of mine did in the theatre never goes out of my mind, I had lived it 

myself too. ( ... ) the nurse brings out the baby and shows it to the father, 

the father says let me tip you, just when he gives her the money the nurse 

says "you have a daughter" the father puts back the wallet in his pocket 

and he is very disappointed for having a girl and he doesn't even feel like 

tipping. This is an insult on girls since they were babies, and I have seen 

it like that: when I was pregnant to my second daughter, anyway ... after 

12 <;::evremizde yok insanlar var, loz <;:ocugu olmasm diyen, illa erkek yocuk doguracaksm diyen. Bir 
oyle oyun oynaml~tIk. Kaynanasml istemeyen damat, annen burada kalmayacak diyen, evde klZ 
<;:ocugu ile erkek <;:ocugu arasmda aynm, erkek <;:ocuk her zaman iistiindiir, klZ yocuk ikinci planda 
kahr, klZ yocuk dl~an <;:lkmaz. Evinde dayak yiyen kadm, 0 kadar hizmet ettigi hal de, <;:ah~mayan iyki 
i<;:en koca, evine para vermeyen koca. Bunlar bizim hayatImlzm bir ger<;:ekleriydi ve bunlan biz 
oynadlk. (Aysu) 
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my labor my mother-in-law has done it to me, she did it via her present, 

she made it felt and she also put it into words. She brings a quarter-gold 

coin to my sister-in-law for she had a son as her fifth child ( ... ) and she 

gives me one million liras saying 'well you had a daughter, so what shall 

we do?'. 'Here', she says, you also have a boy and we shall give you a 

quarter too. I felt very sad and I cried a lot, and I said 'will I have a boy 

only to make you give me a quarter?' I mean she was treating me so 

badly for I have had a girl 13 . (Ash) 

My spouse's mother, I mean my mother-in-law still wants a boy, that 

came to my mind. ( ... ) her sending me wheat come to my mind. I mean 

from there the wheat will come; I would swallow it like a pill. Actually 

(they say) wheat is the sign of a girl, lentil C ... ) how it means that it will 

be a boy, and how she sends it, C ... ) how she goes there and how she 

promises a sacrificial and she sends it, her role in me wanting a boy, it 

reminded me of these. But I was aware that there are people who go 

through the other (stujj), I mean we performed those kinds of realities. 14 

CGizem) 

13 "Evet hayattmdaki sorunlardl hatta bir arkada~lmlll tiyatroda oynadlgl oyun hiy akhmdan ylkmaz 
onu ben de kendim ya~adlm ~ahsen. C ... ) hem~ire getiriyor bebegi babaya gosteriyor, i~te bah~i~ falan 
vereyim diyor bebegin babasl, tam para),! verirkene, hem~ire klZllllZ oldu derkene, adam tekrar 
ciizdam gerisin geriye sokuyor cebine ve diyor kIz oldugu iyin iizi.i1iiyor bah~i~ verme geregi bile 
duymuyor. Ha bebeklikten beri kIzlara yapIlan bir hakaret bu, bunu da ben ~oyle gordiim, ben ikinci 
kIzlma hamileykene, neyse dogumumdan soma kaynanam yaptI bunu bana, hediyesinde yaptI ve bunu 
belli etti bana bir de dile getirdi. ( ... ) Eltime, be~incisi oglan oldugu iyin ona yeyrek hediye gotiiriiyor 
( ... ) bana da kIZlll oldu klZlll ne yapahm diye 1 milyon hediye veriyor. i~te diyor sen de yap da bir 
oglan diyor sana da bir yeyrek takahm. <;:ok iizii1mii~hlm yok aglaml~tIm ve demi~tim ki ben ~ey sen 
yeyrek takacakslll diye bir oglan nu yaplcam, yani beni 0 kadar kohl goriiyordu kIz yocuk yapttglm 
iyin. (Ash)" . 
14 ..• e~imin annesi yani kaynanam erkek yocuk hala istiyor, 0 akllma geldi ( ... ) bana bugday 

.gondermesi akllma geldi. Yani oradan bir bugday gelecek hap gibi yutacam ashnda bugday kIz 
i~aretiymi~, mercimek( ... ) erkek yocuk olacagl aniamllla gelip onu gondermesi, ( ... ) oraya gidip onu 
niyet diyip kurban adayaraktan onu gondermesi 0 erkek yocugu istememdeki, rolii onu hattrlattl bana, 
ama digerlerinde ya~ayan insanlann oldugunu biliyordum yani boyle geryekleri oynadlk biz. CGizem) 
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My mother-in-law's used to do that, if there was a boy, she was counted 

for a child, you know. They used to tell my spouse: "Do it, and you will 

have a son, you shall have a son" always like that. I had a miscarriage; I 

was again involved with the theatre then. At the moment of that 

miscarriage, when my sister-in-law's found out, you know that this one 

is a girl, (they said) it was definitely a boy, the boy is gone, that sort of 

stuff. (oo.) Now I had a son, nobody called from my spouse's family for 

example. There's a piece of me like that in every play.I5 (Tevfika) 

Although theatre, in general terms, point to the fictiveness of the event shown on 

stage, the theatre of the oppressed performances enable to present real forms of 

women's oppression within the fictiveness of theatre. For example, Gizem believes 

thatthe plots and the themes of the performances are not fictive; they are the realities 

that are happening elsewhere in the world: 

We used to perform the reality, the reality that is being lived. Because in 

our plays, there were things that I saw, also things that I heard, I mean, 

we didn't play anything pretended there, because these were things that 

are lived, maybe in the East, in Istanbul, or in Tokat, I mean, but these 

were definitely the things we heard of, things we lived. I haven't lived 

15 ••• Benim kaymvalidemler yapardl, erkek s;ocuk varsa evlattan saYlhyordu hani. E~ime hep derIerdi 
yapm oglunuz olur, oglunuz olsun, hep boyle. Ben bir dii~iik yaptIm, tiyatroda vardlm 0 zaman yine. 
o dii~iikte hatta goriimcemler ogrendiginde, 0 ktz ya, bu oglandl kesin, oglan dii~tii bimnenne, bir 
siirii ~eyler. (Oo.) ~u anda oglum oldu e~imin tarafmdan kimse araYlp sormadl mesela. Her oyunda 
bOyle benden bir pars;a bir ~eyler var (Tevfika) 
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them, but you have, I mean we performed the things that we've been 

through. 16 

"Living" -as I will explain- is the key term that gives meaning to the theatre of the 

oppressed. 

"Living Through": Deconstructing the Everyday Life Through Performance 

It is important to investigate women's narratives to see how the 'education for 

women' discourse is opened up for criticism. Although in chapter four, women 

articulate the importance and the significance of education in defining the social 

center's mission, they begin to criticize the educational programs when they compare 

them with the theatre of the oppressed practices. The interviewees all declare that on 

the contrary to the dominant idea, they do not like to attend handicraft courses, which 

are boring and requiring great patience. Another reason for the dislike is the 

individuality that these courses force upon them. Although they assert the advantages 

of the formal trainings they receive in KiHEP and A<;::EV, they emphasize that they 

are mostly 'school type (okul tarzl)' studies. Arsen thinks that many participants find 

these courses boring "maybe that's why people are avoiding them17
". Nevertheless, 

there are functional similarities between the theatre of the oppressed and the 

practices that concern personal development. They both focus on the development of 

"awareness", "expression", "empathy" and "observation". For instance, the "sharing 

hours" of A<;::EV, the communication courses and the theatre of the oppressed all 

16 gen;ek hayatl oynuyorduk biz, ger<;ek ya~anan, <;iinkii oynadlglmlz oyunlarda gordiiklerim de var, 
duyduklanm da vardl yani, biz orada yapmaclk hi<;bir ~ey oynamadlk, <;iinkii ya~anan ~eylerdi, bu 
doguda oIabilir, istanbul'da olabilir, Tokat'ta olabilir yani, ama bunlar mutlaka duydugumuz 
ya~adlglmlz ~eylerdi. Ben ya~amadlm ama sen ya~adm bunu, ya~adlglmlz ~eyleri oynadlk yani. 
17

0 yiizden insanlar belki <;ok ka<;lyordu 
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create a discussion space for women where they can talk and can be listened. The 

other seminars such as effective communication and social personality also resemble 

the aims of the theatre of the oppressed workshops, but in structure they are too 

theoretical. Arsen defines them as follows: 

It seems to me as if the writing just stays there. It seems too hard, too 

technical to take the writing from there and put it into your mind and 

think it thoroughly, to put it into life. I am still reading, but I am not as 

hopeful as I was about it in the past. The interactive theatre has thought 

me that there would be better things and solutions via living and doing 

(it). 18 

"Living through" and "experiencing" are the terms that they use when they are 

defining the theatre of the oppressed workshops. Beyond the development of 

individuality, the theatre of the oppressed provides them a collective space. They 

become a group, like a theatre ensemble that creates its own plays. They discover 

different ways of talking and sharing within the other courses, but most importantly 

they find the opportunity to practice what they gained in 'real life' situations: 

There are so many things in theatre, I mean, the mother child education 

should be of secondary importance, even third, education comes along 

not with reading, it comes along with living with people. 19 

18 YaZI orada duruyor gibi geliyor. Yam onu, yazlyI oradan ahp kafana sokup, siiziip, hayata dokmek 
yok zor, yok teknik geliyor. Okuyorum yine, ama eskisi kadar umudu ondan beklemiyorum. 
Ya~ayarak ve yaparak daha giizel ~eyler ve yoziimler olacagIID ogretti bana interaktiftiyatro. 
19 Tiyatro da yok i~ var, yani anne yocuk egitimi ikinci planda dursun, hatta iiyiincii planda dursun, 
egitim yine okumakla degil, insanlarla ya~amakla pkIyor meydana. 
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Recognizing Oppression Through Shared Experience 

Besides the fact that the theatre of the oppressed is seen by women to be closer to 

'real life' , it is also a means through which women are reconstituted as a community 

and through which women learn to create and occupy new subject position. The 

theatre of the oppressed enables women's oppression to become debatable. The main 

difference between conventional theatre and the theatre of the oppressed is the 

concept of 'interactivity'. Within the theatre of the oppressed workshops, women 

collectively decide on a topic that will dramatize the shared oppression and perform 

it to the audience. Through the interactivity, collectivity is also created among the 

audience. In other words, the process of the theatre of the oppressed reconstitutes 

women as a collectivity both at the stage of preparation and performance. For 

example, Arsen defines her experience of conventional theatre in the past through the 

following words: 

I mean, the stage would be like, with the text in your hand, like the 

preparation of a play where you study it from the text and you act it. ( ... ) 

Later on, after the university, they said that there is a group like that in 

Fikirtepe. One time, I went there. ( ... ) But here, it changed all my things 

about the theatre, my ideas. (oo.) It changed, because it was interactive. I 

mean it was a theatre where the audience participated.2o 

20 Yani i~te sahne, sahnede tekst elinde, tekstten c;:ah~lp oynadlglll bir oyun hazlrhgl gibi olacaktl. (oo.) 
Soma i.iniversiteden soma, fikirtepede boyle bir grup var dediler. Bir kere de oraya gittim.(oo.) Ama 
burasl tiyatroyla ilgili ~eylerimi tamamen degi~tirdi, fikirlerimi. (oo.) interaktif olmasl nedeniyle 
degi~tirdi. Yani, seyircinin katIldlgl bir tiyatroydu. 
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Through the participation of the audience, a collective space to discuss their 

oppression is created. Instead of presenting a script to the audience or memorizing a 

written script, the theatre of the oppressed points at the collective work in the 

creation and re-creation process of forum plays. As Arsen states: 

I hate being dependent on something. You are independent, and because 

we were prepared beforehand, also because we know each other, even 

though you pull it (the performance) to a different direction, in some way 

we could be in harmony together, for we shared so many things. 21 

The theatre of the . oppressed is differentiated from conventional theatre by 

interactivity. The spectator's intervention creates a powerful situation in the struggle 

against oppression. As Tevfika states: 

Ifwe were to perform just like that and go, people wouldn't be impressed 

as such. For after the play, they congratulate, I don't know, they criticize, 

they say: what is it that you do. People participate.22 

What you have to say is pre-determined, it is limited. But theirs are not, 

they can say whatever they want, the participants.23 

Similar to the expenence of creating plays, responding to these strategies are 

important experiences both for the performers and the spectators. The aim of this 

21 •.• bir ~eylere bagh olmaktan nefret ederim ben. Baglmslzsm ve on~eden hazlrlandlglID1Z i<;in, 
birbirimizi de tarudlglmlz i<;in hani farkh bir yone de <;eksen, bir ~ekilde uyum saglayabiliyorduk 
birlikte, pek <;ok ~eyi payla~maktan dolay!. 
22 Biz bo~ bo~ oynaYlp 91ksaydlk, bu kadar insanlar etkilenmezdi. <;iinkii oyundan soma i~te tebrik 
edenler oluyor, ne bileyim ele~tirenler oluyor, ne bi<;im ~eyler yaptm diyenler oluyor. insanlar 
katlhyor. 
23 Senin soylemen gereken belli, smlrh. Ama onlannki degil, onlar istediklerini soyleyebilir, 
katthmcllar 
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interactivity is to open a space for this community III finding solutions to the 

common/shared expenences of oppression.~ This is a dual expenence and a 

conscious-raising method for both sides. In the interventions the performers change 

their own scripts according to the strategies of the spect-actors. This enables the 

change in the initial oppression that is shown on stage. The spect-actor not only 

struggles with the initial oppression, but also with the ones that are created through 

the interaction of the performer and the spect-actor. This shows how the spect-actor 

faces with the patriarchal relations within this interaction. In sum, this method 

operates for the benefits of the community in which all the people in that space 

become actors.24. Tevfika illustrates this in practice: 

It seems easier to find solution by saying it from the place that they sit in, 

and when it comes to the point of getting up and practicing it, they 

understand that it is not so, they think more, it is easy to speak from 

there, come and do it then. Then they see that they're wrong. We also 

say, well if it's that easy, why don't you do it? ( ... ) When they 

participate, it seems to them as if it's easy from the place that they sit, 

when they get up there. They see that it's not the case, when they come 

Through the interventions, performing area becomes a rehearsal space for the 

community in which they can fight against the possible oppressions of their lives. 

24 The method that is based on displaying and then discussing is also 'not functional as this method. 
See Hauden, L. (1997). In the thesis ofHauden, she used "Theatre of the Oppressed" technique in 
order to evaluate the transformation of conflict amongst the workers of a photocopy firm. But she 
changes the structure in the sense of discussing about the play that is performed. 
25 Oturduklan yerden soyleyerek yozum bulmalan kolayml~ gibi geliyor, e kalktp uygulamaya gelince 
oyle olmadlgml anhyorlar, biraz daha kafa yoruyorlar, oturdugun yerden konu~mak kolay, gel 
bakahm yap. 00 zaman i~te, ~i~iyorlar. Biz de diyoruz, ha kolaydl hadi yapsana.( ... ) Katllmca, onlara 
oturdugu yerden kolayml~ gibi geliyor, oraya kalktnca. <;:lkmca oyle olmadlgml goruyorlar. 
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Not only the performers and the spect-actors, but also the spectators who examine 

this struggle, move into a different kind of ~experience. Both the performing and 

examining area turn into a collective space: 

Yes, people used to think very different. I mean, this is how I think but 

this is the only way I know. To speak to someone else and another way 

out, other things.26 

As Gizem says, the performance on stage reveals the oppression, it also encourages 

and activates the spectator to perform against the oppression/oppressor. Aysu 

explains her experience and benefit out of the theatre of the oppressed as follows: 

I saw that there is no single solution. I mean how can we solve. How is 

the best way, how can it be realized in you life. Different comments 

came from different people. You tried to find the best among these 

choices, yourself, for perhaps you did not have your creative power, you 

did not have an idea about the solution. You stand on that one single 

point and you can't solve it. You became happy when such solutions 

came from other people. ( ... ) Actually, they are problems that can be 

solved. I mean (those) that have to be solved here and can be solved also 

in reality ... but one has to have self-confidence and belief. I mean to do 

that in reallife.27 

26 Evet insanlar ne kadar farkh dii~iiniiyorlard1. Yam ben boyle dii~iiniiyorum ama bu yol tek bildigim. 
Ba~ka birisiyle konu~up ba~ka <;oziim yolu, ba~ka ~eyler. 
27 <;::oziimiin bir tane olmadigmi gordiim. Yani nasIl <;ozebiliriz. En iyisi nasIl olur, hayatmda nasil 
ger<;ekle~ebilir. Degi~ik insanlardan degi~ik yorumlar geldi. En giizeli, en dogrusu neyse onu bulmaya 
<;ah~tIn sende 0 se<;imlerin arasmda, <;iinkii belki kendinin yaratIci giicii yoktu, dii~iincen yoktu <;oziim 
iizerine. Bir tek noktada kalmI~sm, <;ozemiyorsun. Diger insanlardan bOyle <;oziimler de geldigi 
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By experiencing and performing different solutions, strategies and approaches, the 

probability of choices and alternative methods can emerge. In this space, we are 

looking for the plurality, not an absolute solution. This performing area creates a 

space where women can search for strategies against oppression. At the first sight the 

regulatory norms and constituted gender are made visible by displaying the 

performance, and then by the intervention of the spect-actor, they are disrupted and 

resisted in the way of searching the possible ways and strategies. However, this 

happens within a collective space where everything is created through collectivity 

. 
and shared experience. The spect-actor presents her own solution to the community, 

the performer responds to her strategy, it can be successful or not. 

There isn't a single solution when you display a problem. You see that 

there isn't a single way out. ( ... ) Everyone used to find the realistic 

solution from their point of view. ( ... ) (they) used to produce a solution 

according to their reality. I mean, the reality and the standard and the life 

of the bearer of that solution was accordingly, the solution from within 

had to be like that. In that sense it provided me with a lot of flexibility. 

( ... ) well, I knew it, I have read about them, but I have experienced them 

while I was doing the interactive theatre, better said, they became 

strengthened in me, they came on one another and they became 

stronger. ( Arsen)28 

zamanda mutlu oldun. ( ... )Ashnda gefgekten yoziilebileeek sorunlar. Yani burada yoziimlenmesi 
gereken vede geryekten yoziilebileeek ama insam kendine inanel ve giiveni olmak zorunda. Yani 
geryek hayatta bunu yapabilmesi iyin. 
28 Tek bir yoziim yok, bir sorunu sergilediginde. Tek bir yoziim olmadlglm goruyorsun, yani. ( ... ) 
Herkes kendi aylsmdan geryekyi yoziimii buluyordu, ( ... ) kendi geryegine gore bir yoziim iiretiyordu. 
Hani 0 yoziimii iiretenin geryegi ve standardl ve ya~aml oydu, onun iyindeki yoziimii de kendinee oyle 
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On the other hand although I have limitations in evaluating the spectators/spect-

actors opinions about the theatre of the oppressed performances, Tevfik,! and Gizem 

tell about the effect of performances on their friends who has intervened: 

She said she got very excited, my neighbor who came lately (she said) it 

was very different. She came here, she tells it to every neighbor: I went 

there and I even performed. She goes for the first time. She didn't know 

at all, just as much as I've told. I come and go but where? Only as much 

as I've told... She got very excited (she said) she tells the play 

feverishly: They did this, they mentioned that problem, I got up, you try 

to find a solution. (Other) neighbors want to come in too. All right girl, 

let's go this day. They told me: even if the child is born next year, you 

go, we take care ofthe kid.29 (Tevfika) 

She got up for the participation, she said she loved it very much, she said 

I would (love to) come and play too, but, she said, I don't have time, my 

child is working; my daughter is working, I am rushing my work, and 

stuff, she even loved our plays, you do very good plays, she said, she 

olmahydl. Bu anlamda bana bu ~ok esneklik kazandlrdl. ( ... )ha ben bunu biliyordum, okumu~tum 
bunlan ama interaktiftiyatro yaparken bunlan ya~adlm, daha dogrusu peki~ti bunlar bende, ortii~tu ve 
saglamla~tl. 
29 Heyecanlandtgml soylemi~ti en son gelen kom~um, ~ok farkhymt~. Burada geldi anlattyor tUm 
kom~ulara, ay gittim oraya oyun bile oynadlm. ilk defa gidiyor, hie;: bilmiyordu oraya, hep benim 
anlattlglm kadanylaydl. Ben gidip geliyorum ama nereye gidip geliyorum. Anlattlglm kadanyla ... <;:ok 
heyecanlanmt~, hararetli hararetli nasIl anlatlyor oyunu. i~te ~unu oynadIlar, ~u sorunu i~lediler, ben 
e;:lktlm, ~ozum yolu bulmaya ~ah~lyorsun. Kom~ular da gelmek istiyorlar. Tamam klZ, ~u gun biz de 
gidelim. Bana ~ey dediler, seneye ~ocuk dogsa bile, gidersen biz ~ocuga bakanz sen git. 
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said that the people's trouble, women's ideas are being revealed. 30 

(Gizem) 

Challenging Gender Norms 

As I mentioned in chapter three, the right of speech is also a part of this collectivity 

and shared experience. Women's right of speech is repressed by the patriarchal 

system. The gender roles are also strictly constructed and the woman is described 

through mo~esty. Nil articulates this modesty as being 'a proper lady (hamm)' and 

tells how this modesty relates with the right of speech referring to her childhood: 

Don't smile, don't show your teeth ( ... ) by saying repeatedly, I got 

married like that, without being able to speak. C ... ) I even went to the 

schools, the high schools, but always in alert C ... ) be a lady, don't say 

your opinion at one place, don't talk too much, you are small, you are a 

young girl and stuff, we got married like that. 31 

In the narratives, women declare that they are also oppressed by discourses 

regulating the right to speech. The social center becomes a space where they 

can speak and where they are listened. Not only the theatre of the oppressed 

but also other programs focus on this issue. But participating in the theatre of 

30 0 katthma girmi~ti, gayet dedi yok sevdim dedi ke~ke dedi bende gelsem oynasam ama dedi, vaktim 
yok yocugum okuyor kIZlm yah~lyor, i~imi yeti~tiriyorum falan dedi, hatta oyunlanmlzl sevmi~ti, yok 
giizel oyunlar sergiliyorsunuz dedi, halk derdini, kadmlann dii~iincelerini ortaya ylkartIldlgml soyledi 
31 giilme, di~lerini gosterme C ... ) diye diye, konu~amaz bir halde evlendim bOyle yani.C ... ) Hatta 
okullara liselere falan gittim ama hep boyle temkinli C ... ) hamm 01, fikrini soyleme bir yerde, fazla 
konu~ma, sen kiiyiikslin, sen geny bir kIzsm falan filan oyle evlendik. 
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the oppressed workshops, women began to learn how they could improve their 

expression and interaction. Nil gives an example of learning new ways of 

expression, new gender performances and how the theatre of the oppressed 

workshops changed her mood. She became a more cheerful and talkative 

person. She can talk with neighbors and gets along well with her daughters. 

Besides gaining the right of speech, she declares that the existence of those 

spaces also provide those speeches to be heard and listened: 

It would come out that we were taken as human being, we were precious 

enough to be listened to. We would speak, if nothing we would say our 

opinion. 32 (Nil) 

There was also something in there, both in Nejmiye hamm and in the 

theatre. You have the right of speak. They have to listen to you, because 

these are rules, or everybody would go (murmur) so it's like that with us. 

Here, among my friends, there isn't such a thing. You know, I always 

say I remain silent33
. (Ziihre) 

After I got started, I realized that my voice could come out. Because, 

normally, you know that there are those people who speak softly in the 

group meetings. I was always that hoarse one. From those whose voices 

32 Bir insan yerine kondugumuz, bizim dinlenecek kadar degerli oldugumuz e;Il<lyordu ortaya. 
Konu~uyorduk, hie; degilse fikririlizi soyliiyorduk. 
33 Bir de ~ey vardl orada, Nejriliye Hamm'da da oyle tiyatroda da oyle. Konu~ma hakkma sahipsin. 
Seni dinlemek zorundalar, kurallar oldugu ie;in yoksa herkes (bzrblrbzr) bizde oyledir ya. Burada 
arkada~hk e;evremde yok oyle bir ~ey. Ben susanm diyorum ya hep. 
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are not heard. ( ... ) I started talking too much ( ... ) with theatre exercises 

that we do in the theatre exercises, my awareness has increased.34 

(Tevfika) 

Besides having such a space and the right of speech, the exercises and games of the 

theatre of the oppressed also provide the opportunity to express themselves. Similar 

to Nil, Tevfika thinks that women are obstructed in the act of speaking and 

expressing their own feelings and ideas that cause difficulties in communicating with 

people, especially with men. Tevkifa adds that women are under the control of men 

within the family and they are obliged to stay at home. But recently, she defines her 

attitudes as follows: 

I paid attention to the eyes, eyes tell so much. Before the theatre 

exercises, I couldn't have looked into people's eyes. I couldn't have 

talked or listened to while looking into people's eyes, while looking at 

their faces, especially with men. After the exercises, I realized that I 

cannot speak without looking into the eyes, I should look -into the eyes, I 

should look into (his/her) eyes while listening.35 

Even when I catch the muhtar (elected head of the district) if I have a 

complaint about the neighborhood, I tell him immediately. Beforehand, 

34 Ba~ladlktan sonra sesimin de <;:tkabildigini fark ettim ben. C;iinkii normalde hep grup toplantIlannda, 
<;ah~malarda kISlk sesle konu~anlar vardlr ya. Ben hep 0 kISlk. Sesi duyulmayanlardan: C ... ) <;ok 
konu~ur oldum ben C ... ) bu tiyatro <;ah~malannda yapttglmlz egzersizlerde farkmdahglm daha <;ok 
arttl. 
35 Gozlere ben dikkat ettim de, gozler <;ok ~ey anlattyor. insanlann gozlerinin i<;ine ben 
bakamlyordum, tiyatro <;ah~masmdan once. Hi<; gozlerinin i<;ine bakIp, insanlann yiiziine bakIp 
konu~up ya da dinleyemiyordum, ozellikle de erkeklerin. Sonra <;ah~malardan sonra fark ettim ki, ben 
gozlere bakmadan konu~amlyorum, goziine baklcam, goziine bakIp dinleyecegim. 
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Tevfika would find the muhtar and talked to him! It was impossible. I 

couldn't have found that strength, that courage within myself. It is again 

thanks to the theatre. For I haven't gotten the strength, the confidence. I 

acted out in the theatre.36 

In sum, the theatre of the oppressed provides a space where they have the right of 

speech by the help of the exercises: 

I have actually read about these, I knew, but via interactive theatre I 

realized them in my life. It gave me the chance to practice them. It made 

certain things applicable within my life; it made them something else 

than just theory37. (Arsen) 

What Arsen emphasizes is the practicability of what they gained from the theatre of 

the oppressed workshops and performances. Accordingly, the attempt of Gizem who 

tries to use the 'circle' in her family life shows best this practicability in everyday 

life: 

What are we complaining about, what do we want from each other, or 

what decisions are to be made in this house ( ... ) we sit down, one at a 

time, without interrupting each other, everybody their demands, who has 

36 Muhtanmlzl bile yakalasam mahalleden bir ~ikayetim varsa, hemen iletiyorum. Onceden Tevfika 
olacak da, muhtan bulacak da konu~acak! imkan veremezdim buna. 0 giicii, cesareti ben kendimde 
bulaffilyordum. Bu yine tiyatrodan olmu~tur. Ciinkii cesaretim, gUvenim yoktu. Tiyatroda ben 
oynadlm. 
37 Bunlan hakikaten okumu~tum biliyordum ama interaktiftiyatroyla hayatlffiln iyine daha yok 
soktum. Uygulama ~ansl verdi bana. Teori olmaktan <;:JkarttI hayatlmda bazl ~eyleri, uygulanabilir 
yaptl. 
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trouble with who ( ... ) we play with stone just like in the theatre ( ... ) we 

always do it like this, every Thursday.38 

Like the right of speech, in many senses "Theatre of the Oppressed" affects the 

participants' lives. The right of speech enable them to constitute a group of their 

own, to build a community against women's oppression and to empower their 

struggle and resistance. The practicability of the theatre of the oppressed in everyday 

life enables to carry the practices from the space of the theatre of the oppressed to 

the space of everyday life. Like the right of speech, another impact of the theatre of 

the oppressed on their daily lives is the change in their worldview that enables them 

to look at the world in a different way. How can theatre create this change? The 

theatre of the oppressed workshops and performances introduce different 

perspectives and methods in exploring oppression. By creating performances, 

displaying them publicly and searching solutions collectively, the participants and 

the spectator can find ways for struggling against oppression. The possibilities and 

varieties of the intervention constitute different points of views, which come to being 

by 'performing': 

For one thing, it provides me looking from a wider perspective. As I say, 

everybody has his/her own reality. Everybody looks from his/her 

38 nelerden ~ikayet<;iyiz, birbirimizden ne isteklerimiz var, ya da bu evde ne karar verilecek. ( ... ) 
oturuyoruz, bir bir soziimiizii kesmeden herkes kendi isteklerini kim kimden aciz yani ne gibi 
~ikayetleri var C ... ) ta~la oynuyoruz aym tiyatrodaki gibi C ... ) her zaman bOyle oturup yaplYoruz her 
Per~embe giinii 
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perspective. That is why nothing is too limited I mean nothing is actually 

like you perceive it. 39 (Arsen) 

My view, it is different how I look at everything! Even how I open the 

window there and look at the street is different. I started studying people. 

The environment. I cannot remain insensitive when something happens. 

Whatever it may be. 40 (Tevfika) 

By challenging oppreSSIOn and facing different solutions, the theatre of the 

oppressed opens a way in which they can evaluate their former conceptions. The 

interventions and the exercises of 'replacing the oppressed' cause women to gain a 

kind of 'empathy'. Through this empathy, the regulatory norms are questioned and 

the dichotomy of the oppressed and oppressor makes the oppression visible and 

opens it up for intervention and discussion. As Tevfika states: 

... you know, we would do that thing in the theatre lessons; we would put 

ourselves into the shoes of the oppressed: the oppressor and the 

oppressed ( ... ) this exercise has thought me to put one's self into the 

others' shoes. If it were in the past, when somebody did something, I 

could've taken it as something against me. But now I can think like, now 

39 <;ok daha geni~ aytdan bakrnarm saghyor bir kere. Diyorum ya, herkesin gers;egi farkh. Herkes 
kendi bakI~ as;lsmdan bakIyor. Onun is;in yani, his;bir ~ey s;ok slmrh degil, yani his:bir ~ey ashnda 
senin algIladlgm gibi de de gil. 
40 BakI~lanm, her ~eye bakI~lm farkh! ~uradan caml as;lp, yola bakI~lm bile farkh. insanlan inceler 
oldum. <;evreyi. Bir ~ey oldugunda duyarslz kalmlyorum. Ne olursa. 
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she is doing this or is saying that, but under what circumstances and in 

which reality is she saying that.41 

This replacing, intervening, creating strategies and challenging oppression is defined 

through empathy. The creation of collectivity and shared experience through the 

theatre of the oppressed workshops and performances enable the change on women's 

attitudes and ideas. Specifically the emergence of new forms of thinking creates 

solidarity among women against the patriarchal system: 

A specific example: I started getting people, especially I started getting 

women. I realized that. Now with my communication with women, I 

used to get angry ( ... ) I told you about my landlady for instance, then I 

thought, it's because her husband was asking her, by thinking what kind 

of a situation she is in. ( ... ) By putting myself into her shoes, I started to 

think she's right. In the social life, I am not offended by anything 

anymore. I am aware that I can handle the problems by talking. I mean, 

when something happens Idon't withdraw myself, I don't shut myself in 

some place, I don't become pessimistic and become mad at the world. 

( ... ) but then I realized that I am a feminist. ( ... ) Actually, I realized that 

I am always against the oppression of women. I am for the friendship and 

support among women. ( ... ) I try to support women, wherever I can. 42 

(Tevfika) 

41 tiyatro derslerinde hani ~ey yaplyorduk; ezilen insamn yerine koyuyorduk kendimizi: ezen ve 
ezilen.( ... ) ba~kalanmn yerine koyabilmeyi bana yok ogrettibu yah~ma. Eskiden olsa, biri bir ~ey yapt! 
ml, kendime yonelik alabilirdim ama ~imdi ~eyi dii~iinebiliyorum, ya bu bunu yaplyor, bunu soyliiyor 
ama hangi ~artlar is;inde ve hangi geryeklik iyinde bunlan soyliiyor. 
42 Somut bir omek; insanlan artlk anlamaya ml ba~ladlm; ozellikle de ben artlk kadlnlan daha yok 
anlamaya ba~ladlm. Bunu fark ettim. Artlk kadlnlarla ileti~imde, ben once den klZlyordum ( ... ) Sana 
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Talking about the transformation in their expressions and giving "voice" to women 

point to the importance of performance in creating new gender identities. The 

experience in the theatre of the oppressed enables them to challenge and change the 

norms that regulate gender in everyday life. 

Proposing Topics for Upcoming Workshops 

Some of the interviewees propose some significant themes for future plays. These 

proposals show that they consider the theatre of the oppressed as an important tool in 

their struggle against oppression. For example, Aysu suggests that the right of 

abortion has to be mentioned for women who do not want to have another child. 

Additionally, she brings forth the importance of formal education for girls. Arsen 

wants to participate in a workshop with a mixed group, and she proposes the subjects 

that concern the relations within the family, relationship with the husband and the 

sexuality. Ash proposes to make a play of a powerful woman and finally Gizem 

proposes a play concerning sexual equality and the decision of making love. She also 

wants to make a play about a woman's daily life and make her husband watch that 

play. Aysu says that she would like to perform plays that contain political messages. 

ev sahibimi anlattlm mesela, SOlITa dii~iindiim, onun kocaSI ona hesap sordugu i<;:in, onun nasIl bir 
ortamda oldugunu dii~iinerek ( ... ) Kendimi yerine koyarak, kadma hak vermeye ba~ladlm. Sosyal 
ya~antIda artlk ben hayata ve hi<;: bir ~eye kiismiiyorum. Sorunlan konu~arak halledebilecegimi 
farkmdaYlm. Yam bir ~ey oldugu zaman i<;:ime kapamp kendimi bir yere hapsedip, karamsar olup, 
diinyaya kiismiiyorum.( ... ) ama soma fark ettim ki ben feministim.( ... ) esasmda fark ettim ki, ben hep 
kadmlann ezilmemesi tarafmdaYlm. Kadmkadma dost olmasl, destek olmasl tarafmdaYlm. ( ... ) 
Kadlnlara destek olmaya <;:ah~lyorum buldugum yerde. 
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In this chapter I tried to give examples of the theatre of the oppressed performances 

and strategies created in the context of the Olaneydam Social Center. This is an 

experiment of the theatre of the oppressed in Turkey that aims to search the 

possibility for forming a resistance space in the struggle against women's oppression. 

All women emphasize the significance of the theatre of the oppressed in expressing, 

challenging and resisting the patriarchal system. The emphasis is on interactivity, 

performing and "realness" of the theatre of the oppressed when compared to 

educational programs. 
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CONCLUSION 

This thesis claims that the theatre of the oppressed can act as a tool for women's 

empowerment, in resisting the regulatory norms, patriarchy, and for strategy creation 

against women's oppression. Within the thesis, the theatre of the oppressed stands 

out not only as a tool of resistance, but also the method of investigation about 

women's oppression and emancipation. 

An overvIew of the recent practices of feminist studies in Turkey shows that 

education is widely perceived as the liberatory tool for women. The discourse of 

'education for women' has appeared within the feminist movement in Turkey in 

various forms. However, education discourse was mainly appropriated by the 

Kemalist ideology as a tool for women's liberation. In the thesis, I have tried to show 

that the social center becomes a site of reproduction for the 'education for women' 

discourse through the projects and programs of both the state and institutionalized 

feminism. Within this discourse, women participants of Okmeydam Social Center 

become the subjects of these projects and programs. As I have shown in the third 

chapter, the space and practices of the education discourse has a high influence on 

women's narratives about the social center. Looking from this point of view, 

practices of the theatre of the oppressed in Okmeydam Social Center becomes 

significant in problematizing the social center as a site of reproduction. 

In addition to that, practices of the theatre of the oppressed also work to challenge 

the 'education for women' discourse by reversing its method. Education discourse 

defines the problem in more abstract terms and treats particular life experiences as 
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case studies or samples of the main issue. As opposed to that, the theatre of the 

oppressed focuses on women's experience as the main point of analysis and works 

through the problematization of everyday life and forms of oppression. In doing that, 

it proposes an alternative method of consciousness rising via performative strategies 

developed in and through experience. 

The interactive quality of the theatre of the oppressed, and intervention as a 

strategizing process not only functions to express and reveal women's oppression, 

but it also enables the disruption of regulatory norms and performatively constituted 

gender identities via the creation of strategies against women's oppression. As Butler 

suggests, regulatory norms and gender constructions are maintained through their 

everyday performances and bodily materialization. In that sense, practices of the 

theatre of the oppressed, putting stress on performance and experience, help to reveal 

women's oppression and render the constitution of gender visible and debatable. 

Although performance appears in terms of fiction within the practices of the theatre 

of the oppressed, this fictiveness actually opens up a space for the women to discuss 

their oppression in relation to that particular performance. The bodily expression, 

simultaneously, enables women to disrupt the hegemonic matrix, and creates a 

possibility of resistance via 'performing' within the particular techniques of the 

theatre of the oppressed. 
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02-Nisan 2001 Pazartesi 

Kadinlardan seyirci tiyatrosu 

Okmeydani Toplum Merkezi Kadin Tiyatro Grubu, 
cok fazla konusmadan, donmus figurler ve 
hikayelerden yola cikarak kendi sorunlarini anlatiyor. 

o KEMAL ALTUNBOGAIISTANBUL 

Istanbul Okmeydani cevresinde oturan ev kadinlarindan 
olusan Okrneydani Toplum Merkezi Kadin Tiyatro 
Grubu, Augusto Boal'un "F orum Tiyatrosu" teknigini 
kullanarak kendisorunlarini gundemegetiriyorlar. 

lki bolumden olusan "Cikis Yok Mu?" adli oyunun birinci 
boluml,.mde, kadinin evde kocasiyla ve kayinbabasiyla 
yasadigi sorunlar sahneye aktarilirken, ikihci bolumde de 
zorla yaptirilan akraba evliligi irdeleniyor. Oyun 
bitmeden izleyici oyuna mudahale ederek var olan 
sorunlara karsi cozum yollari uretebilme hakkina sahiptir. 
"Cikis Y ok Mu?" oyununun yonetmenligini ise Jale 
Karebekir ustlenmis. 

Alti haftalik bir hazirlik sonucunda ortaya cikardiklari 
oyunda, kadinlarin maruz kaldiklari davaranislar, Boal'un 
yarattigi tiyatro teknigi ile sahnede hayat buluyor. 
Oyunun yonetmeni Jale Karabekir, yaklasik dort yil 
kadinlarla calisarak oyunu sahneye aktarmis. Bugun 
kadinin bastirilrnisliginin soz konusu oldugunu ifade eden 
Karabekir, "Tiyatro beden ve dille yapilan bir sey. Karlin 
bedenen bastirilmis. Kadinlar-birey-olarak kendilerini 
ifade etme sorunlari yasiyorlar, sorunlarini ifade etlnede 
tiyaroyu bir arae olarak kullaniyoruz" diyor. 

Grup, tiyatro sahnesinde etkili ve olaylari oldugu gibi 
aktarmak iein Augusta Boal'un "Forum Tiyatrosu" 
teknigini kullanarak cok fazla konusmadan, donmus 
figurler ve hikayelerden yola coop kendi sorunlarini 
anlatiyorlar. En ilgi cekici olan ise seyirci oyuna 
mudahale edip eozum onerileri sunabiliyor. 

Mudahale hakkiniz var! 

Agusto Boal'un 1950'lerde ortaya cikardigi "Forum 
Tiyatrosu" teknigi zaman icinde gelistirilerek 
uygulaniyor. Boal'un ilk amaci, tiyatronun geleneksel 
bicimini; seyirci He sahne arasindaki iliskiyi tnonologtan 
diyaloga donusturmektir. Seyircinin belli bir metni, belli 
bir sahneleme anlayisiyla seyretmesine karsilik Boal, 

Kultur~Sanat 
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tiyatroda seyircinin aktif bir rol oynamasini amac1ar. 
Boal'a gore, eger bir diyalog monologa donusurse, bu 
noktada baskilezme baslar. Boylece Boal, tiyatroda 
seyirci- sahne arasindaki baski unsurunu yok etmeye 
cali sir. 

"Forum Tiyatrosu"nun en onemli farkliliklari, dogrudan 
mesaj vermek gibi bir amaci bulunmamasi ve bilinen 
tiyatro oyunlari gibi bitmemesidir. Oyun bir kriz aninda 
biter ve seyircinin tiyatrosu baslamistir.Oyun tekrar 
seyireiye sunulmak icin baslatilir. Ikinei kere oyunu 
seyredecek olan seyirciler, zor durumda, baski altinda 
oldugunu ve ezildigini dusundukleri karekterin earesiz 
kaldigi bir noktada "Durun" diye bagirip oyunu durdurma 
hakkina sahiptirler. Boyleee, bu karekterin yerini alip, bu 
karekteri sahnede canlandiraeak bu kisiye cozum yollari 
arar. 

"Forum Tiyatrosu", tiyatrodaki sahne-salon; oyuneu
seyirei arasindaki gue iliskisini farklilastirir. Seyircilerin 
sahnedeki oyunu durdurabilmeleri, oyuncularin yerini 
alarak, farkli eozumler uretmeye ealismalari tiyatroyu 
"seyircinin tiyatrosu"na donusturur. 

Sorunlarimizi oynuyoruz 

Tulay OZKAN: Butun kadinlar gibi ben de Turkiye'de 
kadin olmaninagiriligini yasiyorum. Ne kadar kadin 
haklarindan bahsedilirse bahsedilsin uygulanmadiktan 
soma hie bir anlami yok. Bugun hala berdel var ve kadina 
fikri sorulmuyor. Kadinlar fiziksel, psikolojik ve 
ekonomik siddete maruz kaliyor. Tiyatro bir dil gibi ve 
tiyatro sayesinde izleyieiye mesaj iletiyorsun. Biz de 
kadinlar olarak sorunlarimizi tiyatro yoluyla anlatmayi 
dogru bulduk. 

Aysel AGIT: Kadinolmak Turlciye'de zor bir olay, Kadin 
olarak einsel taeize ve dayaga maruz kaliyorsun. Duygu 
ve dusuncelerini istedigin bieimde aciklayamiyorsun. 
Kadinsin sen y~pamazssin, okuyup da ne yapacaksin gibi 
sozler h%ol%o kullaniliyor. Biz de Okmeydani eevresinde 
oturan ev kadinlari olarak yasadigimiz sorunlarin butun 
kadinlarin sorunlari oldugunu bilerek tiyatro yapmaya 
karar verdik. 
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OKMEYDANI TO PLUM MERKEZi'NDE TiYATRO <;ALI~MASINA 

KATILMIS VE GOSTERiLERDE BULUNMUS KADINLARLA YAPILAN , , 

MULAKA TIN SORULARI 

Ki~isEL BiLGiLER 

Ka<; ya~mdasm? Nerede dogdun? [mem1eketin neresi? istanbul'a ne zaman geldin? 

NasIl ge1din? Ni<;in geldin? Hem~ehrilerin burada ml, memlekette mi? Onlarla ha1a 

gorii~iiyor musun? ili~kilerin nasI1/hangi slkhkta? Daha <;ok hangi durumlarda 

gorii~iiyorsunuz? (yardImla~ma, seremoni, koyde, oturdugu bolgede vs.) Memlekete 

daha soma gittin mi? Ne zamanlar? Ka<; kere? Ne sIkhkta?] 

Okula gittin mi? Hangi/nerede okulla gittin? <;:ah~lyor musunlhi<; <;ah~tIn ml? Nerede 

oturuyorsun? Niye burada oturuyorsun? [istanbul'a ilk geldiginde nerede 

oturuyordun?] Oturdugun bolgenin/yerin sana sagladIgI olanaklar neler? Bunlardan 

yararlanabiliyor musun? 

Kimlerle gori.i~iiyorsun? Kom~ular ya da arkada~lar ya da akrabalar ya da 

hem~ehriler arasmda nasll bir dayam~ma var? 

EVLiLiK UZERiNE 

Evli misin? Ka<; Yllhk evlisin? E~in <;ah~IYor mu? Ne i~ yaplyor? NasIl 

evlendiniz/tam~t1mz? <;:ocugun var ml? Ka<; tane? Ka<; ya~lannda? Cinsiyetleri nedir? 

Okula ml gidiyorlar, <;ah~lyorlar mI? NasIl bir evde oturuyorsunuz? Evde ka<; ki~i 

ya~Iyor? Akrabalarla ili~kileriniz nasIl? Evde sorunlar ya~Iyor musunuz? Nasll 

anla~maya vanhyor? Evde kararlan nasIl ahyorsunuz? Son karan kim soyliiyor? 
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TO PLUM MERKEZi UZERiNE 

Toplum Merkezi'ne gelmeden 6nceki hayatlll nasIldl? Toplum Merkezi'ne ilk ne 

zaman geldin? Toplum Merkezi'nden nasIl haberdar oldun? Toplum Merkezi'ne 

gelmenin nedeni neydi? Sence Toplum Merkezi nedir? Kimler <;ah~lr/Kimlere ne 

hizmet verir? Okmeydam Toplum Merkezi senin i<;in ne ifade ediyor? Toplum 

Merkezi'ni hi<; tammadlglllI birine nasII anlatIrdlll? Toplum Merkezi'nden nasII 

yararlamyorsun? Ne gibi <;ah~malara kabldlll? Bu <;ah~malardan kIsaca bahseder 

misin? Toplum Merkezi'nden beklentilerin ger<;ekle~ti mi? Toplum merkezi'nden 

ba~ka nasII yararlanmak isterdinlba~ka ne gibi <;ah~malar-etkinlikler olsun isterdin? 

Toplum Merkezi'nden kazammlarm neler? Hayatllla nasII etkiler getirdi? Omegin 

sertifikalar vs. ile ne yapmayt dii~iiniiyorsun? 

Toplum Merkezi somaSI ya~antlll nasII? Bir farkhhk var mI? NeIer degi~ti? NeIer 

degi~medi? ili~kilerinde bir degi~iklik oldu mu? <;ocuklanm nasII yeti~tiriyorsun? 

Neleri yapmak/ neleri yapmamak istiyorsun? Senin gibi olmalanm ister misin? 

TiYATRO <=ALI~MASINA DAiR 

Tiyatro <;ah~masllla nasII katIldlll? Ne zamandan beri tiyatro <;ah~masma 

katIlmaktasm? Oyunlann konulanm nasII kararla~tIrdlmz? Ortak soruna nasIl karar 

verdiniz? Oyunlanm nasII olu~turdunuz? Hangi oyunlarda oynadm? KIsaca 

oyunlardan ve rollerden bahseder misin? Oynadlglll hangi rolii daha <;ok sevdin? 

Neden? Oynadlgm hangi rolden ho~lanmadlll? Neden? Bu oynadIklann dI~lllda hangi 

rolii oynamak isterdinlhangi oyunu, konuyu oyunla~tIrmak isterdin? 
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Gosteri slfasmda seyircinin katlhmim nasIl degerlendirirsin? Sen neler hissettin? 

Seyirci ile birlikte <;ozilm onerilerini ilretmek sence nasIl bir deneyimdi? Oyunlarla 

ilgili seninlgrubun <;oziim onerilerin var mIydl? Akrabalann, kom~ulann, 

arkada~lann vs. oyunu seyrettiler mi? Bu <;ah~maya ve gosteriyi katIldlgm i<;in sorun 

ya~adm mI? Gosteriden soma seyircilerden nasil tepkiler aldm? Tiyatro <;ah~masl ile 

diger <;ah~malar ve kurslardaki deneyimlerin arasmdaki i1i~ki var ml? Ne gibi farklar 

ve benzerlikler gordiin? 

HAYATABAKI~ 

Oyunlanmzda neleri konu a1dImz? Bu konularlsorunlarla kendi hayatmda da 

kar~lla~lyor musun? Yapilan oyunlardan hangisini, ne ol<;iide sen kendi hayatmda 

deneyimledin? Hangilerini deneyimlemedin? Sence tiyatro <;ah~masmda veya 

gosterilerde ba~ka ne gibi konu/sorunlar ele almabilirdi? Senin, arkada~lanmn, 

akrabalanmn, kom~ulanmn vb. bu tilr sorunlar kar~lSlnda <;ozilm onerileriniz nasil 

oluyor? Ne gibi stratejiler/oneriler uyguluyorsunuz? $u an i<;inde bulundugun 

durumakar~I ne gibi <;oziim onerilerin olurdu? 

Hayatmda en <;ok neyi degi~tirmek isterdin? Neden? Sence oyunlarla bunu 

degi~tirmek milmkiin mil? NasIl? Sence bask! nedir? brnek verebilir misin? Sence 

kadmlar bask! altmda ml? Sence kadmlar eziliyor mu? Sence neden? Sence kadmlar 

ne yapmah? Senin onerilerin var mI? Sence toplum m~rkezi kadmlara bu konularda 

yardlmcl olabiliyor mu? Sence tiyatro <;ah~masmm bunlara bir katklSl var mI? NasIl? 
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Hayatmda nere1erde, hangi alanlarda hakslzhga ugradlgml dii~iiniiyorsun? Hangi tiir 

ili~kilerde 9aresiz, 90ziimsiiz kaldlgm, kmldlgrn anlar oluyor? 

Kadmhgm ile ilgili ne oynamak isterdin? Ne gibi noktalarda 91kmazlann oldugunu 

dii~iiniiyorsun? Oynamadlgrmz ama gevrende olan hangi konuyu oyunla~tmnak 

isterdin? 

Toplum merkezi ve tiyatro 9ah~maslm arkada~lanna vs. 6nerir misin? Neden? 

Kimlere onerirsin? 
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